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SOLAR POWER SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT 

THIS SOLAR POWER SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT (this “Agreement”) is made and 
entered into by and between MCKINSTRY RDCS 1, LLC, a Washington limited liability 
company authorized to do business in Colorado, doing business at 5005 3rd Ave S, Seattle, 
Washington 98134 (the “Company”), and the CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER, a municipal 
corporation of the State of Colorado (the “City”), by and on behalf of its Department of Aviation, 
with offices at 8500 Peña Blvd., 9th Floor, Denver, Colorado 80249, each a “Party” and 
collectively the “Parties.” 

W I T N E S S E T H: 

WHEREAS, the City has entered into an Operator Agreement with the Company, Jaggaer 
No. CASR-202160096 and dated November 30, 2021 (“Operator Agreement”), to construct, 
operate, maintain, and manage subscriptions for community solar gardens on property owned or 
leased by the City; and  

WHEREAS, pursuant to the Operator Agreement, the Company will construct, operate, 
maintain, and manage subscriptions for community solar gardens owned by the City with a total 
generating capacity rated at approximately 4,576kWdc, as listed in EXHIBIT C (the “Solar 
Gardens”); and 

WHEREAS, the City owns and operates Denver International Airport through its 
Department of Aviation (“DEN”), and through DEN desires to subscribe to a portion of the energy 
generated by the Solar Gardens; and 

WHEREAS, the Parties intend that, pursuant to Colo. PUC No. 8 Electric Tariff (“Tariff 
No. 8”) and the Producer Agreements, the Solar Gardens will generate Bill Credits to be applied 
to DEN’s monthly invoices from the Utility for retail electric service for DEN Meters; and 

WHEREAS, DEN desires to purchase from the Company the right to receive Bill Credits 
associated with 24.7% of the Energy Output generated by each of the Solar Gardens shown in 
EXHIBT C, commencing on the Commercial Operation Date of each Solar Garden and continuing 
through the Term (“DEN’s Allocated Percentage”), as provided under the terms of this 
Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, Colorado law allows DEN to purchase an allocated share of Bill Credits 
associated with the solar energy produced from the Solar Gardens and attribute DEN’s share of 
solar energy to one or more of its metered sites, see C.R.S. § 40-2-127 and 4 CCR 723-3 §§ 3875–
3883; and 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises and the mutual benefits from the 
covenants hereinafter set forth, the Company and the City agree as follows: 

1. LINE OF AUTHORITY: The Chief Executive Officer of Denver International Airport 
(the “CEO”) authorizes and directs all work performed under this Agreement. Until otherwise 
notified by the CEO, DEN’s Energy Manager is designated as the authorized representative of the 
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CEO through whom management of this Agreement shall be directed and coordinated.  
Administrative reports, memoranda, correspondence and other submittals required of the 
Company shall be processed in accordance with the Energy Manager’s directions.   

2. DEFINITIONS: 

A. “Applicable Law” means any constitutional provision, law, statute, rule, regulation, 
ordinance, treaty, order, decree, judgment, decision, certificate, holding, injunction, registration, 
permit, authorization, guideline, governmental approval, consent or requirement of the federal 
government, the state of Colorado, or the City, enforceable at law or in equity, including the 
interpretation and administration thereof by such authority, and including as these maybe be 
amended during the Term. 

B. “Bankruptcy Event” means, with respect to a Party, that either:  (i) such Party has 
(A) applied for or consented to the appointment of, or the taking of possession by, a receiver, 
custodian, trustee or liquidator of itself or of all or a substantial part of its property; (B) admitted 
in writing its inability to pay its debts as such debts become due; (C) made a general assignment 
for the benefit of its creditors; (D) commenced a voluntary case under any bankruptcy law; 
(E) filed a petition seeking to take advantage of any other law relating to bankruptcy, insolvency, 
reorganization, winding up, or composition or readjustment of debts; (F) failed to controvert in a 
timely and appropriate manner, or acquiesced in writing to, any petition filed against such Party in 
an involuntary case under bankruptcy law; or (G) taken any corporate or other action for the 
purpose of effecting any of the foregoing; or (ii) a proceeding or case has been commenced without 
the application or consent of such Party in any court of competent jurisdiction seeking (A) its 
liquidation, reorganization, dissolution or winding up or the composition or readjustment of debts, 
or (B) the appointment of a trustee, receiver, custodian, liquidator or the like of such Party under 
any bankruptcy law, and such proceeding or case has continued undefended, or any order, 
judgment or decree approving or ordering any of the foregoing shall be entered and continue 
unstayed and in effect for a period of sixty (60) days. 

C. “Bill Credit” means the monetary value of the electricity generated by the Solar 
Gardens commensurate with DEN’s Allocated Percentage, as calculated pursuant to the Producer 
Agreements and the Tariff, and credited to the City by Utility on its monthly invoice for electric 
service for DEN Meter(s) in accordance with the Producer Agreement. 

D. “Bill Credit Rate” means the rate in the Utility Community Solar Garden Tariff 
assigned to the DEN Meter(s). 

E. “Commercial Operation” means the condition existing when the Company has 
achieved all of the requirements for commercial operation as set forth in Section 4.3 of the 
Producer Agreements. 

F. “Commercial Operation Date” means the date when Commercial Operation is 
achieved. For the avoidance of doubt, the Commercial Operation Date shall be the same as that 
under the Producer Agreements. 
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G. “DEN Meter” means the meter(s) associated with specific DEN Utility 
accounts/premises listed in EXHIBIT B as updated from time to time by the Parties. 

H. “Effective Date” means the date on which the Agreement is fully executed by all 
required and authorized representatives of both Parties. 

I. “Energy Output” means the quantity of actual net energy generated by the Solar 
Gardens (measured in kWhac by the production meter) in any given period of time. Estimated 
annual Energy Output is shown in EXHIBIT D.  Energy Output does not include the RECs. 

J. “Force Majeure” has the meaning given to it in Section 27. 

K. “kWhac” means kilowatt-hour alternating current of electricity. 

L. “Producer Agreement” means any one of those certain Solar*Rewards Community 
Producer Agreements between Utility and Company, which shall be generally in the same form as 
for Solar Garden ID No. SRC083127, attached hereto as the first 30 pages of EXHIBIT A.  Exhibit 
A also contains the first page and the exhibit A to the other nine solar gardens covered by this 
Agreement listed on EXHIBIT C attached hereto.  A Producer Agreement may be reasonably 
modified by the Utility and Company without such modification being deemed an amendment to 
this Solar Power Subscription Agreement. 

M. “PUC” means the Public Utilities Commission of Colorado. 

N. “Renewable Energy Credits” or “RECs” shall have the meaning set forth in 4 CCR 
723-3 § 3652(y).  In addition “REC” shall also mean the right to all non-energy and environmental 
attributes (including economic, carbon and pollutant-related tags and credits, benefits, avoided or 
reduced emissions reductions, offsets, emission rate reductions, tags and allowances, howsoever 
titled) attributable to the capacity available and/or energy generated by a Solar Garden, including 
environmental air quality credits, tags and allowances created by law or regulation by virtue of the 
Solar Garden’s environmentally favorable or renewable characteristics or attributes. “RECs” 
includes but is not limited to rights eligible for registration, trading and/or use under the Western 
Renewable Energy Generation Information System.  A “REC” or “RECs” excludes any Tax 
Incentive.    

O. “Site” means the real property listed in EXHIBT C on which a Solar Garden will be 
constructed and located, including any easements, rights of way, surface use agreements and other 
interests or rights in real estate reasonably necessary for the construction, operation and 
maintenance of the System.  

P. “Solar Garden” means a community solar garden that qualifies for the 
Solar*Rewards Community Program as set forth in C.R.S. §40-2-127, et seq., and Rule 3665, 4 
CCR 723-3, related PUC orders, and the Tariff.  

Q. “System” means an integrated assembly of photovoltaic panels, mounting assemblies, 
inverters, converters, metering, lighting fixtures, transformers, ballasts, disconnects, combiners, 
switches, wiring devices and wiring, more specifically described in Exhibit B. 
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R. “System Operations” means Operator’s operation, maintenance and repair of the 
System performed in accordance with the requirements of this Agreement. 

S.  “Tariff” means the Solar*Rewards Community Program tariff in Utility’s rate book.   

T. “Tax Incentives” means any and all new or existing federal, state or local tax credits, 
cash grants, production incentives or similar tax or cash benefits for which the City or the Solar 
Gardens is eligible or which either receives, or any depreciation, expenses, credits, benefits or 
other federal, state or local tax treatment for which the City or the Solar Gardens is eligible or that 
either receives. 

U. “Transfer Date” means the date upon which this Agreement is assigned to an eligible 
transferee.  

V. “Utility” means Public Service Company of Colorado, a Colorado corporation, and 
any successor thereto, which on the Effective Date is doing business as Xcel Energy. 

3. INSTALLATION AND OPERATION OF SOLAR GARDENS: 

A. The Company shall install the Solar Gardens, which, upon the Commercial Operation 
Date, are targeted to have a combined generating capacity rating as shown in Exhibit C.  The 
Company shall provide DEN with reasonable notice of the progress of the installation of the Solar 
Gardens and shall provide reasonable notice to DEN of the Commercial Operation Dates.   

B. The Company, per its obligations under the Operator Agreement, shall be solely 
responsible for all costs and the performance of all tasks required for installation of the Solar 
Garden, which shall include, without limitation, the following: 

 
(i) obtain all permits and enter into contracts and agreements required for installation 

of the Solar Gardens; 
(ii) obtain all necessary authority from Utility or regulatory entities for the operation 

of Solar Gardens; and 
(iii) effect the execution of all agreements required for Utility interconnection of the 

Solar Gardens. 
 

C. The Company shall (i) use commercially reasonable efforts to cause installation of the 
Solar Gardens to be completed and to cause the Commercial Operation Dates to be on or before 
February 1, 2024; or (ii) on such date, notify DEN of the actual or estimated Commercial Operation 
Dates.  Successful completion of parts (i) - (iii) of Section 3.B above shall be conditions precedent 
to the Company’s obligations to commission and operate the Solar Gardens and otherwise perform 
its obligations under this Agreement.  If the activities contemplated in parts (i) - (iii) of Section 
3.B are not completed by February 1, 2024, either Party shall have the option, upon written notice 
to the other Party, to terminate the Agreement.  Alternatively, in the event that such conditions 
precedent are not satisfied by such date, the Parties may mutually agree to amend this Agreement 
to revise the Commercial Operation Dates and the Term of this Agreement. 
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D. The Company shall be solely responsible for operation and maintenance of the Solar 
Gardens in compliance with all Applicable Laws, and shall, at all times during the term of this 
Agreement, maintain the Solar Gardens in good operating condition.   

 
E. The Company shall provide all insurance coverage required by this Agreement. 
 
F. The Company shall enter into Producer Agreements with the Utility under which the 

Company and the Utility take the following actions in the implementation of the solar garden 
program:  

  
(i) The Company is responsible for operating each Solar Garden so that it 

produces solar energy; for delivering and selling the solar energy and the 
associated Renewable Energy Credits to Utility; and for providing Utility 
with monthly information that identifies subscribers to each Solar Garden 
such as DEN, and each subscriber’s allocated percentage of each Solar 
Garden’s Energy Output. 

(ii) Utility is responsible for accepting deliveries of each Solar Garden’s Energy 
Output; for paying the Company for the RECs associated with the Energy 
Output from each Solar Garden; and for providing each subscriber to each 
Solar Garden with a Bill Credit on its retail electric service bill associated 
with its allocated percentage of each Solar Garden’s Energy Output. 

G. The Parties acknowledge that the Producer Agreements require that the Company is 
responsible for answering all questions from DEN regarding its participation in the Solar Gardens.  
The Company is solely responsible for resolving disputes with the Utility or DEN regarding the 
accuracy of DEN’s Allocated Percentage.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, DEN acknowledges 
that the Utility is responsible for resolving disputes with DEN regarding the applicable rate used 
to determine the Bill Credit. 

H. The Parties share a common desire to generate favorable publicity regarding the Solar 
Gardens and their association with it.  The Parties agree that they will, from time to time, issue 
press releases regarding the Solar Gardens and that they shall cooperate with each other in 
connection with the issuance of such press releases.  Each Party agrees that it shall not issue any 
press release regarding the Solar Gardens without the prior written consent of the other Party, 
which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed.  

4. PURCHASE AND SALE OF POWER: 

A. Purchase and Sale.  Beginning on a Solar Garden’s Commercial Operation Date, and 
continuing for the Term of this Agreement, DEN shall purchase from the Company at the Purchase 
Price the right to receive Bill Credits from the Utility proportional to City’s Allocated Percentage 
of each Solar Garden’s Energy Output.  

B. Purchase Price.  On a monthly basis during the Term, DEN shall pay the Company 
an amount equal to DEN’s Allocated Percentage of the Energy Output during the applicable 
production month multiplied by the price per kWhac in effect during the year in which the 
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production month occurs, as shown on the price list on Exhibit E (the “Purchase Price”). Such 
amount shall be paid in accordance with the terms of Section 6. 

C. Production Meters. The Utility shall install a production meter to measure the 
amount of Electric Power generated by each Solar Garden. The production meter shall be used to 
measure the amount of Electric Power generated by the System and City’s Allocated Percentage. 

5. TERM AND TERMINATION. 

A. Term.  The Term of this Agreement shall commence upon the Effective Date and 
shall expire twenty (20) years after the latest Commercial Operation Date of any Solar Gardens 
associated with the Agreement from which DEN is purchasing Bill Credits, as shown in Exhibit C 
(the “Term”), unless earlier terminated in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement. 

B. Termination if Producer Agreement Terminated.  Without limiting either Party’s 
termination rights elsewhere in this Agreement, this Agreement will terminate if the Producer 
Agreement is terminated.   

C. Termination for Disqualification.  The City may terminate the Agreement 
immediately upon written notice if Utility, or another party with the authority to do so, disqualifies 
the Operator of the facility from treatment as Operator of the Community Solar Garden under 
Colorado Statutes or Colorado Public Utilities Commission order. 

D. Termination for Force Majeure. Upon the occurrence of a force majeure event, the 
Agreement may be terminated consistent with the provisions of Section 10.3 of this Agreement.  

E. Termination upon Mutual Agreement. This Agreement may be terminated at any 
time, for any reason, by mutual agreement of the Parties in writing. 

F. Early Termination or Default.  Either Party has the right to terminate this Agreement 
in accordance with the early termination provisions set forth in Section 3.C and the default 
provisions set forth in Section 18.   Either Party may terminate the Agreement if the other Party or 
any of such Party’s officers or employees are convicted, plead nolo contendere, enter into a formal 
agreement in which they admit guilt, enter a plea of guilty, or otherwise admit culpability to 
criminal offenses of bribery, kickbacks, collusive bidding, bid-rigging, antitrust, fraud, undue 
influence, theft, racketeering, extortion or any offense of a similar nature in connection with such 
Party’s business. Termination for the reasons stated in this paragraph is effective upon receipt of 
notice. 

G. Company Termination; Termination for Loss.  The Company may terminate this 
Agreement in accordance with Section 17. 

H. Termination for Convenience.  The City may terminate this Agreement for 
convenience upon sixty (60) days’ prior written notice to the Company. 

I. Discontinuation of Community Solar Garden Program. Notwithstanding anything 
herein to the contrary, this Agreement shall terminate immediately, without notice, if the 
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Community Solar Garden program is discontinued by Utility.  In addition, this Agreement shall 
terminate immediately if the Community Solar Garden program is limited or materially adversely 
changed prior to Operator executing a Producer Agreement with Utility, so long as the Operator 
has used its best efforts to secure the Producer Agreement up to the point of program change.    

6. DEN PAYMENT OBLIGATIONS: 

A. Any other provision of this Agreement notwithstanding, in no event shall DEN’s 
payment obligation for the Agreement be any amount in excess of TWO MILLION ONE 
HUNDRED TWENTY SIX THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED SEVENTY-SEVEN 
DOLLARS AND NO CENTS ($2,126,877.00) over the Term (the “Maximum Contract 
Amount”), unless this Agreement is amended to increase such amount.   

B. All payments under this agreement shall be paid from the City and County of Denver 
Airport System Operations and Maintenance Fund and from no other fund or source.  The City is 
under no obligation to make payments from any other source.  The City is under no obligation to 
make any future encumbrances or appropriations for this Agreement.  It is expressly understood 
and agreed that the obligation of the City to make payments shall only extend to monies 
appropriated by the Denver City Council, paid into the Treasury of the City and encumbered for 
the purposes of this Agreement.  The Operator acknowledges that (i) the City does not by this 
Agreement irrevocably pledge present cash reserves for payments in future fiscal years, and (ii) 
this Agreement is not intended to create a multiple-fiscal year direct or indirect debt or financial 
obligation of the City and County of Denver.   

C. The Company shall deliver to DEN monthly invoices, no later than thirty (30) days 
after the last day of the production month, stating the amount equal to City’s Allocated Percentage 
of each Solar Garden’s Energy Output for the production month in kWhac.  The invoice shall be 
in form satisfactory to DEN.  The Parties agree that the Executive Director and the Chief Financial 
Officer of the Department of Finance and the DEN CEO may from time to time change the format 
and content of the monthly invoice to be submitted by the Company.  DEN is authorized to make 
payments to the Company’s agent on the Company’s behalf, so long as the Company provides 
DEN with evidence of the Company’s contractual relationship with its agent for invoicing services.  

D. The City shall process all invoices for payment received from the Company on a 
timely basis in accordance with the City’s Prompt Payment Ordinance, Section 20-107 et seq. of 
the Denver Revised Municipal Code (“DRMC”).  The Company agrees that interest and late fees 
shall be payable by DEN hereunder only to the extent authorized and provided for in the City’s 
Prompt Payment Ordinance. 

E. If Utility has not accepted all or part of DEN’s Allocated Percentage of a Solar 
Garden’s Energy Output or has not provided DEN with a Bill Credit for all or part of DEN’s 
Allocated Percentage on DEN’s retail electric service bill, DEN agrees to pay the undisputed 
portion when due and provide the Company with notice of the invoice discrepancy.  DEN will not 
be responsible for the Purchase Price for the Bill Credits in question until Utility has provided 
them to DEN.   
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F. Either Party may, in good faith, dispute the correctness of any invoice or any 
adjustment to an invoice rendered or adjust any invoice for any arithmetic, computational or meter-
related error within six (6) months of the date the invoice or adjustment to an invoice was rendered.  
In the event a Party disputes all or a portion of an invoice, or any other claim or adjustment arises, 
that Party shall pay the undisputed portion when due and provide the other Party notice of the 
dispute and the amount in dispute.  In such event, the Parties shall first use good faith, reasonable, 
diligent efforts to resolve such dispute within a reasonable period of time not to exceed thirty (30) 
days from the date of such notice.  If the Parties do not resolve such a dispute within such thirty 
(30) days, then such dispute, or any other disputes arising under or related to this Agreement, shall 
be resolved by administrative hearing, which shall be conducted in accordance with the procedures 
set forth in DRMC §56-106(b), et seq.  The Parties hereto agree that the Executive Director of 
General Services’ determination resulting from said administrative hearing shall be final, subject 
only to the Parties’ right to appeal the determination under Colorado Rule of Civil Procedure, Rule 
106. 

7. RECS AND TAX INCENTIVES:  The City acknowledges that Utility will acquire from 
the Company under the Producer Agreements all energy generated by the Solar Gardens and all 
RECs associated with the Solar Gardens.  The City shall not make any statement contrary to 
Utility’s ownership of the RECs, including but not limited to any public claim of renewable, green 
or environmental benefits associated with City’s Allocated Percentage. 

8. REPRESENTATIONS:   

A. Each Party represents to the other Party that (a) such Party is duly organized, validly 
existing and in good standing under the laws of the state of its formation and has all requisite power 
and authority to enter into this Agreement, to perform its obligations hereunder and to consummate 
the transactions contemplated hereby; (b) the execution and delivery of this Agreement and the 
performance of such Party’s obligations hereunder have been duly authorized by all necessary 
corporate or other actions; (c) this Agreement is a legal, valid and binding obligation of such Party 
enforceable against such Party in accordance with its terms, subject to the qualification, however, 
that the enforcement of the rights and remedies herein is subject to (i) bankruptcy and other similar 
laws of general application affecting rights and remedies of creditors and (ii) the application of 
general principles of equity (regardless of whether considered in a proceeding in equity or at law); 
and (d) neither the execution and delivery of this Agreement by such Party nor compliance by such 
Party with any of the terms and provisions of this Agreement conflicts with, breaches or 
contravenes the provisions of such Party’s organizational documents or any state statutes as applies 
to such Party.   

B. Specific Representations of the City.  As of the date of this Agreement the City 
represents to the Company that: 

(i) The City is the sole party in interest agreeing to purchase DEN’s Allocated 
Percentage and is acquiring DEN’s Allocated Percentage for its own 
account and not with a view to the resale or other distribution of DEN’s 
Allocated Percentage, in whole or in part, and agrees that it will not transfer, 
sell or otherwise dispose of DEN’s Allocated Percentage except as provided 
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herein. The City has been given the opportunity to ask questions of, and 
receive answers from, the Company concerning the terms and conditions of 
this Agreement and other matters pertaining to this Agreement. The City 
has been given the opportunity to obtain additional information necessary 
in order for DEN to evaluate the merits and risks of the purchase of City’s 
Allocated Percentage. 

(ii) DEN’s Allocated Percentage, combined with any other distributed 
resources serving DEN Meters, represents no more than 120% of DEN’s 
average annual consumption at DEN Meters over the last twenty-four (24) 
months; and 

(iii) The City is a retail electric service customer of the Utility. 
 

C. Exclusion of Warranties. This Agreement includes no guaranteed production or 
warranty as to the performance or operation of the Solar Gardens.  

9. COLORADO GOVERNMENTAL IMMUNITY ACT:  In relation to the Agreement, 
the City is relying upon and has not waived the monetary limitations and all other rights, 
immunities and protection provided by the Colorado Governmental Act, C.R.S. § 24-10-101, et 
seq.  

10. INSURANCE:  

A. General Conditions.  Company agrees to secure, at or before the time of execution 
of this Agreement, the following insurance covering all operations, goods or services provided 
pursuant to this Agreement, in the forma and amounts stated in Exhibit F.  Company shall keep 
the required insurance coverage in force at all times during the Term of the Agreement, or any 
extension thereof, during any warranty period.  The required insurance shall be underwritten by 
an insurer licensed or authorized to do business in Colorado and rated by A.M. Best Company as 
A-VIII or better.  Each policy shall contain a valid provision or endorsement requiring notification 
to DEN in the event any of the required policies are canceled or non-renewed before the expiration 
date thereof.  Such written notice shall be sent to the parties identified in Section 25 of this 
Agreement.  Such notice shall reference DEN contract number listed on the signature page of this 
Agreement.  Said notice shall be sent thirty (30) days prior to such cancellation or non-renewal 
unless due to non-payment of premiums, for which notice shall be sent ten (10) days prior.  If such 
written notice is unavailable from the insurer, Company shall provide written notice of 
cancellation, non-renewal and any reduction in coverage to the parties identified in Section 25 by 
certified mail, return receipt requested, within three (3) business days of such notice by its 
insurer(s) and referencing DEN’s contract number.  If any policy is in excess of a deductible or 
self-insured retention, DEN must be notified by Company.  Company shall be responsible for the 
payment of any deductible or self-insured retention.  The insurance coverages specified in this 
Agreement are the minimum requirements, and these requirements do not lessen or limit the 
liability of DEN.  Company shall maintain, at its own expense, any additional kinds or amounts of 
insurance that it may deem necessary to cover its obligations and liabilities under this Agreement.   

B. Proof of Insurance.  Company shall provide a copy of this Agreement to its insurance 
agent or broker.  Company may not commence services or work relating to the Agreement prior 
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to placement of coverage. The City requests that DEN’s contract number be referenced on the 
certificate of insurance.  The City’s acceptance of a certificate of insurance or other proof of 
insurance that does not comply with all insurance requirements set forth in this Agreement shall 
not act as a waiver of Company’s breach of this Agreement or of any of DEN’s rights or remedies 
under this Agreement.  The City may require additional proof of insurance, including but not 
limited to policies and endorsements.  

C. Additional Insureds.  For Commercial General Liability and Auto Liability, 
Company and its subcontractor’s insurer(s) shall list the City, and its elected and appointed 
officials, employees and volunteers, as additional insured. 

D. Waiver of Subrogation.  For all coverages, Company’s insurer shall waive 
subrogation rights against the City.  

E. Subcontractors and Sub-Consultants.  All subcontractors and sub-consultants 
(including independent power providers, suppliers or other entities providing goods or services 
required by this Agreement) shall be subject to all of the requirements herein and shall procure 
and maintain the same coverages required of Company as appropriate to their respective primary 
business risks considering the nature and scope of services provided.  Company shall ensure that 
all such subcontractors and sub-consultants maintain the required coverages.  Company agrees to 
provide proof of insurance for all such subcontractors and sub-consultants upon request by DEN. 

11. DEFENSE AND INDEMNIFICATION: 

A. Company hereby agrees to defend, indemnify, reimburse and hold harmless the City, 
its appointed and elected officials, agents and employees for, from and against all liabilities, 
claims, judgments, suits or demands for damages to persons or property arising out of, resulting 
from, or relating to the work performed under this Agreement (“Claims”), unless such Claims 
have been specifically determined by the trier of fact to be the sole negligence or willful 
misconduct of the City. This indemnity shall be interpreted in the broadest possible manner to 
indemnify the City for any acts or omissions of the Company or its subcontractors either passive 
or active, irrespective of fault, including the City’s concurrent negligence whether active or 
passive, except for the sole negligence or willful misconduct of the City. 

B. The Company’s duty to defend and indemnify the City shall arise at the time written 
notice of the Claim is first provided to the City, regardless of whether claimant has filed suit on 
the Claim. The Company’s duty to defend and indemnify the City shall arise even if the City is the 
only party sued by claimant and/or claimant alleges that the City’s negligence or willful 
misconduct was the sole cause of claimant’s damages. 

C. The Company will defend any and all Claims which may be brought or threatened 
against the City and will pay on behalf of the City any expenses incurred by reason of such Claims, 
including but not limited to court costs and attorney fees incurred in defending and investigating 
such Claims or seeking to enforce this indemnity obligation.  Such payments on behalf of the City 
shall be in addition to any other legal remedies available to the City and shall not be considered 
the City’s exclusive remedy. 
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D. Insurance coverage requirements specified in this Agreement shall in no way lessen 
or limit the liability of the Company under the terms of this indemnification obligation.  The 
Company shall obtain, at its own expense, any additional insurance that it deems necessary for the 
City’s protection. 

E. This defense and indemnification obligation shall survive the expiration or termination 
of this Agreement.  

12. TAXES, CHARGES, AND PENALTIES:  The City is not liable for the payment of taxes, 
late charges or penalties of any nature, except for any additional amounts that DEN may be 
required to pay under the City’s Prompt Payment Ordinance DRMC § 20-107, et seq.  Company 
shall promptly pay when due all taxes, bills, debts and obligations it incurs performing the services 
under the Agreement. 

13. CONFLICT OF INTEREST:  

A. No employee, officer, board member, or official of the City shall have any personal 
or beneficial interest in the services or property described in the Agreement; and the Company 
shall not hire, or contract for services with, any employee or officer, of the City that would be in 
violation the City’s Code of Ethics, DRMC § 2-51, et seq. or the Charter §§ 1.2.8, 1.2.9, and 1.2.12. 

B. The Company shall not engage in any transaction, activity or conduct that would result 
in a conflict of interest under the Agreement.  The Company represents that it has disclosed any 
and all current conflicts of interest.  A conflict of interest shall include transactions, activities or 
conduct that would affect the judgment, actions or work of the Company by placing the Company’s 
own interests, or the interests of any party with whom the Company has a contractual arrangement, 
in conflict with those of the City.  The City, in its sole discretion, will determine the existence of 
a conflict of interest and may terminate the Agreement if it determines a conflict exists, after it has 
given the Company written notice describing the conflict, and thirty (30) days to cure such conflict. 

14. DISPUTES:  The Parties shall first use good faith, reasonable, diligent efforts to resolve 
any dispute within a reasonable period of time not to exceed thirty (30) days from the date of such 
notice of such dispute, which shall be in writing.  Except for invoice-related disputes, which shall 
be governed by Section 6.G of the Agreement, all other disputes between the Company and DEN 
shall be resolved by administrative hearing under the procedures described in D.R.M.C. § 5-17 
and all related rules and procedures.  It is further agreed that no cause of action shall be brought 
against the City until there has been full compliance with the terms of this Section.   The 
determination resulting from said administrative hearing shall be final, subject only to either 
Party’s right to appeal the determination under Colorado Rule of Civil Procedure, Rule 106. 

15. NO DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT:  In connection with the performance of 
work under the Agreement, the Company may not refuse to hire, discharge, promote, demote, or 
discriminate in matters of compensation against any person otherwise qualified, solely because of 
race, color, religion, national origin, ethnicity, citizenship, immigration status, gender, age, sexual 
orientation, gender identity, gender expression, marital status, source of income, military status, 
protective hairstyle, or disability. The Company shall insert the foregoing provision in all 
subcontracts. 
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16. COMPLIANCE WITH ALL LAWS:  Company shall perform or cause to be performed 
all services in full compliance with all Applicable Laws, rules, regulations and codes of the United 
States, the State of Colorado, and with the Charter, ordinances, rules, regulations and Executive 
Orders of the City and County of Denver. 

17. LOSS:  If any portion of a Solar Garden (i) is materially damaged or destroyed, or suffers 
any other material loss, or (ii) is condemned, confiscated or otherwise taken, in whole or in material 
part by, or the use thereof is otherwise diminished so as to render impracticable or unreasonable 
the continued production of energy; then to the extent there are sufficient insurance or 
condemnation proceeds available to the Company, the Company shall either cause (a) the Solar 
Garden to be rebuilt and placed in Commercial Operation at the earliest practical date, or 
(b) another materially identical Solar Garden to be built and placed in Commercial Operation as 
soon as commercially practicable, or (c) amend this Agreement to remove the System from the list 
of Solar Gardens from which the Subscriber is purchasing Bill Credits. 

18. DEFAULTS AND REMEDIES: 

A. Company Default.  The following events are defaults with respect to the Company 
(each, a “Company Default”): 

(i) The Company admits in writing that a Bankruptcy Event has occurred with 
respect to the Company; 

(ii) The Company fails to pay the City any undisputed amount owed under the 
Agreement within ninety (90) days from receipt of notice from the City of 
such past due amount;  

(iii) The Company breaches any material term of this Agreement and (A) the 
Company fails to cure the breach within ninety (90) days after receipt of 
written notice from the City, or (B) the Company fails to commence and 
pursue a cure within a reasonable time if a period greater than ninety (90) 
days is necessary to cure the Company Default; or 

(iv) The Producer Agreement is terminated due to material breach by Company. 
 

B. City Remedies.  If a Company Default described in Section 18.A has occurred and 
continues for a period of one hundred eighty (180) consecutive days, in addition to other remedies 
expressly provided herein, the City may terminate the Agreement upon written notice to the 
Company and exercise any other remedy it may have at law or equity or under the Agreement.  In 
the event of such termination, the City shall use reasonable efforts to mitigate its damages.   

C. City Default.  The following events shall be defaults with respect to the City (each, a 
“City Default”): 

(i) The City admits in writing that a Bankruptcy Event occurs with respect to 
the City; and  

(ii) The City breaches any material term of this Agreement and (A) the City 
fails to cure the breach within ninety (90) days after receipt of written notice 
from the Company of such breach, or (B) the City fails to commence and 
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pursue said cure within a reasonable time if a period greater than ninety (90) 
days is necessary to cure a City Default. 

 
D. Company’s Remedies.  If a City Default described in Section 18.C has occurred and 

continues for a period of one hundred eighty (180) consecutive days, in addition to other remedies 
expressly provided herein, the Company may terminate this Agreement upon written notice to the 
City, sell City’s Allocated Percentage to one or more persons other than DEN, recover from DEN 
actual, reasonable and verifiable damages, and the Company may exercise any other remedy it 
may have at law or equity or under this Agreement.  In the event of such termination, the Company 
shall use reasonable efforts to mitigate its damages.   

 

19. GOVERNING LAW; VENUE:  The Agreement will be construed and enforced in 
accordance with applicable federal law, the laws of the State of Colorado, and the Charter, Revised 
Municipal Code, ordinances, regulations and Executive Orders of the City and County of Denver, 
which are expressly incorporated into the Agreement.  Unless otherwise specified, any reference 
to statutes, laws, regulations, charter or code provisions, ordinances, executive orders, or related 
memoranda, includes amendments or supplements to same.  Venue for any legal action relating to 
the Agreement will be in the District Court of the State of Colorado, Second Judicial District 
(Denver District Court).  

20. EXAMINATION OF RECORDS: 

A. Any authorized agent of the City, including the City Auditor or his or her 
representative, has the right to access and the right to examine, copy and retain copies, at City’s 
election in paper or electronic form, any pertinent books, documents, papers and records related to 
Company’s performance pursuant to this Agreement, provision of any goods or services to the 
City, and any other transactions related to this Agreement.  Company shall cooperate with City 
representatives and City representatives shall be granted access to the foregoing documents and 
information during reasonable business hours and until the latter of three (3) years after the final 
payment under the Agreement or expiration of the applicable statute of limitations.  When 
conducting an audit of this Agreement, the City Auditor shall be subject to government auditing 
standards issued by the United States Government Accountability office by the Comptroller 
General of the United States, including with respect to disclosure of information acquired during 
the course of an audit.  No examination of records and audit pursuant to this paragraph shall require 
Parties to make disclosures in violation of state or federal privacy laws.  Parties shall at all times 
comply with D.R.M.C. 20-276.   

B. In addition to the foregoing, each Party hereto shall keep complete and accurate 
records of its operations hereunder and shall maintain such data as may be necessary to determine 
with reasonable accuracy any item relevant to this Agreement.  Each Party shall have the right to 
examine all such records insofar as may be necessary for the purpose of ascertaining the 
reasonableness and accuracy of any statements of costs relating to transactions hereunder.  No 
request to examine records shall require a Party to make disclosures in violation of state or federal 
privacy or confidentiality laws. 

21. ASSIGNMENT: 
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A. Assignment by the Company.   

The Company shall not assign this Agreement without the prior written consent of DEN, provided, 
however, that DEN shall not unreasonably withhold, condition or delay its consent. The Company 
shall provide DEN with such information concerning the proposed transferee (including any 
person or entity liable for the performance of the terms and conditions of this Agreement) as may 
be reasonably required to ascertain whether the conditions upon DEN’s approval to such proposed 
assignment have been met.  The Company acknowledges that DEN may be unable to pay invoices 
directly to an assignee until a formal amendment has been executed acknowledging the 
assignment, and in such case, DEN shall continue to pay invoices to the Company until DEN is 
able to pay the assignee directly.  City shall use commercially reasonable efforts to effectuate and 
expedite such assignment.  Where the Company assigns the entirety of its obligations under this 
Agreement, the Company shall have no further liability to DEN or any third party in connection 
with such assignment; for the avoidance of doubt, the Company shall have no liability to DEN or 
any third party for any liability, damages, cause of action, or other claim of any type, related to 
performance, conduct, action, inaction, or activities by any assignee; and DEN shall have no claim 
against the Company by reason of, or arising out of, incidental to, or relating to, matters arising 
after assignment. 

B. Assignment by the City.   

(i) The City shall not assign this Agreement or any interest herein without the 
prior written consent of the Company; provided, however, that the 
Company shall not unreasonably withhold, condition or delay its consent.  

(ii) The City does not need the Company’s consent to change DEN Meters for 
the same amount of subscription as long as all DEN Meters are owned by 
DEN and meet the requirements of the community solar garden program.  
For such change, DEN will notify the Company in writing and the Company 
will inform Utility as necessary of the change as soon as practicable. 

(iii) The City’s request for the Company’s consent to any proposed assignment 
as contemplated in Section 22.B(i) must be in writing and provided to the 
Company at least thirty (30) days before the proposed effective date of such 
change or assignment, which request must include:  (i) DEN’s name and 
mailing address; (ii) the current DEN Meter(s); (iii) the assignee’s meters; 
(iv) the name and contact information for the individual or entity to whom 
DEN is requesting to assign this Agreement (if applicable) and the 
consideration (if any) proposed to be provided to DEN for such assignment; 
and (v) the proposed effective date of such proposed change or assignment.  
In the case of any assignment of this Agreement in whole or in part to 
another individual or entity; (a) such assignee’s meters shall be located 
within Utility’s service territory; (b) such assignee shall have a comparable 
credit rating to that of the assigning DEN; (c) such assignee is eligible to 
receive Bill Credits from the Solar Gardens pursuant to the Tariff and rules 
governing community solar; (d) such assignee shall make substantially the 
same representations and warranties as included in Section 8 of this 
Agreement at the time of the Transfer Date; (e) such assignee shall execute 
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a new Solar*Rewards Community Subscriber Agency Agreement, Consent 
to Disclose Utility Data (to be generally in the form attached as EXHIBITS 
G and H, which forms may be reasonably modified by the Utility and 
Company without such modification being deemed an amendment to this 
Agreement) and any other documentation reasonably necessary to give 
effect to the assignment of this Agreement substantially in the same form as 
this Agreement; and (f) the value of any consideration to be provided to the  
City for assignment of this Agreement may not exceed the aggregate 
amount of Bill Credits that have accrued to DEN but have not yet been 
applied to DEN’s monthly invoice(s) from Utility. 
 

C. The City and the Company agree that any assignment of this Agreement is not 
intended as the offer or sale of a security, and DEN and all assignees hereof understand and agree 
that: (A) DEN shall not be responsible for any information provided to any assignee or subassignee 
in connection with any such assignment and (B) if any such assignment constitutes the offering of 
a security under applicable security laws, DEN shall not be responsible for compliance with any 
such laws, and any offering or other disclosure document delivered by DEN in connection with 
such assignment shall include a statement to the effect that DEN has assumed no responsibility for 
such document and has neither reviewed nor undertaken to verify any information contained 
therein. 

  
22. NO THIRD PARTY BENEFICIARIES:  It is expressly understood and agreed that 
enforcement of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, and all rights of action relating to such 
enforcement, shall be strictly reserved to the Company and DEN, and nothing contained in this 
Agreement shall give or allow any such claim or right of action by any other or third person on 
such Agreement.  It is the express intention of the Company and DEN that any person other than 
the Company or DEN receiving services or benefits under this Agreement shall be deemed to be 
an incidental beneficiary only. 

23. INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR:   Company shall at all times have the status of an 
independent contractor without the right or authority to impose tort or contractual liability upon 
DEN.  Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to mean or imply that the Company is a 
partner, joint venturer, agent or representative of the City.  Neither Party shall represent to others 
that one Party is a partner, joint venturer, agent or representative of, or otherwise associated with, 
the other Party with respect to the rights and obligations set forth in this Agreement.  Company 
lacks any authority to bind the City on any contractual matters.  Final approval of all contractual 
matters that purport to obligate the City must be executed by the City in accordance with the City’s 
Charter and the DRMC.  

24. NOTICES: All notices required to be given to the Company or the City hereunder shall be 
in writing and sent by certified mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested, or sent by overnight 
air courier service, or delivered personally to: 
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           Company: General Counsel 
 McKinstry 
 5005 3rd Avenue S. 
 Seattle, WA  98134 
 
           City: Chief Executive Officer 
 Denver International Airport 
 8500 Peña Blvd., 9th Floor 
 Denver, CO 80249 
   

            With a copy to: General Counsel  
 

Either Party hereto may designate in writing from time to time the address of substitute or 
supplementary persons to receive such notices.  The effective date of service of any such notice 
shall be three (3) days after the date such notice is mailed to the City or the Company. 

25. FINAL APPROVAL:  This Agreement is expressly subject to and shall not be or become 
effective or binding on either Party until it is approved by Denver’s City Council and fully executed 
by all signatories hereto, including all signatories of the City and County of Denver. 

26. SET-OFF:  Except as otherwise set forth herein, each Party reserves to itself all rights, set-
offs, counterclaims and other remedies and/or defenses to which it is or may be entitled, arising 
from or out of this Agreement or arising out of any other contractual arrangements between the 
Parties.  All outstanding obligations to make, and rights to receive, payment under this Agreement 
may be offset against each other. 

27. FORCE MAJEURE:  No Party will be considered in breach or default of its obligations 
in the event of delay in the performance of such obligations due to unforeseeable causes beyond 
its control and without its fault or negligence (each such event, a “Force Majeure Event”). Force 
Majeure Events shall include, without limitation, natural disasters, acts of the public enemy, agents 
of the federal government, fires, floods, epidemics, pandemics, quarantine restrictions and 
unusually severe weather.  In the event of the occurrence of any such delay, the time or times for 
performance of any of the obligations of the Party whose performance is affected by the Force 
Majeure (the “Affected Party”) will be extended for the period of the delay, provided that such 
delay could not have been avoided by the exercise of due diligence, the Affected Party has 
exhausted all reasonable means of performing its obligations including implementing alternative 
means of performance, and the Affected Party has taken reasonable steps to mitigate or prevent 
further delay. The Affected Party shall promptly notify the other Party of the cause or causes of 
the Force Majeure Event and shall continue to exercise reasonable commercial efforts to overcome 
such Force Majeure.   

28. BINDING EFFECT:  The terms and provisions of this Agreement, and the respective 
rights and obligations hereunder of each Party, shall be binding upon, and inure to the benefit of, 
the Parties and their respective successors and permitted assigns. 
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29. AMENDMENTS:  The Agreement is the complete integration of all understandings 
between the Parties as to the subject matter of the Agreement.  No prior, contemporaneous or 
subsequent addition, deletion, or other modification has any force or effect, unless embodied in 
the Agreement in writing.  No oral representation by any officer or employee of either Party at 
variance with the terms of the Agreement or any written amendment to the Agreement will have 
any force or effect or bind such Party.  

30. OTHER AGREEMENTS:  This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the 
Parties relating to the subject matter hereof and supersedes any other prior agreements, written or 
oral, between the Parties concerning such subject matter.   

31. SEVERABILITY:  Should any provision of this Agreement for any reason be declared 
invalid or unenforceable by final and non-appealable order of any court or regulatory body having 
jurisdiction, such decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions, and the remaining 
portions shall remain in full force and effect as if this Agreement had been executed without the 
invalid portion. 

32. SURVIVAL:  Any provision of this Agreement that expressly or by implication comes 
into or remains in full force following the termination or expiration of this Agreement shall survive 
the termination or expiration of this Agreement. 

33. COUNTERPARTS.  This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, all of 
which taken together shall constitute one and the same instrument.  

34. LEGAL EFFECT OF CONTRACT: 

A. The Parties acknowledge and agree that the transaction contemplated under this 
Agreement constitutes a “forward contract” within the meaning of the United States Bankruptcy 
Code, and the Parties further acknowledge and agree that each Party is a “forward contract 
merchant” within the meaning of the United States Bankruptcy Code. 

B. The Parties acknowledge and agree that, for accounting or tax purposes, this 
Agreement is not and shall not be construed as a capital lease and, pursuant to Section 7701(e)(3) 
of the Internal Revenue Code, this Agreement is and shall be deemed to be a service contract with 
respect to the sale to the City of electric energy produced at an alternative energy facility.    

35. COOPERATION:  Upon the receipt of a written request from the other Party and without 
further consideration, each Party shall provide materials, information, and assurances and take 
such additional actions as are reasonably necessary and desirable to carry out the terms and intent 
hereof.  Neither Party shall unreasonably withhold, condition or delay its compliance with any 
reasonable request made pursuant to this section.  Without limiting the foregoing, the Parties 
acknowledge that they are entering into a long-term arrangement in which the cooperation of both 
of them will be required. 

36. WAIVER:  The waiver by either Party of any breach of any term, condition, or provision 
herein contained shall not be deemed to be a waiver of such term, condition, or provision, or any 
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subsequent breach of the same, or any other term, condition, or provision contained herein.  All 
waivers must be in writing signed by the waiving Party. 

37. ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES AND ELECTRONIC RECORDS:  Company consents 
to the use of electronic signatures by DEN.  The Agreement, and any other documents requiring a 
signature under the Agreement, may be signed electronically by DEN in the manner specified by 
DEN.  The Parties agree not to deny the legal effect or enforceability of the Agreement solely 
because it is in electronic form or because an electronic record was used in its formation.  The 
Parties agree not to object to the admissibility of the Agreement in the form of an electronic record, 
or a paper copy of an electronic document, or a paper copy of a document bearing an electronic 
signature, on the ground that it is an electronic record or electronic signature or that it is not in its 
original form or is not an original. 

List of Exhibits: 
EXHIBIT A: Producer Agreements 
EXHIBIT B: DEN Meters 
EXHIBIT C: Description of the Solar Gardens 
EXHIBIT D: Estimated Annual Energy Output 
EXHIBIT E: Purchase Price 
EXHIBIT F: Insurance ACORD Certificate 
EXHIBIT G: SRC Subscriber Agency Agreements  
EXHIBIT H:  Utility Data Consent Form 

 

Remainder of page left intentionally blank 

End of contract; signature pages and exhibits follow  
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Contract Control Number:  PLANE-202366928-00 
Contractor Name:   MCKINSTRY RDCS 1, LLC 
 
 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have set their hands and affixed their seals at 
Denver, Colorado as of:   
 
 
 
SEAL CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER: 

 
 
 

ATTEST: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

By:    
         
 
         
        

  
APPROVED AS TO FORM: REGISTERED AND COUNTERSIGNED: 
 
Attorney for the City and County of Denver 
 
By:   
         
 
         

 
 
 
By:    
          
 
          
 
 
By:     
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Contract Control Number:  PLANE-202366928-00 
Contractor Name:   MCKINSTRY RDCS 1, LLC 
 
 
 
 
         By: _______________________________________ 
 
 
 
         Name: _____________________________________ 
         (please print) 
 
         Title: _____________________________________ 
         (please print) 
 
 
 
 
                    ATTEST: [if required] 
 
 
         By: _______________________________________ 
 
 
 
         Name: _____________________________________ 
         (please print) 
 
 
         Title: _____________________________________ 
         (please print) 
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Heath Mackay



 

 

 
 

 

EXHIBIT A: Producer Agreements  

The Parties understand and agree that these Producer Agreement may need to be amended prior to each of the Solar 
Gardens achieving Commercial Operation due to changes in the final System design or project location. If one or 
more Producer Agreements are amended, the Company shall notify DEN and provide such updated Producer 
Agreements prior to a System achieving Commercial Operation.  
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EXHIBIT B: DEN Meters 
 

The DEN Meters and corresponding DEN’s Allocated Percentages for the Solar Gardens are 
detailed below: 
 

Account 
Address 

Account 
Number 

Premise 
Number 

Utility 
Tariff 

Annual 
Usage 

Subscription 
Capacity – 
(Watts DC) 

Est. kWhac 
delivered 

to 
Subscriber 
in year one 

% of total 
Subscription 

allocation  
26900 
84TH AVE 

53-
2009531-2 300953897 SG 1,421,459 1,001 1,608,750 50% 

26900 
84TH AVE 

53-
2009531-2 301104783 SG 1,169,957 1,001 1,608,750 50% 

   Totals     
 
Notes: 
 Subscribed energy cannot exceed 120% of the annual usage of any meter 
 Each utility meter can be assigned to more than one Solar Garden 
 Total subscription capacity and delivered kWhac estimates may change based on final System design and project location. If 

such estimates change, the Company shall notify the City and provide updated estimates prior to a System achieving 
Commercial Operation.   

 This estimate is in no way a guarantee of delivered kWhac to the Subscriber. 
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EXHIBIT C: Description of Solar Gardens 

DEN agrees to purchase from the Company the right to receive Bill Credits for DEN’s Allocation Percentages of the 
Energy Output for the Solar Gardens described below. The following represent initial estimates. The Parties 
understand and agree that these descriptions may need to be updated prior to each of the Solar Gardens achieving 
Commercial Operation due to changes in the final System design or project location. If such changes occur, the 
Company shall notify DEN and provide an updated Solar Garden description prior to a System achieving 
Commercial Operation.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

System Name: System Location:

Utility 
Identification 

Number:
System Size 
(Watt-DC):

Estimated Energy 
Output – kWhac:

Subscriber 
Allocation (%):

Subscriber 
Allocation 

(watts-DC):

Estimated 
kWhac 

delivered to 
Subscriber:

Anticipated 
Commercial 
Operation 

Date:

100% 
Low-

Income

CCD-CSG7-Montbello Rec Ctr
15555 E 53rd Ave, Denver, CO 
80239

SRC083126 556,465 797,971 24.7% 137,685 197,440 2022 N

CCD-CSG8-DEN1 E 114th Ave and Trussville St SRC083127 625,625 1,250,624 24.7% 154,797 309,438 2022 N

CCD-CSG14-NWC M&O
5125 Race Court, Denver, CO 
80216

SRC083128 282,285 407,055 24.7% 69,845 100,716 2022 N

CCD-CSG4-Lowry Tennis
(Sports Blvd. & Fairmount 
Drive), Denver, CO 80230

SRC083129 429,520 608,200 24.7% 106,275 150,485 2022 N

CCD-CSG6-Central Park Rec Ctr
9651 M.L.K. Jr Blvd, Denver, 
CO 80238

SRC083131 655,200 932,350 24.7% 162,114 230,689 2022 N

CCD-CSG10-Roslyn DOTI
5440 Roslyn St, Denver, CO 
80216

SRC083133 523,250 756,620 0.0% 0 0 2022 Y

CCD-CSG13-Harvard Gulch Rec 
Ctr

550 E Iliff Ave, Denver, CO 
80210

SRC083134 293,900 422,628 24.7% 72,719 104,570 2023 N

CCD-CSG15-NWC SYEC
5004 Packing House Rd., 
Denver, CO 80216

SRC083135 268,515 390,689 24.7% 66,438 96,667 2023 N

CCD-CSG9-DEN2 E 114th Ave and Trussville St SRC083136 625,625 1,250,624 24.7% 154,797 309,438 2023 N

CCD-CSG-DPS Northeast Early 
College

11200 E. 45th Ave. Denver, 
CO 80239

SRC086152 308,500 441,772 24.7% 76,331 109,306 2023 N

Total 4,568,885 7,258,533 1,001,000 1,608,750
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EXHIBIT D: Estimated Annual Energy Output 

The estimated annual Energy Output of the Solar Gardens as shown in Exhibit C from which DEN is purchasing Bill 
Credits is detailed below.  

 

Notes: 
 This estimate may by updated by the Company, if needed, should the final designs, project 

location, and/or production capacity of the Solar Gardens changes. If such changes occur, the 
Company shall notify the City and provide updated estimates prior to a System achieving 
Commercial Operation.  

 This estimate is in no way a guarantee of delivered kWhac to the City. 
 Energy Output is anticipated to decrease annually by 0.6% 

 

  

Year
Estimated Energy Output 

(kWhac) Subscriber Allocation %
Estimated kWhac delivered to 

Subscriber
1 6,501,914 24.7% 1,608,750
2 6,462,902 24.7% 1,599,098
3 6,424,125 24.7% 1,589,503
4 6,385,580 24.7% 1,579,966
5 6,347,267 24.7% 1,570,486
6 6,309,183 24.7% 1,561,063
7 6,271,328 24.7% 1,551,697
8 6,233,700 24.7% 1,542,387
9 6,196,298 24.7% 1,533,132
10 6,159,120 24.7% 1,523,934
11 6,122,165 24.7% 1,514,790
12 6,085,432 24.7% 1,505,701
13 6,048,920 24.7% 1,496,667
14 6,012,626 24.7% 1,487,687
15 5,976,551 24.7% 1,478,761
16 5,940,691 24.7% 1,469,888
17 5,905,047 24.7% 1,461,069
18 5,869,617 24.7% 1,452,303
19 5,834,399 24.7% 1,443,589
20 5,799,393 24.7% 1,434,927

Totals 122,886,260 24.7% 30,405,399
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EXHIBIT E: Purchase Price  

On a monthly basis during the Term, the City shall pay the Company an amount equal to City’s Allocated 
Percentage of the Energy Output during the applicable production month.  The per kWhac Purchase Price shall be a 
fixed 10% discount off the Utility Bill Credit in effect during the year in which the production month occurs.  

The Bill Credit rate can, and will likely, change from year to year and the Purchase Price will be adjusted annually 
to reflect the 10% discount as necessary. Below is a pricing schedule that shows the potential Purchase Prices for the 
Term of the agreement. This schedule is for illustrative purposes only and is in no way a guarantee of the actual 
Purchase Price.  

 

Notes: 
 This estimate may by updated by the Company, if needed, should the final designs, project locations, and/or production 

capacity of the Solar Gardens change. If such changes occur, the Company shall notify the City and provide updated 
estimates prior to a System achieving Commercial Operation. 

 This estimate is in no way a guarantee of delivered bill credits or savings to the Subscriber. 
 Energy Output is anticipated to decrease annually by 0.6% 
 Bill Credit Rate is projected to increase by 2% annually  

Year

Etimated 
Subscriber 

Allocation (kWh)

Anticipated Bill 
Credit rate        
($/ kWh)

Purchase Price 
(per kWh)

Estimated Bill 
Credits applied 
to Subscriber 

Accounts
Estimated 

Purchase Price

Estimated 
Subscriber 

Savings

1 1,608,750 0.0642$           0.0578$           103,330$         92,997$           10,333$           
2 1,599,098 0.0655$           0.0590$           104,764$         94,288$           10,476$           
3 1,589,503 0.0668$           0.0601$           106,218$         95,597$           10,622$           
4 1,579,966 0.0682$           0.0613$           107,693$         96,923$           10,769$           
5 1,570,486 0.0695$           0.0626$           109,187$         98,269$           10,919$           
6 1,561,063 0.0709$           0.0638$           110,703$         99,633$           11,070$           
7 1,551,697 0.0723$           0.0651$           112,240$         101,016$         11,224$           
8 1,542,387 0.0738$           0.0664$           113,797$         102,418$         11,380$           
9 1,533,132 0.0753$           0.0677$           115,377$         103,839$         11,538$           

10 1,523,934 0.0768$           0.0691$           116,978$         105,281$         11,698$           
11 1,514,790 0.0783$           0.0705$           118,602$         106,742$         11,860$           
12 1,505,701 0.0799$           0.0719$           120,248$         108,223$         12,025$           
13 1,496,667 0.0815$           0.0733$           121,917$         109,726$         12,192$           
14 1,487,687 0.0831$           0.0748$           123,609$         111,249$         12,361$           
15 1,478,761 0.0848$           0.0763$           125,325$         112,793$         12,533$           
16 1,469,888 0.0864$           0.0778$           127,065$         114,358$         12,706$           
17 1,461,069 0.0882$           0.0794$           128,828$         115,946$         12,883$           
18 1,452,303 0.0899$           0.0809$           130,616$         117,555$         13,062$           
19 1,443,589 0.0917$           0.0826$           132,429$         119,186$         13,243$           
20 1,434,927 0.0936$           0.0842$           134,268$         120,841$         13,427$           

Totals 30,405,399  $          2,363,197  $          2,126,877  $             236,320 
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EXHIBIT F: Insurance ACORD Certificate 
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ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE
OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?

INSR ADDL SUBR
LTR INSD WVD

PRODUCER CONTACT
NAME:

FAXPHONE
(A/C, No):(A/C, No, Ext):

E-MAIL
ADDRESS:

INSURER A :

INSURED INSURER B :

INSURER C :

INSURER D :

INSURER E :

INSURER F :

POLICY NUMBER POLICY EFF POLICY EXPTYPE OF INSURANCE LIMITS(MM/DD/YYYY) (MM/DD/YYYY)

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY

UMBRELLA LIAB

EXCESS LIAB

WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS / LOCATIONS / VEHICLES  (ACORD 101, Additional Remarks Schedule, may be attached if more space is required)

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

EACH OCCURRENCE $
DAMAGE TO RENTEDCLAIMS-MADE OCCUR $PREMISES (Ea occurrence)

MED EXP (Any one person) $

PERSONAL & ADV INJURY $

GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER: GENERAL AGGREGATE $
PRO-POLICY LOC PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGGJECT 

OTHER: $
COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT

$(Ea accident)

ANY AUTO BODILY INJURY (Per person) $
OWNED SCHEDULED

BODILY INJURY (Per accident) $AUTOS ONLY AUTOS
HIRED NON-OWNED PROPERTY DAMAGE

$AUTOS ONLY AUTOS ONLY (Per accident)

$

OCCUR EACH OCCURRENCE
CLAIMS-MADE AGGREGATE $

DED RETENTION $
PER OTH-
STATUTE ER

E.L. EACH ACCIDENT

E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE $
If yes, describe under

E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMITDESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below

INSURER(S) AFFORDING COVERAGE NAIC #

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

Y / N
N / A

(Mandatory in NH)

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE    EXPIRATION    DATE    THEREOF,    NOTICE   WILL   BE   DELIVERED   IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.

THIS  IS  TO  CERTIFY  THAT  THE  POLICIES  OF  INSURANCE  LISTED  BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED.    NOTWITHSTANDING  ANY  REQUIREMENT,  TERM  OR  CONDITION  OF  ANY  CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE  MAY  BE  ISSUED  OR  MAY  PERTAIN,  THE  INSURANCE  AFFORDED  BY  THE  POLICIES  DESCRIBED  HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

THIS  CERTIFICATE  IS  ISSUED  AS  A  MATTER  OF  INFORMATION  ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE  DOES  NOT  AFFIRMATIVELY  OR  NEGATIVELY  AMEND,  EXTEND  OR  ALTER  THE  COVERAGE  AFFORDED  BY THE POLICIES
BELOW.    THIS  CERTIFICATE  OF  INSURANCE  DOES  NOT  CONSTITUTE  A  CONTRACT  BETWEEN  THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.

IMPORTANT:    If  the  certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed.
If  SUBROGATION  IS  WAIVED,  subject  to  the  terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement.  A statement on
this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).

COVERAGES CERTIFICATE NUMBER: REVISION NUMBER:

CERTIFICATE HOLDER CANCELLATION

© 1988-2015 ACORD CORPORATION.  All rights reserved.ACORD 25 (2016/03)

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)

$

$

$

$

$

The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD

6/7/2022

(425) 489-4500 (425) 485-8489

25658

McKinstry Essention, LLC
PO Box 24567
Seattle, WA 98124-0567

25674
19070
26387

A 2,000,000

X X VTC2K-CO-5643B901-IND-22 1/31/2022 1/31/2023 300,000
WA Stop Gap 10,000

2,000,000
4,000,000
4,000,000

2,000,000B

X X VTC2J-CAP-5643B913-TIL-22 1/31/2022 1/31/2023

C
X UB-9K158609-21-25-G 10/1/2021 10/1/2022 1,000,000

N 1,000,000
1,000,000

D PROFESSIONAL LIAB X EOC6738794-09 1/31/2022 PER CLAIM/AGG: 1,000,000

RE: Project Tranche One - Renewable Denver Community Solar I (“RDCS I”)
City and County of Denver, its elected and appointed officials, employees and volunteers as additional insured, coverage is primary and non-contributory and 
waiver of subrogation applies per the attached forms/endorsements. Notice of Cancellation applies per attached endorsements.

City and County of Denver
201 W. Colfax Ave.
Denver, CO 80202

MCKICO.-01 KASMITH

Hub International Northwest LLC
PO Box 3018
Bothell, WA 98041 now.info@hubinternational.com

The Travelers Indemnity Company
Travelers Property Casualty Company of America
Standard Fire Insurance Company
Steadfast Insurance Company

X

1/31/2023

X
X

X

X

X
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COMM RCI L G NERAL IAB L TYE A E L I I

T IS ENDORSEMENT CHANGES T E POLICY. PL ASE READ IT CAREFULLY.H H E

BLANKET ADDITIONAL INSURED
(Incl des Products-Completed Operations If Required By Contu ract)

Thi e dorseme t m d fie i surance prov ded under he f l o ing:s n n o i s n i t o l w

COMM RCI L G NERAL IAB LI Y COVERA E PARTE A E L I T G

P O ISIONR V S (1) Any "bodily injury", "property dam ge" oa r
"pe sonal injury arising out o the prov di g,r " f i nThe fol owing i added tol s SE TI N II – WHO IS ANC O
or fa l re to prov de, any pro e sionali u i f sINSU EDR :
arch te tural engineer ng o surv yingi c , i r e

Any person o o gan zat on that yo agree in ar r i i u
se v ce , ncl ding:r i s i u

writ en con ract or agreem nt to in lude a ant t e c s
addi ional i sured o thi Cov rage Part i at n n s e s n (a) The preparin , approv ng, or fa li g tog i i n
i sured, ut onlyn b : prepa e or approv , ma s, shopr e p

drawi gs, opin on , reports, surv y ,n i s e sa. Wi h re pe t to l abi ity fo "bodily injury ot s c i l r " r
fi l orders or change orders, or thee d"prope ty dam ge that o curs, or fo "perso alr a " c r n
prepa i g, approv ng, or fa l n tor n i i i gi ju y ca sed by an o fe se that is comm ttedn r " u f n i ,
prepa e or app ov , drawings andr r esubsequent to the signing of that contract or

ag ee ent and while tha pa t o the contra t or m t r f c r spe i i a io s; andc f c t n
ag ee ent s in e fe t; andr m i f c

(b) Su erv so y, in pe t on, archi ect ral op i r s c i t u r
b. If a d only to the ex ent that such injury o, n t , r engineerin a t v t e .g c i i i s

dama e is ca sed by a ts o om ssio s o yo og u c r i n f u r
(2) Any "bodi y inju y or "prope ty dam gel r " r a "y ur subco tra tor in the perfo m nce o "y uo n c r a f o r

caused by "y ur work an in luded in theo " d cwork to which the wri ten cont a t or agreemen" t r c t
"produ ts-com leted o erat on hazardc p p i s "appl e . Such person or organiza ion doe noi s t s t
un ess the wri ten cont a t o ag ee entl t r c r r mqual fy a an ad itional in ured with re pect toi s d s s

the independent a t o om ssions o such spe i i a ly requi esc s r i f c f c l r y u to prov de sucho i
pe son or organizationr . cov rage fo that addi ional in ured durine r t s g

the oli y pe iod.p c rThe i surance prov ded to such ad it onal insured isn i d i
subje t o he o lo ing p ov sions:c t t f l w r i c. The ad itional insured m st com ly with thed u p
a. If the Lim t o In uran e o thi Cov rage Part fo lowi g dutiei s f s c f s e l n s:

shown in the De laratio s ex eed the m nim mc n c i u
(1) Giv us wri ten no i e as soon a pra tica lee t t c s c bl m t requi ed by the written co tra t oi i s r n c r

o an "o cur en e o an o fe se whi h m yf c r c " r f n c aag ee ent, the i surance prov ded to ther m n i
re ult i a clai . To t e ex en possible suchs n m h t t ,addi ional insured wil be to sucht l
no ice should in l de:t c um nim m required lim ts. Fo the purpo e oi u i r s s f

de erm nin whether thi applie , thet i g s s (a) How, when an where the "o cur en ed c r c "
m nim m im t requi ed by the wri ten co tra t oi u l i s r t n c r or o fe se too pla e;f n k c
ag ee ent will be co sidered to include ther m n

(b) The nam s and addre se o any inj rede s s f um nim m lim ts o any Umb el a o Ex essi u i f r l r c
pe sons an witne se ; andr d s sl ab l ty cov rage requi ed fo the addi ionali i i e r r t

i sured by that writ en cont a t o agreem nt.n t r c r e
(c) The nature and lo ation o any inj ry oc f u r

Thi prov sion will not increa e the lim t os i s i s f
dama e ari ing out o the "o cur en eg s f c r c "

i suran e de cribed in Se tion c s c n III – Lim t Ofi s
or o fe se.f nIn urance.s

(2) If a cla m is ma e or "sui " i brought agai sti d t s nb. The insurance prov ded to such addi ionali t
the ad it onal nsuredd i i :i sured does not ap ly o:n p t

CG 2 46 04 19D Pa e 1 o 2g f

limited 

limitation

© 2018 The Travelers Indemnity Company. All rights reserved.

Policy Number: VTC2K-CO-5643B901-IND-22
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COMM RCI L G NERAL IAB LITYE A E L I

(a) Im e ia ely re ord the spe i i s o them d t c c f c f (4) Te der the de ense and i dem i y o anyn f n n t f
cla m or "suit an the date re eiv d; and cla m or "sui " to any prov der i " d c e i t i o othef r

i suran e which woul cov r such addi ionaln c d e t(b) No i y us a soo a practi able and seet f s n s c
i sured fo a lo s we cov r. Howev r, thisn r s e eto it that we re eiv wri ten noti e o thec e t c f
condi ion doe not a f ct whethe thet s f e rcla m or "suit a soon a pra ti ablei " s s c c .
i suran e prov ded to such addi io aln c i t n

(3) Im e ia ely send us cop es o all legalm d t i f i sured i prima y to ot er insurancen s r h
pape s receiv d in conne t on with the clair e c i m av ila le to such addi ional insured whi ha b t c
or "sui ", coopera e wit us in thet t h cov r that person or a ae s s
i v stigat on o se tlem nt o the claim on e i r t e f r name i sured a de cribed i Paragraphd n s s n 4.,
de e se against the "sui ", and o herwisef n t t Ot e In uran e o Se tionh r s c , f c IV – Com e cialm r
com ly wit all pol cy o ditio s.p h i c n n Ge eral ondit on .n C i s

Pa e 2 o 2g f CG 2 46 04 19D

organization

Liability 

© 2018 The Travelers Indemnity Company. All rights reserved.
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POLICY NUMBER: VTC2K-CO-5643B901-IND-21 
COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY 
ISSUE DATE: 02-18-21 

Any person or organization that qualifies as an additional insured 

under such other 

endorsement to this coverage Part, if you agree in a written contract 

to include such 

person or organization as an additional insured on this coverage Part 

and such 

written contract: 

a . Specifically requires that this insurance apply on a primary basis 

or a primary and 

non-contributory basis; and 

b. Was signed and executed by you before, and is in effect when, the 

"bodily injury" 

or "property damage" occurs or the "personal injury" or "advertising 

injury" offense 

is committed 

POLICY NUMBER: VTC2KCO5643B901IND22

DocuSign Envelope ID: 86AD27C3-98AB-41BE-8663-9D8F5C1AB659
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POLICY NUMBER: VTC2K-CO-5643B901-IND-21 

Designated Projects: 

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY 
ISSUE DATE: 02-18-21 

25,000,000 

4,000,000 

4,000,000 

4,000,000 

Each "project" away from premises owned by or rented to you 
Designated Locations: Each premises owned by or rented to you 

Designated Locations: 
Each premises owned by or rented to you 

POLICY NUMBER: VTC2KCO5643B901IND22
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COMMERCIAL AUTO

THIS ENDORSEMENT CHANGES THE POLICY. PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.

BLANKET ADDITIONAL INSURED – PRIMARY AND
NON-CONTRIBUTORY WITH OTHER INSURANCE –

CONTRACTORS

This endorsement modifies insurance provided under the following:

BUSINESS AUTO COVERAGE FORM

CA T4 99 02 16 © 2016 The Travelers Indemnity Company. All rights reserved.
Includes copyrighted material of Insurance Services Office, Inc. with its permission.

Page 1 of 1

PROVISIONS 

1. The following is added to Paragraph c. in A.1.,
Who Is An Insured, of SECTION Il – COVERED
AUTOS LIABILITY COVERAGE :

This includes any person or organization who you
are required under a written contract or
agreement, that is signed by you before the
"bodily injury" or "property damage" occurs and
that is in effect during the policy period, to name
as an additional insured for Covered Autos
Liability Coverage, but only for damages to which
this insurance applies and only to the extent of
that person's or organization's liability for the
conduct of another "insured".

2. The following is added to Paragraph B.5., Other
Insurance of SECTION IV – BUSINESS AUTO
CONDITIONS:

Regardless of the provisions of paragraph a. and
paragraph d. of this part 5. Other Insurance, this
insurance is primary to and non-contributory with
applicable other insurance under which an
additional insured person or organization is a
named insured when a written contract or
agreement with you, that is signed by you before
the "bodily injury" or "property damage" occurs
and that is in effect during the policy period,
requires this insurance to be primary and non- 
contributory.

POLICY NUMBER: VTC2JCAP5643B913TIL22
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www.saif.com

400 High Street SE
Salem, OR 97312
P: 800.285.8525
F: 503.373.8020

Pol_PC1_E430B

Carrier no: 20001 Endorsement no: WC000313

SAIF policy: 780794 Mckinstry Essention LLC

Waiver of Our Right to Recover from Others Endorsement

We have the right to recover our payments from anyone liable for an injury covered by this policy. We
will not enforce our right against the person or organization named in the Schedule.

This agreement shall not operate directly or indirectly to benefit anyone not named in the Schedule.

Schedule

Description: ALL OPERATIONS

Contractor name: Persons and/or organizations with whom the insured-employer is required by
written contract to waive subrogation rights.

This endorsement does not alter the rights of an injured worker to pursue recovery from another party 
or SAIF to receive a statutory share of recoveries by an injured worker, even from the party listed in the 
schedule.

The premium charge for this endorsement is based on one (1) percent of your manual premium.

Effective date: October 01, 2021

This endorsement changes the policy to which it is attached and is effective on the date issued unless 
otherwise stated.

Countersigned September 27, 2021 at Salem, Oregon

Kerry Barnett
President and Chief Executive Officer
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And Liability Insurance Policy
Contractor’s Protective Professional Indemnity

THIS POLICY PROVIDES COVERAGE ON A CLAIMS MADE AND REPORTED BASIS FOR COVERAGE A.1.
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY, COVERAGE A.2 RECTIFICATION, COVERAGE B. PROTECTIVE INDEMNITY,
COVERAGE C.1. CONTRACTOR’S POLLUTION LIABILITY AND COVERAGE C.2. MITIGATION.

UNDER COVERAGE A.1. PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY, A PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY CLAIM MUST FIRST BE MADE
AGAINST THE INSURED DURING THE POLICY PERIOD OR THE OPTIONAL EXTENDED REPORTING PERIOD, IF
PURCHASED, AND REPORTED TO US IN WRITING DURING THE POLICY PERIOD, AUTOMATIC EXTENDED
REPORTING PERIOD, OR OPTIONAL EXTENDED REPORTING PERIOD, IF APPLICABLE.

UNDER COVERAGE A.2. RECTIFICATION, A RECTIFICATION CLAIM MUST FIRST BE MADE BY YOU DURING
THE POLICY PERIOD AND REPORTED TO US IN WRITING DURING THE POLICY PERIOD AND CANNOT BE MADE
OR REPORTED DURING THE AUTOMATIC EXTENDED REPORTING PERIOD OR OPTIONAL EXTENDED
REPORTING PERIOD, IF APPLICABLE.

UNDER COVERAGE B. PROTECTIVE INDEMNITY, A PROTECTIVE CLAIM MUST FIRST BE MADE BY YOU
AGAINST THE DESIGN PROFESSIONAL DURING THE POLICY PERIOD OR THE OPTIONAL EXTENDED
REPORTING PERIOD AND REPORTED TO US IN WRITING DURING THE POLICY PERIOD OR OPTIONAL
EXTENDED REPORTING PERIOD, IF APPLICABLE.

UNDER COVERAGE C.1. CONTRACTOR’S POLLUTION LIABILITY, A CONTRACTOR’S POLLUTION LIABILITY
CLAIM MUST FIRST BE MADE AGAINST THE INSURED DURING THE POLICY PERIOD OR THE OPTIONAL
EXTENDED REPORTING PERIOD, IF PURCHASED, AND REPORTED TO US IN WRITING DURING THE POLICY
PERIOD, AUTOMATIC EXTENDED REPORTING PERIOD, OR OPTIONAL EXTENDED REPORTING PERIOD, IF
APPLICABLE.

UNDER COVERAGE C.2. MITIGATION, A MITIGATION CLAIM MUST FIRST BE MADE BY YOU DURING THE
POLICY PERIOD AND REPORTED TO US IN WRITING DURING THE POLICY PERIOD AND CANNOT BE MADE OR
REPORTED DURING THE AUTOMATIC EXTENDED REPORTING PERIOD OR OPTIONAL EXTENDED REPORTING
PERIOD, IF APPLICABLE. 

VARIOUS PROVISIONS IN THIS POLICY RESTRICT COVERAGE. CLAIM EXPENSES REDUCE THE LIMITS OF
LIABILITY STATED IN THE DECLARATIONS. READ THE ENTIRE POLICY CAREFULLY TO DETERMINE YOUR
RIGHTS, DUTIES, AND WHAT IS AND IS NOT COVERED.

Throughout this policy the words "you" and "your" refer to the Named Insured stated in the Declarations. The words
"we", "us", and "our" refer to the Company providing this insurance.

Refer to the Definitions Section of this policy for the special meaning of words and phrases that appear in bold.

In consideration of the premium charged, your undertaking to pay the Self-Insured Retention, if any, and in reliance upon
the statements in the application made a part hereof, and subject to the Limits of Liability as stated in the Declarations,
and the Exclusions, Conditions, and other terms of this policy, we agree with you as follows:

I. COVERAGES
A. Professional Liability and Rectification

1. Professional Liability Insuring Agreement
We shall pay on behalf of the Insured, in excess of the applicable Self-Insured Retention stated in the
Declarations, all Damages and Claim Expenses that the Insured is legally obligated to pay because of a
Professional Liability Claim first made against the Insured during the Policy Period or Optional Extended
Reporting Period, if purchased, and reported to us in writing during the Policy Period, the Automatic
Extended Reporting Period, or the Optional Extended Reporting Period, if applicable, provided that:

STF-CPP-237-A CW (10/20)
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a. the Claim arises out of a Wrongful Act;
b. the Wrongful Act took place on or after the Coverage A.1. Professional Liability Retroactive Date

stated in the Declarations and before the end of the Policy Period; and

c. prior to the effective date of the first professional liability policy issued to you and continuously renewed
by us, no Responsible Insured had any knowledge of any circumstance that could reasonably be
expected to result in a Professional Liability Claim.

2. Rectification Insuring Agreement
We shall indemnify you for Rectification Costs and Expenses, incurred in excess of the applicable
Self-Insured Retention stated in the Declarations, because of a Rectification Claim, provided that:

a. a Claim is first made by you and reported to us in writing during the Policy Period; and

b. the Claim arises out of a Wrongful Act:
(1) that took place on or after the Coverage A.2. Rectification Retroactive Date stated in the

Declarations and before the end of the Policy Period;

(2) for which a covered Professional Liability Claim could otherwise be made under Coverage A.1.
Professional Liability; and

(3) prior to the effective date of the first policy issued to you and continuously renewed by us, no
Responsible Insured had any knowledge of any circumstance that could reasonably be expected to
result in a Rectification Claim.

Rectification Costs and Expenses may be incurred without prior notice to us within the applicable
Self-Insured Retention amount stated in the Declarations, provided a Rectification Claim is reported to us in
writing during the Policy Period. We shall indemnify you for Rectification Costs and Expenses incurred in
excess of the Self-Insured Retention after we have had a reasonable time to review your notice.

If you and we cannot agree on the amount of indemnification for a Rectification Claim, or whether the
Rectification Claim will be covered under this policy, such dispute will be settled pursuant to Subsection
IX.B. Alternative Dispute Resolution.

Rectification Emergency Consideration
In an effort to prevent imminent physical injury, including physical injury to tangible property, if you report a
Rectification Claim to us within thirty (30) days of incurring Rectification Costs and Expenses in excess of
the Self-Insured Retention and can demonstrate to us the Rectification Costs and Expenses were incurred
for that purpose, then we shall indemnify you for those Rectification Costs and Expenses incurred in
excess of the Self-Insured Retention.

Nothing in this Subsection Rectification Emergency Consideration alters the claims made and reported
requirement set forth in Subsection I.A.2.a. of this Coverage.

B. Protective Indemnity
1. Protective Indemnity Insuring Agreement

We shall indemnify you for Damages in excess of the Design Professional’s Insurance, subject to the
Limits of Liability and Self-Insured Retention stated in the Declarations respectively, provided that:

a. a Protective Claim is first made by you:

(1) against the Design Professional under contract to the Insured;

(2) during the Policy Period or the Optional Extended Reporting Period, if purchased; and

(3) reported to us in writing during the Policy Period or the Optional Extended Reporting Period, if
purchased;

b. the Protective Claim arises out of a Wrongful Act of the Design Professional;

STF-CPP-237-A CW (10/20)
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c. the Wrongful Act of the Design Professional took place on or after the Coverage B. Protective
Indemnity Retroactive Date stated in the Declarations and before the end of the Policy Period; and

d. prior to the effective date of the first policy issued to you and continuously renewed by us, no
Responsible Insured had any knowledge of any circumstance that could reasonably be expected to
result in a Protective Claim.

2. Protective Indemnity Limit - Conversion Option
If you make a Protective Claim, you may elect to convert the Coverage B. Protective Indemnity Each
Claim Limit of Liability to a Protective Claim Attorneys’ Fees and Expenses Each Claim Limit of Liability,
subject to the Coverage A.1. Professional Liability Self-Insured Retention stated in the Declarations, by
notifying the claims representative and the underwriter in writing at the time you submit the notice of the
Claim. In order to exercise this option, the Coverage B. Protective Indemnity Each Claim Limit of Liability
must be unimpaired by other Claims.  Once you have exercised this option:

a. the conversion will remain in effect for the remainder of the Policy Period;

b. all Protective Claims submitted prior to or subsequent to the conversion will be converted to the
Protective Claim Attorneys’ Fees and Expenses Each Claim Limit of Liability, subject to the Coverage
A.1. Professional Liability Self-Insured Retention.

c. coverage under Coverage A.2. Rectification will not be available to the Insured for the project that is
the subject of the Claim; and

d. we shall issue an endorsement that will:

(1) change the Coverage B. Protective Indemnity Each Claim Limit of Liability to zero dollars ($0); and

(2) establish a Protective Claim Attorneys’ Fees and Expenses Each Claim Limit of Liability, which
will be twenty percent (20%) of the Coverage B. Protective Indemnity Each Claim Limit of Liability.

We shall pay on behalf of the Insured, in excess of the Coverage A.1. Professional Liability Self-Insured 
Retention, Protective Claim Attorneys’ Fees and Expenses. The conversion will not increase the 
Coverage B. Protective Indemnity Aggregate Limit of Liability.

C. Contractor’s Pollution Liability and Mitigation
1. Contractor’s Pollution Liability Insuring Agreements

a. Contractor’s Operations
We shall pay on behalf of the Insured, in excess of the applicable Self-Insured Retention stated in the
Declarations, all Loss and Claim Expenses that the Insured is legally obligated to pay as a result of a
Contractor’s Pollution Liability Claim first made against the Insured during the Policy Period or
Optional Extended Reporting Period, if purchased, and reported to us in writing during the Policy Period,
the Automatic Extended Reporting Period, or the Optional Extended Reporting Period, if applicable,
provided that:

(1) the Pollution Event arises out of Covered Operations or Completed Operations at a Jobsite or
Staging Location;

(2) the Covered Operations or Completed Operations at a Jobsite or Staging Location took place on
or after the Coverage C.1.a. Contractor’s Pollution Liability Retroactive Date stated in the
Declarations and before the end of the Policy Period; and

(3) prior to the effective date of the first contractor’s pollution liability policy issued to you and
continuously renewed by us, no Responsible Insured had any knowledge of any circumstance that
could reasonably be expected to result in a Claim.

Coverage C.1.a. Contractor’s Operations will not apply at Staging Locations once all Covered
Operations at related Jobsites become Completed Operations at such Jobsites.

STF-CPP-237-A CW (10/20)
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b. Transportation
We shall pay on behalf of the Insured, in excess of the applicable Self-Insured Retention stated in the
Declarations, all Loss and Claim Expenses that the Insured is legally obligated to pay as a result of a
Contractor’s Pollution Liability Claim first made against the Insured during the Policy Period or
Optional Extended Reporting Period, if purchased, and reported to us in writing during the Policy Period,
the Automatic Extended Reporting Period, or the Optional Extended Reporting Period, if applicable,
provided that:

(1) the Pollution Event arises out of the Transportation of Materials as a result of Covered
Operations;

(2) the Transportation of Materials as a result of Covered Operations took place on or after the
Coverage C.1.b. Transportation Retroactive Date stated in the Declarations and before the end of
the Policy Period; and

(3) prior to the effective date of the first contractor’s pollution liability policy issued to you and
continuously renewed by us, no Responsible Insured had any knowledge of any circumstance that
could reasonably be expected to result in a Claim.

This coverage will not be utilized to evidence financial responsibility under any federal, state, or local law.

c. Non-Owned Disposal Sites
We shall pay on behalf of the Insured, in excess of the applicable Self-Insured Retention stated in the
Declarations, all Loss and Claim Expenses that the Insured is legally obligated to pay as a result of a
Contractor’s Pollution Liability Claim first made against the Insured during the Policy Period or
Optional Extended Reporting Period, and reported to us in writing during the Policy Period, the
Automatic Extended Reporting Period, or the Optional Extended Reporting Period, if applicable, but only
if Bodily Injury or Property Damage results from a Pollution Event at, under, resulting from, or that is
migrating or has migrated from a Disposal Site as a result of Covered Operations, provided that:

(1) neither the Insured nor any of the Insured’s subsidiary companies have ever owned or operated any
part of the Disposal Site;

(2) the Insured has, by due diligence, determined the Disposal Site is licensed and certified by the
respective controlling local, state, and federal agency(ies) or authorities to accept Materials;

(3) at the time the Insured sent Materials to the Disposal Site, such location or site was neither on nor
proposed for addition to the National Priorities List (NPL), or any state or local equivalent designation
or any country’s similar listing; and

(4) the Covered Operations or Completed Operations at a Jobsite or Staging Location took place on
or after the Coverage C.1.c. Non-Owned Disposal Sites Retroactive Date stated in the Declarations
and before the end of the Policy Period.

d. Time Element Pollution Event – Covered Locations
We shall pay on behalf of the Insured, in excess of the applicable Self-Insured Retention stated in the
Declarations, all Loss or Cleanup Costs that the Insured is legally obligated to pay as a result of a Time
Element Claim, provided that the Pollution Event is at, on, under, or migrating or has migrated from a
Covered Location and further provided that the Pollution Event:
(1) is discovered by the Insured and confirmed by you at your sole expense as having first commenced

at a specific time and place during the Policy Period and ends within ten (10) days from when the
Pollution Event first commenced;

(2) is reported to us in writing during the Policy Period, Automatic Extended Reporting Period, or
Optional Extended Reporting Period, if applicable, but not later than thirty (30) days after the
Pollution Event first commenced;

(3) took place on or after the Coverage C.1.d. Time Element Pollution Event – Covered Locations
Retroactive Date stated in the Declarations and before the end of the Policy Period; and

(4) did not occur at, under, or migrate from any Underground Storage Tank System.

STF-CPP-237-A CW (10/20)
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e. Additional Insured
(1) We shall pay on behalf of an Additional Insured, in excess of the applicable Self-Insured Retention

stated in the Declarations, all Loss and Claim Expenses that the Additional Insured is legally
obligated to pay as a result of a Contractor’s Pollution Liability Claim first made against the
Additional Insured during the Policy Period or Optional Extended Reporting Period, if purchased,
and reported to us in writing during the Policy Period, the Automatic Extended Reporting Period, or
the Optional Extended Reporting Period, if applicable, but only if:

(a) the Bodily Injury or Property Damage results from a Pollution Event under Coverages C.1.a.
through d. above;

(b) the Pollution Event took place on or after the applicable Retroactive Date stated in the
Declarations and before the end of the Policy Period; and

(c) only with respect to liability for Loss that results directly from Covered Operations or
Completed Operations that are the subject of a written contract or written agreement with the
Insured and performed for the Additional Insured.

(2) However, regardless of the provisions in Subsection I.C.e.(1) above:

(a) we shall not extend any insurance coverage under this policy to any Additional Insured:

(i) that is not provided to the Insured in Coverages C.1.a. through d.; or

(ii) that is broader than any coverage the Insured is required to provide to the Additional
Insured in the written contract or written agreement; and

(b) we shall not provide Limits of Liability to any Additional Insured that exceed the lower of:

(i) the Limits of Liability available to the Insured in this policy; or

(ii) the Limits of Liability the Insured is required to provide in the written contract or written
agreement.

Continuous Pollution Events 
The following additional provisions apply to Coverages C.1.a. through d. and Subsection I.C.1.e.
Additional Insured above:

(1) Progressive, indivisible Bodily Injury or Property Damage occurring over multiple policy periods,
including any continuation, change, or resumption thereof, caused by the same, related, continuous,
or repeated Pollution Event, will be deemed to be only one Pollution Event and considered first
reported at the earlier of the following times:

(a) The date we first receive written notice of the specific circumstances of the Pollution Event from
any Insured; or

(b) The date we first receive written notice of such Contractor’s Pollution Liability Claim from any
Insured;

(2) If the Pollution Event giving rise to the progressive, indivisible Bodily Injury or Property Damage
was:

(a) before the effective date of the first policy period containing the same coverages under this policy
issued to you by us,

(b) before the Coverage C.1. Contractor’s Pollution Liability Retroactive Date stated in the
Declarations, or

(c) cannot be determined;

but the progressive, indivisible Bodily Injury or Property Damage continues, in fact, to exist during
the first policy period containing the same coverages issued to you by us, the Bodily Injury or
Property Damage will be deemed to have occurred only on the effective date of such first policy
period.
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Notwithstanding the above, this insurance will not apply to any Claims, Loss, or Claims Expenses
covered in whole or in part under any insurance policy, other than a project-specific insurance policy, in
force prior to this policy.

Prior Knowledge
We shall only pay on behalf of:

(1) the Insured in accordance with Coverages C.1.a. through d. and Continuous Pollution Events
above, provided that, prior to the effective date of the first pollution policy issued to you and
continuously renewed by us, no Responsible Insured; or

(2) an Additional Insured in accordance with Subsection I.C.1.e. Additional Insured and Continuous
Pollution Events above, provided that, prior to the effective date of the first pollution policy issued to
you and continuously renewed by us, no principal, partner, director, executive officer, manager of
covered locations, or employees with specific responsibility for environmental incident reporting, legal
affairs, insurance, or risk management for an Additional Insured;

had any knowledge of any Pollution Event arising out of Covered Operations or Completed
Operations at a Jobsite or Staging Location that was known to have occurred or any circumstance that
could reasonably be expected to result in a Contractor’s Pollution Liability Claim.

2. Mitigation Insuring Agreement
We shall indemnify you for Mitigation Costs and Expenses, incurred in excess of the applicable
Self-Insured Retention stated in the Declarations, because of a Mitigation Claim, provided that:

a. the Mitigation Claim arises out of a Pollution Event, or an imminent Pollution Event, resulting from
Covered Operations or Completed Operations at a Jobsite or Staging Location for which a
Contractor’s Pollution Liability Claim could otherwise be made under the Coverage C.1.a.
Contractor’s Operations Insuring Agreement above;

b. the Pollution Event, or imminent Pollution Event, giving rise to the Mitigation Claim was first
discovered by the Insured during the Policy Period and reported to us in writing during the Policy
Period, and

c. prior to the effective date of the first policy issued to you and continuously renewed by us, no
Responsible Insured had any knowledge of any circumstance that could reasonably be expected to
result in such Mitigation Claim.

Mitigation Costs and Expenses may be incurred without prior notice to us within the applicable Self-Insured
Retention amount stated in the Declarations, provided a Mitigation Claim is reported to us in writing during
the Policy Period. We shall indemnify you for Mitigation Costs and Expenses incurred in excess of the
Self-Insured Retention after we have had a reasonable time to review your notice.

If you and we cannot agree on the amount of indemnification for a Mitigation Claim or whether the
Mitigation Claim will be covered under this policy, such dispute will be settled pursuant to Subsection IX.B.
Alternative Dispute Resolution.

Mitigation Emergency Consideration
In an effort to prevent imminent Bodily Injury and Property Damage, if you report your Mitigation Claim to
us within thirty (30) days of incurring Mitigation Costs and Expenses in excess of the Self-Insured Retention
and can demonstrate to us the Mitigation Costs and Expenses were incurred for that purpose, then we
shall indemnify you for those Mitigation Costs and Expenses incurred in excess of the Self-Insured
Retention.

D. Defense
1. We shall have the right and duty to defend with counsel of our choice, and shall pay applicable Claim

Expenses, with respect to any Claim seeking Damages or Loss to which Coverage A.1. Professional
Liability or Coverage C.1. Contractor’s Pollution Liability insurance applies. Claim Expenses will reduce
the applicable Limit of Liability stated in the Declarations and as described in Section V. Limits of Liability
and Self-Insured Retentions.
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F. Limitation of Liability
Solely with respect to Coverage B. Protective Indemnity, the Insured shall not, without our express written
authorization, accept any limitation of liability clause in a contract between the Insured and a Design
Professional. In the event that the Insured accepts any limitation of liability clause in a contract between the
Insured and any Design Professional without our express written authorization, our liability will only attach in
excess of the remaining available limits of all policies insuring that Design Professional but in no event less than
the applicable Self-Insured Retention.

G. Other Insurance
1. Except as specifically provided in Subsection IX.G.2. below, this policy is excess over any other applicable

insurance available to the Insured, including but not limited to project-specific policies or wrap-up policies,
whether such other insurance is stated to be primary, pro-rata, contributory, excess, contingent, self-insured,
or otherwise, unless such other insurance is written specifically excess of this policy by reference in such
other policy to this policy number.

a. When this policy is excess under this Subsection IX.G.1., neither payments by the Insured to satisfy a
Self-Insured Retention or Deductible applicable to any underlying policy nor payments by the underlying
insurer will satisfy the Self-Insured Retention under this policy.

b. When this policy is excess under this Subsection IX.G.1. for a claim arising out of Professional
Services, coverage under Coverage A.2. Rectification will not be available to the Insured.

c. When this policy is specifically written as excess over another insurance policy, Section II.
Supplementary Payments will not be available to the Insured.

d. This policy will apply specifically as excess over any project-specific insurance policy subject to its
limitations, conditions, provisions, and other terms; provided, however, unless specifically endorsed, this
excess coverage will not be broader than the project-specific insurance policy and will not function as
Difference in Conditions coverage.

2. Insurance provided under Coverage C.1. Contractor’s Pollution Liability is primary and non-contributory
unless:

a. an endorsement states that the coverage is excess or contingent upon the absence of other
insurance;

b. any other insurance is available to cover liability for any Loss arising out of the premises or
operations for which the Insured has been added as an additional insured on another policy;

c. other insurance is provided for Transportation under Coverage C.1.b. Transportation or
non-owned disposal sites under Coverage C.1.c. Non-Owned Disposal Sites;

d. the Insured is not required by written contract or written agreement to provide insurance for an
Additional Insured under Subsection I.C.1.e. Additional Insured on a primary basis; or

e. another insurance policy, in force prior to this Policy Period, is available to the Insured for any Loss
or Claim Expenses also covered under the terms and conditions of this policy, even if the other
insurance policy does not provide coverage in whole or in part for the Loss or Claim Expenses.

The insurance provided under Coverage C.2. Mitigation is primary. The coverage under Coverage C.2.
Mitigation will not be available to the Insured on an excess basis.

3. When this policy is excess under Subsection IX.G.1. or Subsection IX.G.2. above and any other insurance
has a duty to defend the Insured in a matter for which the Insured has notified us of a Claim, regardless of
whether that other insurance covers the same Damages, Loss, or Claim Expenses, we shall have no duty
to defend the Claim until the limits of all the other insurance have been exhausted by payment of Claims. If
no other insurer defends and we have a duty to defend the Claim, we shall undertake the defense, but we
shall be entitled to the Insured’s rights against all other insurers. When this insurance is excess over other
insurance, we shall pay only our share of the amount of the Damages, Loss, or Claim Expenses, if any, that
exceeds the sum of:

a. the total amount that all such other insurance would pay for the Damages, Loss, or Claim Expenses in
the absence of this insurance; and
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b. the total of all deductible and self-insured amounts under all the other insurance.

4. When this insurance and other insurance apply to any payment on the same basis, whether primary, excess,
or otherwise, we shall not be liable under this policy for a greater proportion of any payment than set out in
the Limits of Liability or the following contribution provision, whichever is lower:

a. Contribution by equal shares:

Under this approach, each insurer contributes equal amounts until it has paid its applicable limit or all of
the payments have been paid, whichever occurs first; or

b. Contribution by limits:

Under this approach, each insurer’s share is based on the ratio of its applicable limit to the total available
limits.

H. Policy Termination
This policy will terminate at the earliest of the following times:

1. Upon expiration of the Policy Period shown in the Declarations;

2. Cancellation as described below:

a. This policy may be cancelled by you by surrender thereof to us or any of our authorized representatives
or by mailing to us written notice stating when, thereafter, cancellation will be effective;

b. If this policy has been in effect for less than sixty (60) days, this policy may be cancelled by us for any
reason;

c. If this policy has been in effect for sixty (60) days or more or is a renewal of a policy issued by us, this
policy may not be cancelled by us except for one (1) or more of the following reasons:

(1) Nonpayment of premium; or

(2) Fraud or material misrepresentation affecting the policy;

d. Written notice of cancellation will be mailed or delivered by us to you at least:

(1) fifteen (15) days prior to the effective date of cancellation, if this policy is cancelled for nonpayment of
premium; or

(2) ninety (90) days prior to the effective date of cancellation, if this policy is cancelled for any other
reason;

e. Premium:

(1) If this policy is cancelled pursuant to Subsection IX.H.2.a., Subsection IX.H.2.b. or Subsection
IX.H.2.c.(2), we shall refund the unearned premium computed pro rata; or

(2) If we cancel for the reason specified in Subsection IX.H.c.(1), there will be no return premium;

3. Nonrenewal:

If we elect not to renew this policy, we shall send written notice of nonrenewal at least sixty (60) days prior to
expiration, unless you have obtained replacement coverage with another insurance company;

4. Unless not permitted under applicable state law, we shall have the right to terminate upon:

a. your acquisition by, merger into, or consolidation with another entity; or

b. the acquisition of fifty percent (50%) or more of your assets by another entity, such that you are not the
surviving entity.

Any notice of cancellation or nonrenewal will be given as provided in this Subsection IX.H. Policy Termination.

I. Representations
The Responsible Insureds represent, warrant, and acknowledge that the Declarations, agreements,
representations, and warranties in the written application for this policy are true and complete, are the basis of
this policy, and are to be considered as incorporated into and constituting a part of this policy. This policy is
issued in reliance upon the truth and completeness of such representations.
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J. Separation of Insureds
The written application for this policy will be construed as a separate application by each Insured. No statement
in the application or knowledge possessed by any Insured will be imputed to any other Insured for the purpose of
determining if coverage is available. Only the statements in the application made by and knowledge possessed
by any Responsible Insured will be imputed to all Insureds for the purpose of determining if coverage is
available to the Insured.

However, in the event that such written application for this policy contains misrepresentations or omissions made
with the intent to deceive or that materially affect either the acceptance of the risk or the hazard assumed by us
under the policy, then coverage will be void ab initio as to all Insureds.

K. Sole Agent
If there is more than one (1) Named Insured in this policy, the Named Insured that is listed in the Declarations
shall act on behalf of all Insureds for all purposes, including but not limited to the payment or return of premium,
responsibility for payment of any Self-Insured Retention, receipt and acceptance of any endorsement issued to
form a part of this policy, complying with all applicable claims provisions, giving and receiving notice of
cancellation or nonrenewal, and the exercise of the rights provided in the Automatic Extended Reporting Period,
Optional Extended Reporting Period or Subsection IX.L. Subrogation.

L. Subrogation
In the event of any payment under this policy, we shall be subrogated to all the Insureds' rights of recovery
against any person or organization, and the Insureds shall execute and deliver instruments and papers and do
whatever else is necessary to secure such rights.  The Insureds shall do nothing to prejudice such rights.

We shall not exercise any such rights against any person(s), firm(s) or corporation(s) included in the definition of
Insured, against the Insured's clients, or as may be required by a written contract or agreement if, prior to the
Claim, the Insured contractually agreed to or entered into a legally enforceable waiver of subrogation.

For any recovery obtained through subrogation, after expenses incurred in such subrogation are deducted by the
party bearing the expense, reimbursement will be made in the following order:

1. First, to any interest who has paid any amount in excess of the Limits of Liability provided under this policy;

2. Next, to us; and

3. Then to any interests as are entitled to claim the remainder, if any.

M. Policy Territory
Coverage under this policy will extend to Claims, Wrongful Acts, Pollution Events taking place and Damages
or Loss incurred anywhere in the world, where permitted by applicable law. All premiums, Limits of Liability,
Self-Insured Retentions, Damages, Loss, Mitigation Costs and Expenses, Rectification Costs and
Expenses, Protective Claim Attorneys’ Fees and Expenses, and Claim Expenses, and any other amounts
paid under this policy are expressed and payable in the currency of the United States of America. If judgment is
rendered, settlement is denominated, or another element of Damages or Loss under this policy is stated in a
currency other than United States dollars, payment under this policy will be made in United States dollars at the
rate of exchange published in The Wall Street Journal on the date the final judgment is reached, the amount of
the settlement is agreed upon, or the other element of Damages or Loss are due, respectively, or, if not
published on such date, the next date of publication of The Wall Street Journal.
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EXHIBIT G: SRC Subscriber Agency Agreement  

The Parties understand and agree that the SRC Subscriber Agency Agreements may need to be updated prior to each 
of the Solar Gardens achieving Commercial Operation due to changes in the final System design or project location. 
If such changes occur, the Company shall notify the City and provide an updated SRC Subscriber Agency 
Agreements that the Subscriber will sign and return to the Company prior to a System achieving Commercial 
Operation.   
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Colorado

Application

SRC SUBSCRIBER AGENCY AGREEMENT FOR XCEL ENERGY 
SOLAR*REWARDS COMMUNITY SERVICE (COLORADO)
SRC Subscriber Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Retail Customer Account No.: _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Service Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber E-mail Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Telephone No: (Primary) (Alt.) _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Producer (Subscriber Organization) Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Solar Garden ID No: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name and Location of Solar Garden: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber’s Initial Subscription Share (in kilowatts, or “kW”): 
_________________________________  kW

The undersigned SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes _____________________
(“SRC Producer”), and SRC Producer hereby accepts the responsibility, to act 
as SRC Subscriber’s agent for purposes of selling to Public Service Company of 
Colorado (“Public Service”) all of SRC Subscriber’s beneficial interest in and to 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by, and delivered to Public Service from, the Photovoltaic Energy System (“PV 
System”) identified above, including full authority for SRC Producer to enter into 
a long-term contract on behalf of SRC Subscriber for such sale and to administer 
such contract, all pursuant to Public Service’s Solar*Rewards Community 
Program and Rate Schedule SRC of Public Service’s electric tariff on file with the 
Colorado Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) and in effect from time to 
time.

1.  Duties of SRC Producer Generally. SRC Producer shall be responsible for 
issuing and managing the subscriptions of all SRC subscribers in the PV System 
and for selling to Public Service the subscribed and unsubscribed portions of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by the PV System and delivered to Public Service at the production meter 
located at the PV System site. In performing such functions, SRC Producer 
shall be solely responsible for communicating directly to Public Service 
SRC Subscriber’s information concerning its subscription in the PV System, 
including its beneficial interest in the Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated and produced by the PV System. SRC 
Subscriber acknowledges and agrees that Public Service shall exclusively 
rely on such information as regularly and timely communicated from the SRC 
Producer for the purpose of calculating the SRC Credit that will be applied by 
Public Service and reflected on SRC Subscriber’s subsequent electric service 
bills as compensation for Public Service’s receipt of SRC Subscriber’s share of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
and produced by the PV System, in accordance with Rate Schedule SRC of 
Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

2.  Adjustments of Prior Period SRC Bill Credits. To the extent the subscription 
information communicated by SRC Producer to Public Service and used 
by Public Service for purposes of calculating the SRC Credit applied on 
SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill was incorrect, SRC Producer shall be 
responsible for processing all corrections or other adjustments of SRC Credits 
previously applied by Public Service to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills 
and to collect any overpayments and remit any underpayments for all such 
SRC Credits, as necessary, among SRC Subscriber and other SRC subscribers 
owning subscriptions in the PV System. SRC Subscriber acknowledges and 
agrees that any such corrections in amounts previously applied by Public 
Service as an SRC Credit on any of SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills for 
prior periods shall be administered exclusively by SRC Producer, and that Public 
Service shall not be required to increase or reduce any SRC Credit previously 
applied to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill in any prior period to the 
extent such corrections are the result of incorrect subscription information 
for the PV System communicated to Public Service by SRC Producer. In 
connection with SRC Producer’s execution of its responsibilities to process 
any such adjustments to SRC Credits previously applied by Public Service with 
respect to the PV System, SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes Public Service to 
disclose and release to SRC Producer any and all information reflected on SRC 
Subscriber’s bills for retail electric service for all relevant periods, as may be 
necessary for SRC Producer to fully and properly administer such prior period 
adjustments among all SRC subscribers in the PV System.

3.  Limitation of Agency. This Agency Agreement shall only serve to authorize SRC 
Producer to act as SRC Subscriber’s agent with respect to SRC Subscriber’s 
beneficial interest in and to the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits generated by the PV System and delivered to Public Service 
to the extent that SRC Subscriber’s subscription continues from time-to-time 
to qualify as a valid subscription in the PV System in accordance with Section 
40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated thereunder 
by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule SRC of Public 
Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

8500 Peña Blvd., 9th Floor Denver, CO 80249

(303) 342-4436

McKinstry RDCS 1, LLC

SRC083126

CCD-CSG7-Montbello Rec Ctr - 15555 E 53rd Ave, Denver, CO 80239

137.69
McKinstry RDCS 1, LLC

Denver International Airport

53-2009531-2, Premises Numbers- 300953897 and 301104783

26900 E 84th Ave, Denver, CO 80249 (For Both Premises)

Sean.Conboy@flydenver.com
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SRC Subscriber Agency Agreement For Xcel Energy Solar*Rewards Community Service (Colorado)

Colorado

4. Term of Agency and Termination.

 (a) This Agency Agreement shall become effective upon its execution by both 
SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer and shall continue in effect for so long as a 
valid and existing contract between Public Service and SRC Producer for the 
purchase and sale of such Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits shall continue in effect.

(b) This Agency Agreement may be terminated by either SRC Producer or 
SRC Subscriber upon Public Service’s receipt of notice that SRC Subscriber’s 
subscription in the PV System has been terminated or transferred in its 
entirety, or that SRC Subscriber no longer holds an interest in the beneficial 
use of the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits 
generated by the PV System.

(c) This Agency Agreement shall automatically terminate upon: (i) the effective 
date of the termination of the contract between SRC Producer and Public 
Service for the purchase and sale of Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated by the PV System; or (ii) in the event 
of an effective assignment by SRC Producer of such contract, where Public 
Service has consented to such assignment in writing, the effective date of a 
replacement agency agreement between SRC Subscriber and the new owner 
or subscriber organization of the PV System that has taken assignment of such 
contract from SRC Producer.

5.  Representation and Acknowledgement. By executing this SRC Subscriber 
Agency Agreement, SRC Subscriber represents and warrants that the 
information stated herein is true and correct to the best of SRC Subscriber’s 
knowledge and belief and that SRC Subscriber has signed up for the stated 
subscription share size in the PV System through SRC Producer.

6.  Consent to Disclose Account Information. SRC Subscriber shall provide to 
Public Service a completed and signed “Consent to Disclose Utility Customer 
Data” form granting consent for Public Service to share information regarding 
SRC Subscriber’s past and present electric usage at the Service Address(es) 
identified above in order for SRC Producer independently to verify the extent 
of SRC Subscriber’s eligibility to hold a subscription in the PV System pursuant 
to Section 40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated 
thereunder by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule 
SRC of Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff. The 
Consent to Disclose Utility Customer Data form shall be that form posted from 
time to time on the 

Xcel Energy website or the website of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agency Agreement was duly executed by the 
undersigned authorized representatives of SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer.

SRC SUBSCRIBER  ______________________________  SRC PRODUCER _______________________________________

By: _________________________________________   By: _________________________________________________

Title: ________________________________________  Title: ________________________________________________

Date:  _______________________________________  Date: _______________________________________________

xcelenergy.com | © 2021 Xcel Energy Inc. | Xcel Energy is a registered trademark of Xcel Energy Inc. | 21-03-324

Heath Mackay

Director
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Colorado

Application

SRC SUBSCRIBER AGENCY AGREEMENT FOR XCEL ENERGY 
SOLAR*REWARDS COMMUNITY SERVICE (COLORADO)
SRC Subscriber Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Retail Customer Account No.: _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Service Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber E-mail Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Telephone No: (Primary) (Alt.) _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Producer (Subscriber Organization) Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Solar Garden ID No: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name and Location of Solar Garden: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber’s Initial Subscription Share (in kilowatts, or “kW”): 
_________________________________  kW

The undersigned SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes _____________________
(“SRC Producer”), and SRC Producer hereby accepts the responsibility, to act 
as SRC Subscriber’s agent for purposes of selling to Public Service Company of 
Colorado (“Public Service”) all of SRC Subscriber’s beneficial interest in and to 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by, and delivered to Public Service from, the Photovoltaic Energy System (“PV 
System”) identified above, including full authority for SRC Producer to enter into 
a long-term contract on behalf of SRC Subscriber for such sale and to administer 
such contract, all pursuant to Public Service’s Solar*Rewards Community 
Program and Rate Schedule SRC of Public Service’s electric tariff on file with the 
Colorado Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) and in effect from time to 
time.

1.  Duties of SRC Producer Generally. SRC Producer shall be responsible for 
issuing and managing the subscriptions of all SRC subscribers in the PV System 
and for selling to Public Service the subscribed and unsubscribed portions of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by the PV System and delivered to Public Service at the production meter 
located at the PV System site. In performing such functions, SRC Producer 
shall be solely responsible for communicating directly to Public Service 
SRC Subscriber’s information concerning its subscription in the PV System, 
including its beneficial interest in the Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated and produced by the PV System. SRC 
Subscriber acknowledges and agrees that Public Service shall exclusively 
rely on such information as regularly and timely communicated from the SRC 
Producer for the purpose of calculating the SRC Credit that will be applied by 
Public Service and reflected on SRC Subscriber’s subsequent electric service 
bills as compensation for Public Service’s receipt of SRC Subscriber’s share of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
and produced by the PV System, in accordance with Rate Schedule SRC of 
Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

2.  Adjustments of Prior Period SRC Bill Credits. To the extent the subscription 
information communicated by SRC Producer to Public Service and used 
by Public Service for purposes of calculating the SRC Credit applied on 
SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill was incorrect, SRC Producer shall be 
responsible for processing all corrections or other adjustments of SRC Credits 
previously applied by Public Service to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills 
and to collect any overpayments and remit any underpayments for all such 
SRC Credits, as necessary, among SRC Subscriber and other SRC subscribers 
owning subscriptions in the PV System. SRC Subscriber acknowledges and 
agrees that any such corrections in amounts previously applied by Public 
Service as an SRC Credit on any of SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills for 
prior periods shall be administered exclusively by SRC Producer, and that Public 
Service shall not be required to increase or reduce any SRC Credit previously 
applied to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill in any prior period to the 
extent such corrections are the result of incorrect subscription information 
for the PV System communicated to Public Service by SRC Producer. In 
connection with SRC Producer’s execution of its responsibilities to process 
any such adjustments to SRC Credits previously applied by Public Service with 
respect to the PV System, SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes Public Service to 
disclose and release to SRC Producer any and all information reflected on SRC 
Subscriber’s bills for retail electric service for all relevant periods, as may be 
necessary for SRC Producer to fully and properly administer such prior period 
adjustments among all SRC subscribers in the PV System.

3.  Limitation of Agency. This Agency Agreement shall only serve to authorize SRC 
Producer to act as SRC Subscriber’s agent with respect to SRC Subscriber’s 
beneficial interest in and to the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits generated by the PV System and delivered to Public Service 
to the extent that SRC Subscriber’s subscription continues from time-to-time 
to qualify as a valid subscription in the PV System in accordance with Section 
40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated thereunder 
by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule SRC of Public 
Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

8500 Peña Blvd., 9th Floor Denver, CO 80249

(303) 342-4436

McKinstry RDCS 1, LLC

SRC083127

CCD-CSG8-DEN1: E 114th Ave and Trussville St, Denver, CO

154.80
McKinstry RDCS 1, LLC

Denver International Airport

53-2009531-2, Premises Numbers- 300953897 and 301104783

26900 E 84th Ave, Denver, CO 80249

Sean.Conboy@flydenver.com
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SRC Subscriber Agency Agreement For Xcel Energy Solar*Rewards Community Service (Colorado)

Colorado

4. Term of Agency and Termination.

 (a) This Agency Agreement shall become effective upon its execution by both 
SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer and shall continue in effect for so long as a 
valid and existing contract between Public Service and SRC Producer for the 
purchase and sale of such Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits shall continue in effect.

(b) This Agency Agreement may be terminated by either SRC Producer or 
SRC Subscriber upon Public Service’s receipt of notice that SRC Subscriber’s 
subscription in the PV System has been terminated or transferred in its 
entirety, or that SRC Subscriber no longer holds an interest in the beneficial 
use of the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits 
generated by the PV System.

(c) This Agency Agreement shall automatically terminate upon: (i) the effective 
date of the termination of the contract between SRC Producer and Public 
Service for the purchase and sale of Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated by the PV System; or (ii) in the event 
of an effective assignment by SRC Producer of such contract, where Public 
Service has consented to such assignment in writing, the effective date of a 
replacement agency agreement between SRC Subscriber and the new owner 
or subscriber organization of the PV System that has taken assignment of such 
contract from SRC Producer.

5.  Representation and Acknowledgement. By executing this SRC Subscriber 
Agency Agreement, SRC Subscriber represents and warrants that the 
information stated herein is true and correct to the best of SRC Subscriber’s 
knowledge and belief and that SRC Subscriber has signed up for the stated 
subscription share size in the PV System through SRC Producer.

6.  Consent to Disclose Account Information. SRC Subscriber shall provide to 
Public Service a completed and signed “Consent to Disclose Utility Customer 
Data” form granting consent for Public Service to share information regarding 
SRC Subscriber’s past and present electric usage at the Service Address(es) 
identified above in order for SRC Producer independently to verify the extent 
of SRC Subscriber’s eligibility to hold a subscription in the PV System pursuant 
to Section 40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated 
thereunder by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule 
SRC of Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff. The 
Consent to Disclose Utility Customer Data form shall be that form posted from 
time to time on the 

Xcel Energy website or the website of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agency Agreement was duly executed by the 
undersigned authorized representatives of SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer.

SRC SUBSCRIBER  ______________________________  SRC PRODUCER _______________________________________

By: _________________________________________   By: _________________________________________________

Title: ________________________________________  Title: ________________________________________________

Date:  _______________________________________  Date: _______________________________________________

xcelenergy.com | © 2021 Xcel Energy Inc. | Xcel Energy is a registered trademark of Xcel Energy Inc. | 21-03-324

Heath Mackay

Director
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Colorado

Application

SRC SUBSCRIBER AGENCY AGREEMENT FOR XCEL ENERGY 
SOLAR*REWARDS COMMUNITY SERVICE (COLORADO)
SRC Subscriber Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Retail Customer Account No.: _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Service Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber E-mail Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Telephone No: (Primary) (Alt.) _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Producer (Subscriber Organization) Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Solar Garden ID No: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name and Location of Solar Garden: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber’s Initial Subscription Share (in kilowatts, or “kW”): 
_________________________________  kW

The undersigned SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes _____________________
(“SRC Producer”), and SRC Producer hereby accepts the responsibility, to act 
as SRC Subscriber’s agent for purposes of selling to Public Service Company of 
Colorado (“Public Service”) all of SRC Subscriber’s beneficial interest in and to 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by, and delivered to Public Service from, the Photovoltaic Energy System (“PV 
System”) identified above, including full authority for SRC Producer to enter into 
a long-term contract on behalf of SRC Subscriber for such sale and to administer 
such contract, all pursuant to Public Service’s Solar*Rewards Community 
Program and Rate Schedule SRC of Public Service’s electric tariff on file with the 
Colorado Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) and in effect from time to 
time.

1.  Duties of SRC Producer Generally. SRC Producer shall be responsible for 
issuing and managing the subscriptions of all SRC subscribers in the PV System 
and for selling to Public Service the subscribed and unsubscribed portions of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by the PV System and delivered to Public Service at the production meter 
located at the PV System site. In performing such functions, SRC Producer 
shall be solely responsible for communicating directly to Public Service 
SRC Subscriber’s information concerning its subscription in the PV System, 
including its beneficial interest in the Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated and produced by the PV System. SRC 
Subscriber acknowledges and agrees that Public Service shall exclusively 
rely on such information as regularly and timely communicated from the SRC 
Producer for the purpose of calculating the SRC Credit that will be applied by 
Public Service and reflected on SRC Subscriber’s subsequent electric service 
bills as compensation for Public Service’s receipt of SRC Subscriber’s share of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
and produced by the PV System, in accordance with Rate Schedule SRC of 
Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

2.  Adjustments of Prior Period SRC Bill Credits. To the extent the subscription 
information communicated by SRC Producer to Public Service and used 
by Public Service for purposes of calculating the SRC Credit applied on 
SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill was incorrect, SRC Producer shall be 
responsible for processing all corrections or other adjustments of SRC Credits 
previously applied by Public Service to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills 
and to collect any overpayments and remit any underpayments for all such 
SRC Credits, as necessary, among SRC Subscriber and other SRC subscribers 
owning subscriptions in the PV System. SRC Subscriber acknowledges and 
agrees that any such corrections in amounts previously applied by Public 
Service as an SRC Credit on any of SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills for 
prior periods shall be administered exclusively by SRC Producer, and that Public 
Service shall not be required to increase or reduce any SRC Credit previously 
applied to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill in any prior period to the 
extent such corrections are the result of incorrect subscription information 
for the PV System communicated to Public Service by SRC Producer. In 
connection with SRC Producer’s execution of its responsibilities to process 
any such adjustments to SRC Credits previously applied by Public Service with 
respect to the PV System, SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes Public Service to 
disclose and release to SRC Producer any and all information reflected on SRC 
Subscriber’s bills for retail electric service for all relevant periods, as may be 
necessary for SRC Producer to fully and properly administer such prior period 
adjustments among all SRC subscribers in the PV System.

3.  Limitation of Agency. This Agency Agreement shall only serve to authorize SRC 
Producer to act as SRC Subscriber’s agent with respect to SRC Subscriber’s 
beneficial interest in and to the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits generated by the PV System and delivered to Public Service 
to the extent that SRC Subscriber’s subscription continues from time-to-time 
to qualify as a valid subscription in the PV System in accordance with Section 
40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated thereunder 
by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule SRC of Public 
Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

8500 Peña Blvd., 9th Floor Denver, CO 80249

(303) 342-4436

McKinstry RDCS 1, LLC

SRC083128

CCD-CSG14-NWC M&O: 5125 Race Court, Denver, CO 80216

69.85
McKinstry RDCS 1, LLC

Denver International Airport

53-2009531-2, Premises Numbers- 300953897 and 301104783

26900 E 84th Ave, Denver, CO 80249

Sean.Conboy@flydenver.com
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SRC Subscriber Agency Agreement For Xcel Energy Solar*Rewards Community Service (Colorado)

Colorado

4. Term of Agency and Termination.

 (a) This Agency Agreement shall become effective upon its execution by both 
SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer and shall continue in effect for so long as a 
valid and existing contract between Public Service and SRC Producer for the 
purchase and sale of such Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits shall continue in effect.

(b) This Agency Agreement may be terminated by either SRC Producer or 
SRC Subscriber upon Public Service’s receipt of notice that SRC Subscriber’s 
subscription in the PV System has been terminated or transferred in its 
entirety, or that SRC Subscriber no longer holds an interest in the beneficial 
use of the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits 
generated by the PV System.

(c) This Agency Agreement shall automatically terminate upon: (i) the effective 
date of the termination of the contract between SRC Producer and Public 
Service for the purchase and sale of Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated by the PV System; or (ii) in the event 
of an effective assignment by SRC Producer of such contract, where Public 
Service has consented to such assignment in writing, the effective date of a 
replacement agency agreement between SRC Subscriber and the new owner 
or subscriber organization of the PV System that has taken assignment of such 
contract from SRC Producer.

5.  Representation and Acknowledgement. By executing this SRC Subscriber 
Agency Agreement, SRC Subscriber represents and warrants that the 
information stated herein is true and correct to the best of SRC Subscriber’s 
knowledge and belief and that SRC Subscriber has signed up for the stated 
subscription share size in the PV System through SRC Producer.

6.  Consent to Disclose Account Information. SRC Subscriber shall provide to 
Public Service a completed and signed “Consent to Disclose Utility Customer 
Data” form granting consent for Public Service to share information regarding 
SRC Subscriber’s past and present electric usage at the Service Address(es) 
identified above in order for SRC Producer independently to verify the extent 
of SRC Subscriber’s eligibility to hold a subscription in the PV System pursuant 
to Section 40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated 
thereunder by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule 
SRC of Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff. The 
Consent to Disclose Utility Customer Data form shall be that form posted from 
time to time on the 

Xcel Energy website or the website of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agency Agreement was duly executed by the 
undersigned authorized representatives of SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer.

SRC SUBSCRIBER  ______________________________  SRC PRODUCER _______________________________________

By: _________________________________________   By: _________________________________________________

Title: ________________________________________  Title: ________________________________________________

Date:  _______________________________________  Date: _______________________________________________

xcelenergy.com | © 2021 Xcel Energy Inc. | Xcel Energy is a registered trademark of Xcel Energy Inc. | 21-03-324

Heath Mackay

Director
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SRC SUBSCRIBER AGENCY AGREEMENT FOR XCEL ENERGY 
SOLAR*REWARDS COMMUNITY SERVICE (COLORADO)
SRC Subscriber Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Retail Customer Account No.: _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Service Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber E-mail Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Telephone No: (Primary) (Alt.) _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Producer (Subscriber Organization) Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Solar Garden ID No: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name and Location of Solar Garden: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber’s Initial Subscription Share (in kilowatts, or “kW”): 
_________________________________  kW

The undersigned SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes _____________________
(“SRC Producer”), and SRC Producer hereby accepts the responsibility, to act 
as SRC Subscriber’s agent for purposes of selling to Public Service Company of 
Colorado (“Public Service”) all of SRC Subscriber’s beneficial interest in and to 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by, and delivered to Public Service from, the Photovoltaic Energy System (“PV 
System”) identified above, including full authority for SRC Producer to enter into 
a long-term contract on behalf of SRC Subscriber for such sale and to administer 
such contract, all pursuant to Public Service’s Solar*Rewards Community 
Program and Rate Schedule SRC of Public Service’s electric tariff on file with the 
Colorado Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) and in effect from time to 
time.

1.  Duties of SRC Producer Generally. SRC Producer shall be responsible for 
issuing and managing the subscriptions of all SRC subscribers in the PV System 
and for selling to Public Service the subscribed and unsubscribed portions of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by the PV System and delivered to Public Service at the production meter 
located at the PV System site. In performing such functions, SRC Producer 
shall be solely responsible for communicating directly to Public Service 
SRC Subscriber’s information concerning its subscription in the PV System, 
including its beneficial interest in the Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated and produced by the PV System. SRC 
Subscriber acknowledges and agrees that Public Service shall exclusively 
rely on such information as regularly and timely communicated from the SRC 
Producer for the purpose of calculating the SRC Credit that will be applied by 
Public Service and reflected on SRC Subscriber’s subsequent electric service 
bills as compensation for Public Service’s receipt of SRC Subscriber’s share of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
and produced by the PV System, in accordance with Rate Schedule SRC of 
Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

2.  Adjustments of Prior Period SRC Bill Credits. To the extent the subscription 
information communicated by SRC Producer to Public Service and used 
by Public Service for purposes of calculating the SRC Credit applied on 
SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill was incorrect, SRC Producer shall be 
responsible for processing all corrections or other adjustments of SRC Credits 
previously applied by Public Service to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills 
and to collect any overpayments and remit any underpayments for all such 
SRC Credits, as necessary, among SRC Subscriber and other SRC subscribers 
owning subscriptions in the PV System. SRC Subscriber acknowledges and 
agrees that any such corrections in amounts previously applied by Public 
Service as an SRC Credit on any of SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills for 
prior periods shall be administered exclusively by SRC Producer, and that Public 
Service shall not be required to increase or reduce any SRC Credit previously 
applied to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill in any prior period to the 
extent such corrections are the result of incorrect subscription information 
for the PV System communicated to Public Service by SRC Producer. In 
connection with SRC Producer’s execution of its responsibilities to process 
any such adjustments to SRC Credits previously applied by Public Service with 
respect to the PV System, SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes Public Service to 
disclose and release to SRC Producer any and all information reflected on SRC 
Subscriber’s bills for retail electric service for all relevant periods, as may be 
necessary for SRC Producer to fully and properly administer such prior period 
adjustments among all SRC subscribers in the PV System.

3.  Limitation of Agency. This Agency Agreement shall only serve to authorize SRC 
Producer to act as SRC Subscriber’s agent with respect to SRC Subscriber’s 
beneficial interest in and to the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits generated by the PV System and delivered to Public Service 
to the extent that SRC Subscriber’s subscription continues from time-to-time 
to qualify as a valid subscription in the PV System in accordance with Section 
40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated thereunder 
by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule SRC of Public 
Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

8500 Peña Blvd., 9th Floor Denver, CO 80249

(303) 342-4436

McKinstry RDCS 1, LLC

SRC083129
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McKinstry RDCS 1, LLC

Denver International Airport

53-2009531-2, Premises Numbers- 300953897 and 301104783

26900 E 84th Ave, Denver, CO 80249

Sean.Conboy@flydenver.com
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SRC Subscriber Agency Agreement For Xcel Energy Solar*Rewards Community Service (Colorado)

Colorado

4. Term of Agency and Termination.

 (a) This Agency Agreement shall become effective upon its execution by both 
SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer and shall continue in effect for so long as a 
valid and existing contract between Public Service and SRC Producer for the 
purchase and sale of such Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits shall continue in effect.

(b) This Agency Agreement may be terminated by either SRC Producer or 
SRC Subscriber upon Public Service’s receipt of notice that SRC Subscriber’s 
subscription in the PV System has been terminated or transferred in its 
entirety, or that SRC Subscriber no longer holds an interest in the beneficial 
use of the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits 
generated by the PV System.

(c) This Agency Agreement shall automatically terminate upon: (i) the effective 
date of the termination of the contract between SRC Producer and Public 
Service for the purchase and sale of Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated by the PV System; or (ii) in the event 
of an effective assignment by SRC Producer of such contract, where Public 
Service has consented to such assignment in writing, the effective date of a 
replacement agency agreement between SRC Subscriber and the new owner 
or subscriber organization of the PV System that has taken assignment of such 
contract from SRC Producer.

5.  Representation and Acknowledgement. By executing this SRC Subscriber 
Agency Agreement, SRC Subscriber represents and warrants that the 
information stated herein is true and correct to the best of SRC Subscriber’s 
knowledge and belief and that SRC Subscriber has signed up for the stated 
subscription share size in the PV System through SRC Producer.

6.  Consent to Disclose Account Information. SRC Subscriber shall provide to 
Public Service a completed and signed “Consent to Disclose Utility Customer 
Data” form granting consent for Public Service to share information regarding 
SRC Subscriber’s past and present electric usage at the Service Address(es) 
identified above in order for SRC Producer independently to verify the extent 
of SRC Subscriber’s eligibility to hold a subscription in the PV System pursuant 
to Section 40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated 
thereunder by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule 
SRC of Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff. The 
Consent to Disclose Utility Customer Data form shall be that form posted from 
time to time on the 

Xcel Energy website or the website of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agency Agreement was duly executed by the 
undersigned authorized representatives of SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer.

SRC SUBSCRIBER  ______________________________  SRC PRODUCER _______________________________________

By: _________________________________________   By: _________________________________________________

Title: ________________________________________  Title: ________________________________________________

Date:  _______________________________________  Date: _______________________________________________

xcelenergy.com | © 2021 Xcel Energy Inc. | Xcel Energy is a registered trademark of Xcel Energy Inc. | 21-03-324

Heath Mackay

Director
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Colorado
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SRC SUBSCRIBER AGENCY AGREEMENT FOR XCEL ENERGY 
SOLAR*REWARDS COMMUNITY SERVICE (COLORADO)
SRC Subscriber Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Retail Customer Account No.: _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Service Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber E-mail Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Telephone No: (Primary) (Alt.) _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Producer (Subscriber Organization) Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Solar Garden ID No: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name and Location of Solar Garden: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber’s Initial Subscription Share (in kilowatts, or “kW”): 
_________________________________  kW

The undersigned SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes _____________________
(“SRC Producer”), and SRC Producer hereby accepts the responsibility, to act 
as SRC Subscriber’s agent for purposes of selling to Public Service Company of 
Colorado (“Public Service”) all of SRC Subscriber’s beneficial interest in and to 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by, and delivered to Public Service from, the Photovoltaic Energy System (“PV 
System”) identified above, including full authority for SRC Producer to enter into 
a long-term contract on behalf of SRC Subscriber for such sale and to administer 
such contract, all pursuant to Public Service’s Solar*Rewards Community 
Program and Rate Schedule SRC of Public Service’s electric tariff on file with the 
Colorado Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) and in effect from time to 
time.

1.  Duties of SRC Producer Generally. SRC Producer shall be responsible for 
issuing and managing the subscriptions of all SRC subscribers in the PV System 
and for selling to Public Service the subscribed and unsubscribed portions of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by the PV System and delivered to Public Service at the production meter 
located at the PV System site. In performing such functions, SRC Producer 
shall be solely responsible for communicating directly to Public Service 
SRC Subscriber’s information concerning its subscription in the PV System, 
including its beneficial interest in the Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated and produced by the PV System. SRC 
Subscriber acknowledges and agrees that Public Service shall exclusively 
rely on such information as regularly and timely communicated from the SRC 
Producer for the purpose of calculating the SRC Credit that will be applied by 
Public Service and reflected on SRC Subscriber’s subsequent electric service 
bills as compensation for Public Service’s receipt of SRC Subscriber’s share of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
and produced by the PV System, in accordance with Rate Schedule SRC of 
Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

2.  Adjustments of Prior Period SRC Bill Credits. To the extent the subscription 
information communicated by SRC Producer to Public Service and used 
by Public Service for purposes of calculating the SRC Credit applied on 
SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill was incorrect, SRC Producer shall be 
responsible for processing all corrections or other adjustments of SRC Credits 
previously applied by Public Service to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills 
and to collect any overpayments and remit any underpayments for all such 
SRC Credits, as necessary, among SRC Subscriber and other SRC subscribers 
owning subscriptions in the PV System. SRC Subscriber acknowledges and 
agrees that any such corrections in amounts previously applied by Public 
Service as an SRC Credit on any of SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills for 
prior periods shall be administered exclusively by SRC Producer, and that Public 
Service shall not be required to increase or reduce any SRC Credit previously 
applied to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill in any prior period to the 
extent such corrections are the result of incorrect subscription information 
for the PV System communicated to Public Service by SRC Producer. In 
connection with SRC Producer’s execution of its responsibilities to process 
any such adjustments to SRC Credits previously applied by Public Service with 
respect to the PV System, SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes Public Service to 
disclose and release to SRC Producer any and all information reflected on SRC 
Subscriber’s bills for retail electric service for all relevant periods, as may be 
necessary for SRC Producer to fully and properly administer such prior period 
adjustments among all SRC subscribers in the PV System.

3.  Limitation of Agency. This Agency Agreement shall only serve to authorize SRC 
Producer to act as SRC Subscriber’s agent with respect to SRC Subscriber’s 
beneficial interest in and to the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits generated by the PV System and delivered to Public Service 
to the extent that SRC Subscriber’s subscription continues from time-to-time 
to qualify as a valid subscription in the PV System in accordance with Section 
40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated thereunder 
by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule SRC of Public 
Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

8500 Peña Blvd., 9th Floor Denver, CO 80249

(303) 342-4436
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SRC Subscriber Agency Agreement For Xcel Energy Solar*Rewards Community Service (Colorado)

Colorado

4. Term of Agency and Termination.

 (a) This Agency Agreement shall become effective upon its execution by both 
SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer and shall continue in effect for so long as a 
valid and existing contract between Public Service and SRC Producer for the 
purchase and sale of such Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits shall continue in effect.

(b) This Agency Agreement may be terminated by either SRC Producer or 
SRC Subscriber upon Public Service’s receipt of notice that SRC Subscriber’s 
subscription in the PV System has been terminated or transferred in its 
entirety, or that SRC Subscriber no longer holds an interest in the beneficial 
use of the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits 
generated by the PV System.

(c) This Agency Agreement shall automatically terminate upon: (i) the effective 
date of the termination of the contract between SRC Producer and Public 
Service for the purchase and sale of Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated by the PV System; or (ii) in the event 
of an effective assignment by SRC Producer of such contract, where Public 
Service has consented to such assignment in writing, the effective date of a 
replacement agency agreement between SRC Subscriber and the new owner 
or subscriber organization of the PV System that has taken assignment of such 
contract from SRC Producer.

5.  Representation and Acknowledgement. By executing this SRC Subscriber 
Agency Agreement, SRC Subscriber represents and warrants that the 
information stated herein is true and correct to the best of SRC Subscriber’s 
knowledge and belief and that SRC Subscriber has signed up for the stated 
subscription share size in the PV System through SRC Producer.

6.  Consent to Disclose Account Information. SRC Subscriber shall provide to 
Public Service a completed and signed “Consent to Disclose Utility Customer 
Data” form granting consent for Public Service to share information regarding 
SRC Subscriber’s past and present electric usage at the Service Address(es) 
identified above in order for SRC Producer independently to verify the extent 
of SRC Subscriber’s eligibility to hold a subscription in the PV System pursuant 
to Section 40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated 
thereunder by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule 
SRC of Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff. The 
Consent to Disclose Utility Customer Data form shall be that form posted from 
time to time on the 

Xcel Energy website or the website of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agency Agreement was duly executed by the 
undersigned authorized representatives of SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer.

SRC SUBSCRIBER  ______________________________  SRC PRODUCER _______________________________________

By: _________________________________________   By: _________________________________________________

Title: ________________________________________  Title: ________________________________________________

Date:  _______________________________________  Date: _______________________________________________

xcelenergy.com | © 2021 Xcel Energy Inc. | Xcel Energy is a registered trademark of Xcel Energy Inc. | 21-03-324

Heath Mackay

Director
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Colorado

Application

SRC SUBSCRIBER AGENCY AGREEMENT FOR XCEL ENERGY 
SOLAR*REWARDS COMMUNITY SERVICE (COLORADO)
SRC Subscriber Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Retail Customer Account No.: _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Service Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber E-mail Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Telephone No: (Primary) (Alt.) _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Producer (Subscriber Organization) Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Solar Garden ID No: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name and Location of Solar Garden: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber’s Initial Subscription Share (in kilowatts, or “kW”): 
_________________________________  kW

The undersigned SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes _____________________
(“SRC Producer”), and SRC Producer hereby accepts the responsibility, to act 
as SRC Subscriber’s agent for purposes of selling to Public Service Company of 
Colorado (“Public Service”) all of SRC Subscriber’s beneficial interest in and to 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by, and delivered to Public Service from, the Photovoltaic Energy System (“PV 
System”) identified above, including full authority for SRC Producer to enter into 
a long-term contract on behalf of SRC Subscriber for such sale and to administer 
such contract, all pursuant to Public Service’s Solar*Rewards Community 
Program and Rate Schedule SRC of Public Service’s electric tariff on file with the 
Colorado Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) and in effect from time to 
time.

1.  Duties of SRC Producer Generally. SRC Producer shall be responsible for 
issuing and managing the subscriptions of all SRC subscribers in the PV System 
and for selling to Public Service the subscribed and unsubscribed portions of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by the PV System and delivered to Public Service at the production meter 
located at the PV System site. In performing such functions, SRC Producer 
shall be solely responsible for communicating directly to Public Service 
SRC Subscriber’s information concerning its subscription in the PV System, 
including its beneficial interest in the Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated and produced by the PV System. SRC 
Subscriber acknowledges and agrees that Public Service shall exclusively 
rely on such information as regularly and timely communicated from the SRC 
Producer for the purpose of calculating the SRC Credit that will be applied by 
Public Service and reflected on SRC Subscriber’s subsequent electric service 
bills as compensation for Public Service’s receipt of SRC Subscriber’s share of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
and produced by the PV System, in accordance with Rate Schedule SRC of 
Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

2.  Adjustments of Prior Period SRC Bill Credits. To the extent the subscription 
information communicated by SRC Producer to Public Service and used 
by Public Service for purposes of calculating the SRC Credit applied on 
SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill was incorrect, SRC Producer shall be 
responsible for processing all corrections or other adjustments of SRC Credits 
previously applied by Public Service to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills 
and to collect any overpayments and remit any underpayments for all such 
SRC Credits, as necessary, among SRC Subscriber and other SRC subscribers 
owning subscriptions in the PV System. SRC Subscriber acknowledges and 
agrees that any such corrections in amounts previously applied by Public 
Service as an SRC Credit on any of SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills for 
prior periods shall be administered exclusively by SRC Producer, and that Public 
Service shall not be required to increase or reduce any SRC Credit previously 
applied to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill in any prior period to the 
extent such corrections are the result of incorrect subscription information 
for the PV System communicated to Public Service by SRC Producer. In 
connection with SRC Producer’s execution of its responsibilities to process 
any such adjustments to SRC Credits previously applied by Public Service with 
respect to the PV System, SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes Public Service to 
disclose and release to SRC Producer any and all information reflected on SRC 
Subscriber’s bills for retail electric service for all relevant periods, as may be 
necessary for SRC Producer to fully and properly administer such prior period 
adjustments among all SRC subscribers in the PV System.

3.  Limitation of Agency. This Agency Agreement shall only serve to authorize SRC 
Producer to act as SRC Subscriber’s agent with respect to SRC Subscriber’s 
beneficial interest in and to the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits generated by the PV System and delivered to Public Service 
to the extent that SRC Subscriber’s subscription continues from time-to-time 
to qualify as a valid subscription in the PV System in accordance with Section 
40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated thereunder 
by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule SRC of Public 
Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

8500 Peña Blvd., 9th Floor Denver, CO 80249
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SRC Subscriber Agency Agreement For Xcel Energy Solar*Rewards Community Service (Colorado)

Colorado

4. Term of Agency and Termination.

 (a) This Agency Agreement shall become effective upon its execution by both 
SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer and shall continue in effect for so long as a 
valid and existing contract between Public Service and SRC Producer for the 
purchase and sale of such Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits shall continue in effect.

(b) This Agency Agreement may be terminated by either SRC Producer or 
SRC Subscriber upon Public Service’s receipt of notice that SRC Subscriber’s 
subscription in the PV System has been terminated or transferred in its 
entirety, or that SRC Subscriber no longer holds an interest in the beneficial 
use of the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits 
generated by the PV System.

(c) This Agency Agreement shall automatically terminate upon: (i) the effective 
date of the termination of the contract between SRC Producer and Public 
Service for the purchase and sale of Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated by the PV System; or (ii) in the event 
of an effective assignment by SRC Producer of such contract, where Public 
Service has consented to such assignment in writing, the effective date of a 
replacement agency agreement between SRC Subscriber and the new owner 
or subscriber organization of the PV System that has taken assignment of such 
contract from SRC Producer.

5.  Representation and Acknowledgement. By executing this SRC Subscriber 
Agency Agreement, SRC Subscriber represents and warrants that the 
information stated herein is true and correct to the best of SRC Subscriber’s 
knowledge and belief and that SRC Subscriber has signed up for the stated 
subscription share size in the PV System through SRC Producer.

6.  Consent to Disclose Account Information. SRC Subscriber shall provide to 
Public Service a completed and signed “Consent to Disclose Utility Customer 
Data” form granting consent for Public Service to share information regarding 
SRC Subscriber’s past and present electric usage at the Service Address(es) 
identified above in order for SRC Producer independently to verify the extent 
of SRC Subscriber’s eligibility to hold a subscription in the PV System pursuant 
to Section 40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated 
thereunder by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule 
SRC of Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff. The 
Consent to Disclose Utility Customer Data form shall be that form posted from 
time to time on the 

Xcel Energy website or the website of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agency Agreement was duly executed by the 
undersigned authorized representatives of SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer.

SRC SUBSCRIBER  ______________________________  SRC PRODUCER _______________________________________

By: _________________________________________   By: _________________________________________________

Title: ________________________________________  Title: ________________________________________________

Date:  _______________________________________  Date: _______________________________________________

xcelenergy.com | © 2021 Xcel Energy Inc. | Xcel Energy is a registered trademark of Xcel Energy Inc. | 21-03-324

Heath Mackay

Director
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SRC SUBSCRIBER AGENCY AGREEMENT FOR XCEL ENERGY 
SOLAR*REWARDS COMMUNITY SERVICE (COLORADO)
SRC Subscriber Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Retail Customer Account No.: _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Service Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber E-mail Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Telephone No: (Primary) (Alt.) _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Producer (Subscriber Organization) Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Solar Garden ID No: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name and Location of Solar Garden: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber’s Initial Subscription Share (in kilowatts, or “kW”): 
_________________________________  kW

The undersigned SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes _____________________
(“SRC Producer”), and SRC Producer hereby accepts the responsibility, to act 
as SRC Subscriber’s agent for purposes of selling to Public Service Company of 
Colorado (“Public Service”) all of SRC Subscriber’s beneficial interest in and to 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by, and delivered to Public Service from, the Photovoltaic Energy System (“PV 
System”) identified above, including full authority for SRC Producer to enter into 
a long-term contract on behalf of SRC Subscriber for such sale and to administer 
such contract, all pursuant to Public Service’s Solar*Rewards Community 
Program and Rate Schedule SRC of Public Service’s electric tariff on file with the 
Colorado Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) and in effect from time to 
time.

1.  Duties of SRC Producer Generally. SRC Producer shall be responsible for 
issuing and managing the subscriptions of all SRC subscribers in the PV System 
and for selling to Public Service the subscribed and unsubscribed portions of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by the PV System and delivered to Public Service at the production meter 
located at the PV System site. In performing such functions, SRC Producer 
shall be solely responsible for communicating directly to Public Service 
SRC Subscriber’s information concerning its subscription in the PV System, 
including its beneficial interest in the Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated and produced by the PV System. SRC 
Subscriber acknowledges and agrees that Public Service shall exclusively 
rely on such information as regularly and timely communicated from the SRC 
Producer for the purpose of calculating the SRC Credit that will be applied by 
Public Service and reflected on SRC Subscriber’s subsequent electric service 
bills as compensation for Public Service’s receipt of SRC Subscriber’s share of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
and produced by the PV System, in accordance with Rate Schedule SRC of 
Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

2.  Adjustments of Prior Period SRC Bill Credits. To the extent the subscription 
information communicated by SRC Producer to Public Service and used 
by Public Service for purposes of calculating the SRC Credit applied on 
SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill was incorrect, SRC Producer shall be 
responsible for processing all corrections or other adjustments of SRC Credits 
previously applied by Public Service to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills 
and to collect any overpayments and remit any underpayments for all such 
SRC Credits, as necessary, among SRC Subscriber and other SRC subscribers 
owning subscriptions in the PV System. SRC Subscriber acknowledges and 
agrees that any such corrections in amounts previously applied by Public 
Service as an SRC Credit on any of SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills for 
prior periods shall be administered exclusively by SRC Producer, and that Public 
Service shall not be required to increase or reduce any SRC Credit previously 
applied to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill in any prior period to the 
extent such corrections are the result of incorrect subscription information 
for the PV System communicated to Public Service by SRC Producer. In 
connection with SRC Producer’s execution of its responsibilities to process 
any such adjustments to SRC Credits previously applied by Public Service with 
respect to the PV System, SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes Public Service to 
disclose and release to SRC Producer any and all information reflected on SRC 
Subscriber’s bills for retail electric service for all relevant periods, as may be 
necessary for SRC Producer to fully and properly administer such prior period 
adjustments among all SRC subscribers in the PV System.

3.  Limitation of Agency. This Agency Agreement shall only serve to authorize SRC 
Producer to act as SRC Subscriber’s agent with respect to SRC Subscriber’s 
beneficial interest in and to the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits generated by the PV System and delivered to Public Service 
to the extent that SRC Subscriber’s subscription continues from time-to-time 
to qualify as a valid subscription in the PV System in accordance with Section 
40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated thereunder 
by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule SRC of Public 
Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

8500 Peña Blvd., 9th Floor Denver, CO 80249

(303) 342-4436

McKinstry RDCS 1, LLC

SRC083135

CCD-CSG15-NWC SYEC: 5004 Packing House Rd., Denver, CO 80216

66.44
McKinstry RDCS 1, LLC

Denver International Airport

53-2009531-2, Premises Numbers- 300953897 and 301104783

26900 E 84th Ave, Denver, CO 80249

Sean.Conboy@flydenver.com
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SRC Subscriber Agency Agreement For Xcel Energy Solar*Rewards Community Service (Colorado)

Colorado

4. Term of Agency and Termination.

 (a) This Agency Agreement shall become effective upon its execution by both 
SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer and shall continue in effect for so long as a 
valid and existing contract between Public Service and SRC Producer for the 
purchase and sale of such Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits shall continue in effect.

(b) This Agency Agreement may be terminated by either SRC Producer or 
SRC Subscriber upon Public Service’s receipt of notice that SRC Subscriber’s 
subscription in the PV System has been terminated or transferred in its 
entirety, or that SRC Subscriber no longer holds an interest in the beneficial 
use of the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits 
generated by the PV System.

(c) This Agency Agreement shall automatically terminate upon: (i) the effective 
date of the termination of the contract between SRC Producer and Public 
Service for the purchase and sale of Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated by the PV System; or (ii) in the event 
of an effective assignment by SRC Producer of such contract, where Public 
Service has consented to such assignment in writing, the effective date of a 
replacement agency agreement between SRC Subscriber and the new owner 
or subscriber organization of the PV System that has taken assignment of such 
contract from SRC Producer.

5.  Representation and Acknowledgement. By executing this SRC Subscriber 
Agency Agreement, SRC Subscriber represents and warrants that the 
information stated herein is true and correct to the best of SRC Subscriber’s 
knowledge and belief and that SRC Subscriber has signed up for the stated 
subscription share size in the PV System through SRC Producer.

6.  Consent to Disclose Account Information. SRC Subscriber shall provide to 
Public Service a completed and signed “Consent to Disclose Utility Customer 
Data” form granting consent for Public Service to share information regarding 
SRC Subscriber’s past and present electric usage at the Service Address(es) 
identified above in order for SRC Producer independently to verify the extent 
of SRC Subscriber’s eligibility to hold a subscription in the PV System pursuant 
to Section 40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated 
thereunder by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule 
SRC of Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff. The 
Consent to Disclose Utility Customer Data form shall be that form posted from 
time to time on the 

Xcel Energy website or the website of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agency Agreement was duly executed by the 
undersigned authorized representatives of SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer.

SRC SUBSCRIBER  ______________________________  SRC PRODUCER _______________________________________

By: _________________________________________   By: _________________________________________________

Title: ________________________________________  Title: ________________________________________________

Date:  _______________________________________  Date: _______________________________________________

xcelenergy.com | © 2021 Xcel Energy Inc. | Xcel Energy is a registered trademark of Xcel Energy Inc. | 21-03-324

Heath Mackay

Director
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Colorado

Application

SRC SUBSCRIBER AGENCY AGREEMENT FOR XCEL ENERGY 
SOLAR*REWARDS COMMUNITY SERVICE (COLORADO)
SRC Subscriber Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Retail Customer Account No.: _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Service Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber E-mail Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Telephone No: (Primary) (Alt.) _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Producer (Subscriber Organization) Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Solar Garden ID No: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name and Location of Solar Garden: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber’s Initial Subscription Share (in kilowatts, or “kW”): 
_________________________________  kW

The undersigned SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes _____________________
(“SRC Producer”), and SRC Producer hereby accepts the responsibility, to act 
as SRC Subscriber’s agent for purposes of selling to Public Service Company of 
Colorado (“Public Service”) all of SRC Subscriber’s beneficial interest in and to 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by, and delivered to Public Service from, the Photovoltaic Energy System (“PV 
System”) identified above, including full authority for SRC Producer to enter into 
a long-term contract on behalf of SRC Subscriber for such sale and to administer 
such contract, all pursuant to Public Service’s Solar*Rewards Community 
Program and Rate Schedule SRC of Public Service’s electric tariff on file with the 
Colorado Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) and in effect from time to 
time.

1.  Duties of SRC Producer Generally. SRC Producer shall be responsible for 
issuing and managing the subscriptions of all SRC subscribers in the PV System 
and for selling to Public Service the subscribed and unsubscribed portions of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by the PV System and delivered to Public Service at the production meter 
located at the PV System site. In performing such functions, SRC Producer 
shall be solely responsible for communicating directly to Public Service 
SRC Subscriber’s information concerning its subscription in the PV System, 
including its beneficial interest in the Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated and produced by the PV System. SRC 
Subscriber acknowledges and agrees that Public Service shall exclusively 
rely on such information as regularly and timely communicated from the SRC 
Producer for the purpose of calculating the SRC Credit that will be applied by 
Public Service and reflected on SRC Subscriber’s subsequent electric service 
bills as compensation for Public Service’s receipt of SRC Subscriber’s share of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
and produced by the PV System, in accordance with Rate Schedule SRC of 
Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

2.  Adjustments of Prior Period SRC Bill Credits. To the extent the subscription 
information communicated by SRC Producer to Public Service and used 
by Public Service for purposes of calculating the SRC Credit applied on 
SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill was incorrect, SRC Producer shall be 
responsible for processing all corrections or other adjustments of SRC Credits 
previously applied by Public Service to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills 
and to collect any overpayments and remit any underpayments for all such 
SRC Credits, as necessary, among SRC Subscriber and other SRC subscribers 
owning subscriptions in the PV System. SRC Subscriber acknowledges and 
agrees that any such corrections in amounts previously applied by Public 
Service as an SRC Credit on any of SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills for 
prior periods shall be administered exclusively by SRC Producer, and that Public 
Service shall not be required to increase or reduce any SRC Credit previously 
applied to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill in any prior period to the 
extent such corrections are the result of incorrect subscription information 
for the PV System communicated to Public Service by SRC Producer. In 
connection with SRC Producer’s execution of its responsibilities to process 
any such adjustments to SRC Credits previously applied by Public Service with 
respect to the PV System, SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes Public Service to 
disclose and release to SRC Producer any and all information reflected on SRC 
Subscriber’s bills for retail electric service for all relevant periods, as may be 
necessary for SRC Producer to fully and properly administer such prior period 
adjustments among all SRC subscribers in the PV System.

3.  Limitation of Agency. This Agency Agreement shall only serve to authorize SRC 
Producer to act as SRC Subscriber’s agent with respect to SRC Subscriber’s 
beneficial interest in and to the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits generated by the PV System and delivered to Public Service 
to the extent that SRC Subscriber’s subscription continues from time-to-time 
to qualify as a valid subscription in the PV System in accordance with Section 
40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated thereunder 
by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule SRC of Public 
Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

8500 Peña Blvd., 9th Floor Denver, CO 80249

(303) 342-4436

McKinstry RDCS 1, LLC

SRC083136

CCD-CSG9-DEN2: E 114th Ave and Trussville St, Denver, CO

154.80
McKinstry RDCS 1, LLC

Denver International Airport

53-2009531-2, Premises Numbers- 300953897 and 301104783

26900 E 84th Ave, Denver, CO 80249

Sean.Conboy@flydenver.com
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SRC Subscriber Agency Agreement For Xcel Energy Solar*Rewards Community Service (Colorado)

Colorado

4. Term of Agency and Termination.

 (a) This Agency Agreement shall become effective upon its execution by both 
SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer and shall continue in effect for so long as a 
valid and existing contract between Public Service and SRC Producer for the 
purchase and sale of such Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits shall continue in effect.

(b) This Agency Agreement may be terminated by either SRC Producer or 
SRC Subscriber upon Public Service’s receipt of notice that SRC Subscriber’s 
subscription in the PV System has been terminated or transferred in its 
entirety, or that SRC Subscriber no longer holds an interest in the beneficial 
use of the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits 
generated by the PV System.

(c) This Agency Agreement shall automatically terminate upon: (i) the effective 
date of the termination of the contract between SRC Producer and Public 
Service for the purchase and sale of Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated by the PV System; or (ii) in the event 
of an effective assignment by SRC Producer of such contract, where Public 
Service has consented to such assignment in writing, the effective date of a 
replacement agency agreement between SRC Subscriber and the new owner 
or subscriber organization of the PV System that has taken assignment of such 
contract from SRC Producer.

5.  Representation and Acknowledgement. By executing this SRC Subscriber 
Agency Agreement, SRC Subscriber represents and warrants that the 
information stated herein is true and correct to the best of SRC Subscriber’s 
knowledge and belief and that SRC Subscriber has signed up for the stated 
subscription share size in the PV System through SRC Producer.

6.  Consent to Disclose Account Information. SRC Subscriber shall provide to 
Public Service a completed and signed “Consent to Disclose Utility Customer 
Data” form granting consent for Public Service to share information regarding 
SRC Subscriber’s past and present electric usage at the Service Address(es) 
identified above in order for SRC Producer independently to verify the extent 
of SRC Subscriber’s eligibility to hold a subscription in the PV System pursuant 
to Section 40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated 
thereunder by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule 
SRC of Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff. The 
Consent to Disclose Utility Customer Data form shall be that form posted from 
time to time on the 

Xcel Energy website or the website of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agency Agreement was duly executed by the 
undersigned authorized representatives of SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer.

SRC SUBSCRIBER  ______________________________  SRC PRODUCER _______________________________________

By: _________________________________________   By: _________________________________________________

Title: ________________________________________  Title: ________________________________________________

Date:  _______________________________________  Date: _______________________________________________

xcelenergy.com | © 2021 Xcel Energy Inc. | Xcel Energy is a registered trademark of Xcel Energy Inc. | 21-03-324

Heath Mackay

Director
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Colorado

Application

SRC SUBSCRIBER AGENCY AGREEMENT FOR XCEL ENERGY 
SOLAR*REWARDS COMMUNITY SERVICE (COLORADO)
SRC Subscriber Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Retail Customer Account No.: _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Service Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber E-mail Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Telephone No: (Primary) (Alt.) _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Producer (Subscriber Organization) Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Solar Garden ID No: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name and Location of Solar Garden: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber’s Initial Subscription Share (in kilowatts, or “kW”): 
_________________________________  kW

The undersigned SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes _____________________
(“SRC Producer”), and SRC Producer hereby accepts the responsibility, to act 
as SRC Subscriber’s agent for purposes of selling to Public Service Company of 
Colorado (“Public Service”) all of SRC Subscriber’s beneficial interest in and to 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by, and delivered to Public Service from, the Photovoltaic Energy System (“PV 
System”) identified above, including full authority for SRC Producer to enter into 
a long-term contract on behalf of SRC Subscriber for such sale and to administer 
such contract, all pursuant to Public Service’s Solar*Rewards Community 
Program and Rate Schedule SRC of Public Service’s electric tariff on file with the 
Colorado Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) and in effect from time to 
time.

1.  Duties of SRC Producer Generally. SRC Producer shall be responsible for 
issuing and managing the subscriptions of all SRC subscribers in the PV System 
and for selling to Public Service the subscribed and unsubscribed portions of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by the PV System and delivered to Public Service at the production meter 
located at the PV System site. In performing such functions, SRC Producer 
shall be solely responsible for communicating directly to Public Service 
SRC Subscriber’s information concerning its subscription in the PV System, 
including its beneficial interest in the Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated and produced by the PV System. SRC 
Subscriber acknowledges and agrees that Public Service shall exclusively 
rely on such information as regularly and timely communicated from the SRC 
Producer for the purpose of calculating the SRC Credit that will be applied by 
Public Service and reflected on SRC Subscriber’s subsequent electric service 
bills as compensation for Public Service’s receipt of SRC Subscriber’s share of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
and produced by the PV System, in accordance with Rate Schedule SRC of 
Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

2.  Adjustments of Prior Period SRC Bill Credits. To the extent the subscription 
information communicated by SRC Producer to Public Service and used 
by Public Service for purposes of calculating the SRC Credit applied on 
SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill was incorrect, SRC Producer shall be 
responsible for processing all corrections or other adjustments of SRC Credits 
previously applied by Public Service to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills 
and to collect any overpayments and remit any underpayments for all such 
SRC Credits, as necessary, among SRC Subscriber and other SRC subscribers 
owning subscriptions in the PV System. SRC Subscriber acknowledges and 
agrees that any such corrections in amounts previously applied by Public 
Service as an SRC Credit on any of SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills for 
prior periods shall be administered exclusively by SRC Producer, and that Public 
Service shall not be required to increase or reduce any SRC Credit previously 
applied to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill in any prior period to the 
extent such corrections are the result of incorrect subscription information 
for the PV System communicated to Public Service by SRC Producer. In 
connection with SRC Producer’s execution of its responsibilities to process 
any such adjustments to SRC Credits previously applied by Public Service with 
respect to the PV System, SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes Public Service to 
disclose and release to SRC Producer any and all information reflected on SRC 
Subscriber’s bills for retail electric service for all relevant periods, as may be 
necessary for SRC Producer to fully and properly administer such prior period 
adjustments among all SRC subscribers in the PV System.

3.  Limitation of Agency. This Agency Agreement shall only serve to authorize SRC 
Producer to act as SRC Subscriber’s agent with respect to SRC Subscriber’s 
beneficial interest in and to the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits generated by the PV System and delivered to Public Service 
to the extent that SRC Subscriber’s subscription continues from time-to-time 
to qualify as a valid subscription in the PV System in accordance with Section 
40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated thereunder 
by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule SRC of Public 
Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

8500 Peña Blvd., 9th Floor Denver, CO 80249

(303) 342-4436

McKinstry RDCS 1, LLC

SRC086152

CCD-CSG-DPS Northeast Early College: 11200 E. 45th Ave. Denver, CO 80239
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Denver International Airport
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SRC Subscriber Agency Agreement For Xcel Energy Solar*Rewards Community Service (Colorado)

Colorado

4. Term of Agency and Termination.

 (a) This Agency Agreement shall become effective upon its execution by both 
SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer and shall continue in effect for so long as a 
valid and existing contract between Public Service and SRC Producer for the 
purchase and sale of such Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits shall continue in effect.

(b) This Agency Agreement may be terminated by either SRC Producer or 
SRC Subscriber upon Public Service’s receipt of notice that SRC Subscriber’s 
subscription in the PV System has been terminated or transferred in its 
entirety, or that SRC Subscriber no longer holds an interest in the beneficial 
use of the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits 
generated by the PV System.

(c) This Agency Agreement shall automatically terminate upon: (i) the effective 
date of the termination of the contract between SRC Producer and Public 
Service for the purchase and sale of Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated by the PV System; or (ii) in the event 
of an effective assignment by SRC Producer of such contract, where Public 
Service has consented to such assignment in writing, the effective date of a 
replacement agency agreement between SRC Subscriber and the new owner 
or subscriber organization of the PV System that has taken assignment of such 
contract from SRC Producer.

5.  Representation and Acknowledgement. By executing this SRC Subscriber 
Agency Agreement, SRC Subscriber represents and warrants that the 
information stated herein is true and correct to the best of SRC Subscriber’s 
knowledge and belief and that SRC Subscriber has signed up for the stated 
subscription share size in the PV System through SRC Producer.

6.  Consent to Disclose Account Information. SRC Subscriber shall provide to 
Public Service a completed and signed “Consent to Disclose Utility Customer 
Data” form granting consent for Public Service to share information regarding 
SRC Subscriber’s past and present electric usage at the Service Address(es) 
identified above in order for SRC Producer independently to verify the extent 
of SRC Subscriber’s eligibility to hold a subscription in the PV System pursuant 
to Section 40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated 
thereunder by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule 
SRC of Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff. The 
Consent to Disclose Utility Customer Data form shall be that form posted from 
time to time on the 

Xcel Energy website or the website of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agency Agreement was duly executed by the 
undersigned authorized representatives of SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer.

SRC SUBSCRIBER  ______________________________  SRC PRODUCER _______________________________________

By: _________________________________________   By: _________________________________________________

Title: ________________________________________  Title: ________________________________________________

Date:  _______________________________________  Date: _______________________________________________

xcelenergy.com | © 2021 Xcel Energy Inc. | Xcel Energy is a registered trademark of Xcel Energy Inc. | 21-03-324

Heath Mackay

Director
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Application

Consent to Disclose Utility Customer Data
All requested information must be provided for the consent to be valid. This form may be available in other languages. To obtain a copy in another language, 
please contact inquire@xcelenergy.com. Para obtener una copia de este formulario en español, por favor contacte a su proveedor de servicios públicos

Utility name and contact        

Physical and mailing address 

Phone  Email  Fax 

For additional information, including the utility’s privacy policy, visit xcelenergy.com.

To be completed by the data recipient

By signing this form, you allow your utility to give the following information to:

Organization/trade name        

Contact name (if available)        

Physical and mailing address        

Phone  Email  Fax 

This organization will receive the following customer data:

 Information from your meter collected by your utility services provider from the following services (check all services that apply):

 electric  steam  natural gas

 Information regarding your participation in renewable energy, demand-side management, load management, energy efficiency or other utility programs  

 Other (specify) __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

This information will be used to:

 Provide you with products or services you requested  Offer you products or services that may be of interest to you

 Determine your eligibility for an energy program  Analyze your energy usage

 Other (specify) __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Data collection period

The relevant timeframe associated with the requested data is as follows: 

 for the period beginning  ______________________________________   and ending   __________________________________________________ 

You may terminate this consent at any time by sending a written request with your name and service address to your utility.

Xcel Energy Correspondence Department

P.O. Box 8, Eau Claire, WI, 54702

800.895.4999 866.208.8732datarequest@xcelenergy.com

Page 1 of 2 19-12-514

Clear form

McKinstry Essention/McKinstry RCDS 1, LLC

Keegan Welch

5005 3rd Ave S, Seattle, WA 98134

208-690-1874 keeganw@mckinstry.com

Community Solar Subscription

1/1/2020 1/1/2023
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Consent to Disclose Utility Customer Data

To be completed by the customer

***Customer data can provide insight into activities within the premises receiving utility service. Your utility may not disclose your customer data except (1) if you 
authorize the disclosure, (2) to contracted agents that perform services on behalf of the utility, or (3) as otherwise permitted or required by laws or regulations.*** 

***You are not required to authorize the disclosure of your customer data. Not authorizing disclosure will not affect your utility services.***

***You may access your standard customer data from your utility without any additional charge.***

***Your utility will have no control over the data disclosed pursuant to this consent, and will not be responsible for monitoring or taking any steps to ensure that the 
data recipient maintains the confidentiality of the data or uses the data as authorized by you. Please be advised that you may not be able to control the use or misuse 
of your data once it has been released.***

***In addition to the customer data described above, the data recipient may also receive the following from your utility: your name; account number; service number; 
meter number; utility type; service address; premise number; premise description; meter read date(s); number of days in the billing period; utility invoice date; base 
rate bill amount; other charges including base rate and non-base rate adjustments; taxes; and invoice total amount. Your utility will not provide any other information, 
including personally identifiable information, such as your Social Security Number or any financial account number, to the data recipient through this consent form.***

PLEASE READ THE CUSTOMER DISCLOSURES ABOVE

By signing this form you acknowledge and agree that you are the customer of record for this account and that you authorize your utility service provider to disclose 
your customer data as specified in this form.

Customer account number        

Service address 

Printed name  

Signature of customer of record  Date signed 

xcelenergy.com | © 2020 Xcel Energy Inc. | Xcel Energy is a registered trademark of Xcel Energy Inc. | 19-12-514

53-2009531-2

26900 E 84th Ave, Denver, CO 80249
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EXHIBIT F: Insurance ACORD Certificate 
 

 

  



ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE
OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?

INSR ADDL SUBR
LTR INSD WVD

PRODUCER CONTACT
NAME:

FAXPHONE
(A/C, No):(A/C, No, Ext):

E-MAIL
ADDRESS:

INSURER A :

INSURED INSURER B :

INSURER C :

INSURER D :

INSURER E :

INSURER F :

POLICY NUMBER POLICY EFF POLICY EXPTYPE OF INSURANCE LIMITS(MM/DD/YYYY) (MM/DD/YYYY)

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY

UMBRELLA LIAB

EXCESS LIAB

WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS / LOCATIONS / VEHICLES  (ACORD 101, Additional Remarks Schedule, may be attached if more space is required)

AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

EACH OCCURRENCE $
DAMAGE TO RENTEDCLAIMS-MADE OCCUR $PREMISES (Ea occurrence)

MED EXP (Any one person) $

PERSONAL & ADV INJURY $

GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER: GENERAL AGGREGATE $
PRO-POLICY LOC PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGGJECT 

OTHER: $
COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT

$(Ea accident)

ANY AUTO BODILY INJURY (Per person) $
OWNED SCHEDULED

BODILY INJURY (Per accident) $AUTOS ONLY AUTOS
HIRED NON-OWNED PROPERTY DAMAGE

$AUTOS ONLY AUTOS ONLY (Per accident)

$

OCCUR EACH OCCURRENCE
CLAIMS-MADE AGGREGATE $

DED RETENTION $
PER OTH-
STATUTE ER

E.L. EACH ACCIDENT

E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE $
If yes, describe under

E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMITDESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below

INSURER(S) AFFORDING COVERAGE NAIC #

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY

Y / N
N / A

(Mandatory in NH)

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE    EXPIRATION    DATE    THEREOF,    NOTICE   WILL   BE   DELIVERED   IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.

THIS  IS  TO  CERTIFY  THAT  THE  POLICIES  OF  INSURANCE  LISTED  BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED.    NOTWITHSTANDING  ANY  REQUIREMENT,  TERM  OR  CONDITION  OF  ANY  CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE  MAY  BE  ISSUED  OR  MAY  PERTAIN,  THE  INSURANCE  AFFORDED  BY  THE  POLICIES  DESCRIBED  HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.

THIS  CERTIFICATE  IS  ISSUED  AS  A  MATTER  OF  INFORMATION  ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE  DOES  NOT  AFFIRMATIVELY  OR  NEGATIVELY  AMEND,  EXTEND  OR  ALTER  THE  COVERAGE  AFFORDED  BY THE POLICIES
BELOW.    THIS  CERTIFICATE  OF  INSURANCE  DOES  NOT  CONSTITUTE  A  CONTRACT  BETWEEN  THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.

IMPORTANT:    If  the  certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must have ADDITIONAL INSURED provisions or be endorsed.
If  SUBROGATION  IS  WAIVED,  subject  to  the  terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement.  A statement on
this certificate does not confer rights to the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).

COVERAGES CERTIFICATE NUMBER: REVISION NUMBER:

CERTIFICATE HOLDER CANCELLATION

© 1988-2015 ACORD CORPORATION.  All rights reserved.ACORD 25 (2016/03)

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)

$

$

$

$

$

The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD

6/7/2022

(425) 489-4500 (425) 485-8489

25658

McKinstry Essention, LLC
PO Box 24567
Seattle, WA 98124-0567

25674
19070
26387

A 2,000,000

X X VTC2K-CO-5643B901-IND-22 1/31/2022 1/31/2023 300,000
WA Stop Gap 10,000

2,000,000
4,000,000
4,000,000

2,000,000B

X X VTC2J-CAP-5643B913-TIL-22 1/31/2022 1/31/2023

C
X UB-9K158609-21-25-G 10/1/2021 10/1/2022 1,000,000

N 1,000,000
1,000,000

D PROFESSIONAL LIAB X EOC6738794-09 1/31/2022 PER CLAIM/AGG: 1,000,000

RE: Project Tranche One - Renewable Denver Community Solar I (“RDCS I”)
City and County of Denver, its elected and appointed officials, employees and volunteers as additional insured, coverage is primary and non-contributory and 
waiver of subrogation applies per the attached forms/endorsements. Notice of Cancellation applies per attached endorsements.

City and County of Denver
201 W. Colfax Ave.
Denver, CO 80202

MCKICO.-01 KASMITH

Hub International Northwest LLC
PO Box 3018
Bothell, WA 98041 now.info@hubinternational.com

The Travelers Indemnity Company
Travelers Property Casualty Company of America
Standard Fire Insurance Company
Steadfast Insurance Company

X

1/31/2023

X
X

X

X

X



COMM RCI L G NERAL IAB L TYE A E L I I

T IS ENDORSEMENT CHANGES T E POLICY. PL ASE READ IT CAREFULLY.H H E

BLANKET ADDITIONAL INSURED
(Incl des Products-Completed Operations If Required By Contu ract)

Thi e dorseme t m d fie i surance prov ded under he f l o ing:s n n o i s n i t o l w

COMM RCI L G NERAL IAB LI Y COVERA E PARTE A E L I T G

P O ISIONR V S (1) Any "bodily injury", "property dam ge" oa r
"pe sonal injury arising out o the prov di g,r " f i nThe fol owing i added tol s SE TI N II – WHO IS ANC O
or fa l re to prov de, any pro e sionali u i f sINSU EDR :
arch te tural engineer ng o surv yingi c , i r e

Any person o o gan zat on that yo agree in ar r i i u
se v ce , ncl ding:r i s i u

writ en con ract or agreem nt to in lude a ant t e c s
addi ional i sured o thi Cov rage Part i at n n s e s n (a) The preparin , approv ng, or fa li g tog i i n
i sured, ut onlyn b : prepa e or approv , ma s, shopr e p

drawi gs, opin on , reports, surv y ,n i s e sa. Wi h re pe t to l abi ity fo "bodily injury ot s c i l r " r
fi l orders or change orders, or thee d"prope ty dam ge that o curs, or fo "perso alr a " c r n
prepa i g, approv ng, or fa l n tor n i i i gi ju y ca sed by an o fe se that is comm ttedn r " u f n i ,
prepa e or app ov , drawings andr r esubsequent to the signing of that contract or

ag ee ent and while tha pa t o the contra t or m t r f c r spe i i a io s; andc f c t n
ag ee ent s in e fe t; andr m i f c

(b) Su erv so y, in pe t on, archi ect ral op i r s c i t u r
b. If a d only to the ex ent that such injury o, n t , r engineerin a t v t e .g c i i i s

dama e is ca sed by a ts o om ssio s o yo og u c r i n f u r
(2) Any "bodi y inju y or "prope ty dam gel r " r a "y ur subco tra tor in the perfo m nce o "y uo n c r a f o r

caused by "y ur work an in luded in theo " d cwork to which the wri ten cont a t or agreemen" t r c t
"produ ts-com leted o erat on hazardc p p i s "appl e . Such person or organiza ion doe noi s t s t
un ess the wri ten cont a t o ag ee entl t r c r r mqual fy a an ad itional in ured with re pect toi s d s s

the independent a t o om ssions o such spe i i a ly requi esc s r i f c f c l r y u to prov de sucho i
pe son or organizationr . cov rage fo that addi ional in ured durine r t s g

the oli y pe iod.p c rThe i surance prov ded to such ad it onal insured isn i d i
subje t o he o lo ing p ov sions:c t t f l w r i c. The ad itional insured m st com ly with thed u p
a. If the Lim t o In uran e o thi Cov rage Part fo lowi g dutiei s f s c f s e l n s:

shown in the De laratio s ex eed the m nim mc n c i u
(1) Giv us wri ten no i e as soon a pra tica lee t t c s c bl m t requi ed by the written co tra t oi i s r n c r

o an "o cur en e o an o fe se whi h m yf c r c " r f n c aag ee ent, the i surance prov ded to ther m n i
re ult i a clai . To t e ex en possible suchs n m h t t ,addi ional insured wil be to sucht l
no ice should in l de:t c um nim m required lim ts. Fo the purpo e oi u i r s s f

de erm nin whether thi applie , thet i g s s (a) How, when an where the "o cur en ed c r c "
m nim m im t requi ed by the wri ten co tra t oi u l i s r t n c r or o fe se too pla e;f n k c
ag ee ent will be co sidered to include ther m n

(b) The nam s and addre se o any inj rede s s f um nim m lim ts o any Umb el a o Ex essi u i f r l r c
pe sons an witne se ; andr d s sl ab l ty cov rage requi ed fo the addi ionali i i e r r t

i sured by that writ en cont a t o agreem nt.n t r c r e
(c) The nature and lo ation o any inj ry oc f u r

Thi prov sion will not increa e the lim t os i s i s f
dama e ari ing out o the "o cur en eg s f c r c "

i suran e de cribed in Se tion c s c n III – Lim t Ofi s
or o fe se.f nIn urance.s

(2) If a cla m is ma e or "sui " i brought agai sti d t s nb. The insurance prov ded to such addi ionali t
the ad it onal nsuredd i i :i sured does not ap ly o:n p t

CG 2 46 04 19D Pa e 1 o 2g f

limited 

limitation
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COMM RCI L G NERAL IAB LITYE A E L I

(a) Im e ia ely re ord the spe i i s o them d t c c f c f (4) Te der the de ense and i dem i y o anyn f n n t f
cla m or "suit an the date re eiv d; and cla m or "sui " to any prov der i " d c e i t i o othef r

i suran e which woul cov r such addi ionaln c d e t(b) No i y us a soo a practi able and seet f s n s c
i sured fo a lo s we cov r. Howev r, thisn r s e eto it that we re eiv wri ten noti e o thec e t c f
condi ion doe not a f ct whethe thet s f e rcla m or "suit a soon a pra ti ablei " s s c c .
i suran e prov ded to such addi io aln c i t n

(3) Im e ia ely send us cop es o all legalm d t i f i sured i prima y to ot er insurancen s r h
pape s receiv d in conne t on with the clair e c i m av ila le to such addi ional insured whi ha b t c
or "sui ", coopera e wit us in thet t h cov r that person or a ae s s
i v stigat on o se tlem nt o the claim on e i r t e f r name i sured a de cribed i Paragraphd n s s n 4.,
de e se against the "sui ", and o herwisef n t t Ot e In uran e o Se tionh r s c , f c IV – Com e cialm r
com ly wit all pol cy o ditio s.p h i c n n Ge eral ondit on .n C i s
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POLICY NUMBER: VTC2K-CO-5643B901-IND-21 
COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY 
ISSUE DATE: 02-18-21 

Any person or organization that qualifies as an additional insured 

under such other 

endorsement to this coverage Part, if you agree in a written contract 

to include such 

person or organization as an additional insured on this coverage Part 

and such 

written contract: 

a . Specifically requires that this insurance apply on a primary basis 

or a primary and 

non-contributory basis; and 

b. Was signed and executed by you before, and is in effect when, the 

"bodily injury" 

or "property damage" occurs or the "personal injury" or "advertising 

injury" offense 

is committed 

POLICY NUMBER: VTC2KCO5643B901IND22
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POLICY NUMBER: VTC2K-CO-5643B901-IND-21 

Designated Projects: 

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY 
ISSUE DATE: 02-18-21 

25,000,000 

4,000,000 

4,000,000 

4,000,000 

Each "project" away from premises owned by or rented to you 
Designated Locations: Each premises owned by or rented to you 

Designated Locations: 
Each premises owned by or rented to you 

POLICY NUMBER: VTC2KCO5643B901IND22







COMMERCIAL AUTO

THIS ENDORSEMENT CHANGES THE POLICY. PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.

BLANKET ADDITIONAL INSURED – PRIMARY AND
NON-CONTRIBUTORY WITH OTHER INSURANCE –

CONTRACTORS

This endorsement modifies insurance provided under the following:

BUSINESS AUTO COVERAGE FORM

CA T4 99 02 16 © 2016 The Travelers Indemnity Company. All rights reserved.
Includes copyrighted material of Insurance Services Office, Inc. with its permission.

Page 1 of 1

PROVISIONS 

1. The following is added to Paragraph c. in A.1.,
Who Is An Insured, of SECTION Il – COVERED
AUTOS LIABILITY COVERAGE :

This includes any person or organization who you
are required under a written contract or
agreement, that is signed by you before the
"bodily injury" or "property damage" occurs and
that is in effect during the policy period, to name
as an additional insured for Covered Autos
Liability Coverage, but only for damages to which
this insurance applies and only to the extent of
that person's or organization's liability for the
conduct of another "insured".

2. The following is added to Paragraph B.5., Other
Insurance of SECTION IV – BUSINESS AUTO
CONDITIONS:

Regardless of the provisions of paragraph a. and
paragraph d. of this part 5. Other Insurance, this
insurance is primary to and non-contributory with
applicable other insurance under which an
additional insured person or organization is a
named insured when a written contract or
agreement with you, that is signed by you before
the "bodily injury" or "property damage" occurs
and that is in effect during the policy period,
requires this insurance to be primary and non- 
contributory.

POLICY NUMBER: VTC2JCAP5643B913TIL22
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www.saif.com

400 High Street SE
Salem, OR 97312
P: 800.285.8525
F: 503.373.8020

Pol_PC1_E430B

Carrier no: 20001 Endorsement no: WC000313

SAIF policy: 780794 Mckinstry Essention LLC

Waiver of Our Right to Recover from Others Endorsement

We have the right to recover our payments from anyone liable for an injury covered by this policy. We
will not enforce our right against the person or organization named in the Schedule.

This agreement shall not operate directly or indirectly to benefit anyone not named in the Schedule.

Schedule

Description: ALL OPERATIONS

Contractor name: Persons and/or organizations with whom the insured-employer is required by
written contract to waive subrogation rights.

This endorsement does not alter the rights of an injured worker to pursue recovery from another party 
or SAIF to receive a statutory share of recoveries by an injured worker, even from the party listed in the 
schedule.

The premium charge for this endorsement is based on one (1) percent of your manual premium.

Effective date: October 01, 2021

This endorsement changes the policy to which it is attached and is effective on the date issued unless 
otherwise stated.

Countersigned September 27, 2021 at Salem, Oregon

Kerry Barnett
President and Chief Executive Officer



And Liability Insurance Policy
Contractor’s Protective Professional Indemnity

THIS POLICY PROVIDES COVERAGE ON A CLAIMS MADE AND REPORTED BASIS FOR COVERAGE A.1.
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY, COVERAGE A.2 RECTIFICATION, COVERAGE B. PROTECTIVE INDEMNITY,
COVERAGE C.1. CONTRACTOR’S POLLUTION LIABILITY AND COVERAGE C.2. MITIGATION.

UNDER COVERAGE A.1. PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY, A PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY CLAIM MUST FIRST BE MADE
AGAINST THE INSURED DURING THE POLICY PERIOD OR THE OPTIONAL EXTENDED REPORTING PERIOD, IF
PURCHASED, AND REPORTED TO US IN WRITING DURING THE POLICY PERIOD, AUTOMATIC EXTENDED
REPORTING PERIOD, OR OPTIONAL EXTENDED REPORTING PERIOD, IF APPLICABLE.

UNDER COVERAGE A.2. RECTIFICATION, A RECTIFICATION CLAIM MUST FIRST BE MADE BY YOU DURING
THE POLICY PERIOD AND REPORTED TO US IN WRITING DURING THE POLICY PERIOD AND CANNOT BE MADE
OR REPORTED DURING THE AUTOMATIC EXTENDED REPORTING PERIOD OR OPTIONAL EXTENDED
REPORTING PERIOD, IF APPLICABLE.

UNDER COVERAGE B. PROTECTIVE INDEMNITY, A PROTECTIVE CLAIM MUST FIRST BE MADE BY YOU
AGAINST THE DESIGN PROFESSIONAL DURING THE POLICY PERIOD OR THE OPTIONAL EXTENDED
REPORTING PERIOD AND REPORTED TO US IN WRITING DURING THE POLICY PERIOD OR OPTIONAL
EXTENDED REPORTING PERIOD, IF APPLICABLE.

UNDER COVERAGE C.1. CONTRACTOR’S POLLUTION LIABILITY, A CONTRACTOR’S POLLUTION LIABILITY
CLAIM MUST FIRST BE MADE AGAINST THE INSURED DURING THE POLICY PERIOD OR THE OPTIONAL
EXTENDED REPORTING PERIOD, IF PURCHASED, AND REPORTED TO US IN WRITING DURING THE POLICY
PERIOD, AUTOMATIC EXTENDED REPORTING PERIOD, OR OPTIONAL EXTENDED REPORTING PERIOD, IF
APPLICABLE.

UNDER COVERAGE C.2. MITIGATION, A MITIGATION CLAIM MUST FIRST BE MADE BY YOU DURING THE
POLICY PERIOD AND REPORTED TO US IN WRITING DURING THE POLICY PERIOD AND CANNOT BE MADE OR
REPORTED DURING THE AUTOMATIC EXTENDED REPORTING PERIOD OR OPTIONAL EXTENDED REPORTING
PERIOD, IF APPLICABLE. 

VARIOUS PROVISIONS IN THIS POLICY RESTRICT COVERAGE. CLAIM EXPENSES REDUCE THE LIMITS OF
LIABILITY STATED IN THE DECLARATIONS. READ THE ENTIRE POLICY CAREFULLY TO DETERMINE YOUR
RIGHTS, DUTIES, AND WHAT IS AND IS NOT COVERED.

Throughout this policy the words "you" and "your" refer to the Named Insured stated in the Declarations. The words
"we", "us", and "our" refer to the Company providing this insurance.

Refer to the Definitions Section of this policy for the special meaning of words and phrases that appear in bold.

In consideration of the premium charged, your undertaking to pay the Self-Insured Retention, if any, and in reliance upon
the statements in the application made a part hereof, and subject to the Limits of Liability as stated in the Declarations,
and the Exclusions, Conditions, and other terms of this policy, we agree with you as follows:

I. COVERAGES
A. Professional Liability and Rectification

1. Professional Liability Insuring Agreement
We shall pay on behalf of the Insured, in excess of the applicable Self-Insured Retention stated in the
Declarations, all Damages and Claim Expenses that the Insured is legally obligated to pay because of a
Professional Liability Claim first made against the Insured during the Policy Period or Optional Extended
Reporting Period, if purchased, and reported to us in writing during the Policy Period, the Automatic
Extended Reporting Period, or the Optional Extended Reporting Period, if applicable, provided that:

STF-CPP-237-A CW (10/20)
Page 1 of 27

Professional/Pollution Policy #EOC 6738794-09



a. the Claim arises out of a Wrongful Act;
b. the Wrongful Act took place on or after the Coverage A.1. Professional Liability Retroactive Date

stated in the Declarations and before the end of the Policy Period; and

c. prior to the effective date of the first professional liability policy issued to you and continuously renewed
by us, no Responsible Insured had any knowledge of any circumstance that could reasonably be
expected to result in a Professional Liability Claim.

2. Rectification Insuring Agreement
We shall indemnify you for Rectification Costs and Expenses, incurred in excess of the applicable
Self-Insured Retention stated in the Declarations, because of a Rectification Claim, provided that:

a. a Claim is first made by you and reported to us in writing during the Policy Period; and

b. the Claim arises out of a Wrongful Act:
(1) that took place on or after the Coverage A.2. Rectification Retroactive Date stated in the

Declarations and before the end of the Policy Period;

(2) for which a covered Professional Liability Claim could otherwise be made under Coverage A.1.
Professional Liability; and

(3) prior to the effective date of the first policy issued to you and continuously renewed by us, no
Responsible Insured had any knowledge of any circumstance that could reasonably be expected to
result in a Rectification Claim.

Rectification Costs and Expenses may be incurred without prior notice to us within the applicable
Self-Insured Retention amount stated in the Declarations, provided a Rectification Claim is reported to us in
writing during the Policy Period. We shall indemnify you for Rectification Costs and Expenses incurred in
excess of the Self-Insured Retention after we have had a reasonable time to review your notice.

If you and we cannot agree on the amount of indemnification for a Rectification Claim, or whether the
Rectification Claim will be covered under this policy, such dispute will be settled pursuant to Subsection
IX.B. Alternative Dispute Resolution.

Rectification Emergency Consideration
In an effort to prevent imminent physical injury, including physical injury to tangible property, if you report a
Rectification Claim to us within thirty (30) days of incurring Rectification Costs and Expenses in excess of
the Self-Insured Retention and can demonstrate to us the Rectification Costs and Expenses were incurred
for that purpose, then we shall indemnify you for those Rectification Costs and Expenses incurred in
excess of the Self-Insured Retention.

Nothing in this Subsection Rectification Emergency Consideration alters the claims made and reported
requirement set forth in Subsection I.A.2.a. of this Coverage.

B. Protective Indemnity
1. Protective Indemnity Insuring Agreement

We shall indemnify you for Damages in excess of the Design Professional’s Insurance, subject to the
Limits of Liability and Self-Insured Retention stated in the Declarations respectively, provided that:

a. a Protective Claim is first made by you:

(1) against the Design Professional under contract to the Insured;

(2) during the Policy Period or the Optional Extended Reporting Period, if purchased; and

(3) reported to us in writing during the Policy Period or the Optional Extended Reporting Period, if
purchased;

b. the Protective Claim arises out of a Wrongful Act of the Design Professional;

STF-CPP-237-A CW (10/20)
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c. the Wrongful Act of the Design Professional took place on or after the Coverage B. Protective
Indemnity Retroactive Date stated in the Declarations and before the end of the Policy Period; and

d. prior to the effective date of the first policy issued to you and continuously renewed by us, no
Responsible Insured had any knowledge of any circumstance that could reasonably be expected to
result in a Protective Claim.

2. Protective Indemnity Limit - Conversion Option
If you make a Protective Claim, you may elect to convert the Coverage B. Protective Indemnity Each
Claim Limit of Liability to a Protective Claim Attorneys’ Fees and Expenses Each Claim Limit of Liability,
subject to the Coverage A.1. Professional Liability Self-Insured Retention stated in the Declarations, by
notifying the claims representative and the underwriter in writing at the time you submit the notice of the
Claim. In order to exercise this option, the Coverage B. Protective Indemnity Each Claim Limit of Liability
must be unimpaired by other Claims.  Once you have exercised this option:

a. the conversion will remain in effect for the remainder of the Policy Period;

b. all Protective Claims submitted prior to or subsequent to the conversion will be converted to the
Protective Claim Attorneys’ Fees and Expenses Each Claim Limit of Liability, subject to the Coverage
A.1. Professional Liability Self-Insured Retention.

c. coverage under Coverage A.2. Rectification will not be available to the Insured for the project that is
the subject of the Claim; and

d. we shall issue an endorsement that will:

(1) change the Coverage B. Protective Indemnity Each Claim Limit of Liability to zero dollars ($0); and

(2) establish a Protective Claim Attorneys’ Fees and Expenses Each Claim Limit of Liability, which
will be twenty percent (20%) of the Coverage B. Protective Indemnity Each Claim Limit of Liability.

We shall pay on behalf of the Insured, in excess of the Coverage A.1. Professional Liability Self-Insured 
Retention, Protective Claim Attorneys’ Fees and Expenses. The conversion will not increase the 
Coverage B. Protective Indemnity Aggregate Limit of Liability.

C. Contractor’s Pollution Liability and Mitigation
1. Contractor’s Pollution Liability Insuring Agreements

a. Contractor’s Operations
We shall pay on behalf of the Insured, in excess of the applicable Self-Insured Retention stated in the
Declarations, all Loss and Claim Expenses that the Insured is legally obligated to pay as a result of a
Contractor’s Pollution Liability Claim first made against the Insured during the Policy Period or
Optional Extended Reporting Period, if purchased, and reported to us in writing during the Policy Period,
the Automatic Extended Reporting Period, or the Optional Extended Reporting Period, if applicable,
provided that:

(1) the Pollution Event arises out of Covered Operations or Completed Operations at a Jobsite or
Staging Location;

(2) the Covered Operations or Completed Operations at a Jobsite or Staging Location took place on
or after the Coverage C.1.a. Contractor’s Pollution Liability Retroactive Date stated in the
Declarations and before the end of the Policy Period; and

(3) prior to the effective date of the first contractor’s pollution liability policy issued to you and
continuously renewed by us, no Responsible Insured had any knowledge of any circumstance that
could reasonably be expected to result in a Claim.

Coverage C.1.a. Contractor’s Operations will not apply at Staging Locations once all Covered
Operations at related Jobsites become Completed Operations at such Jobsites.

STF-CPP-237-A CW (10/20)
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b. Transportation
We shall pay on behalf of the Insured, in excess of the applicable Self-Insured Retention stated in the
Declarations, all Loss and Claim Expenses that the Insured is legally obligated to pay as a result of a
Contractor’s Pollution Liability Claim first made against the Insured during the Policy Period or
Optional Extended Reporting Period, if purchased, and reported to us in writing during the Policy Period,
the Automatic Extended Reporting Period, or the Optional Extended Reporting Period, if applicable,
provided that:

(1) the Pollution Event arises out of the Transportation of Materials as a result of Covered
Operations;

(2) the Transportation of Materials as a result of Covered Operations took place on or after the
Coverage C.1.b. Transportation Retroactive Date stated in the Declarations and before the end of
the Policy Period; and

(3) prior to the effective date of the first contractor’s pollution liability policy issued to you and
continuously renewed by us, no Responsible Insured had any knowledge of any circumstance that
could reasonably be expected to result in a Claim.

This coverage will not be utilized to evidence financial responsibility under any federal, state, or local law.

c. Non-Owned Disposal Sites
We shall pay on behalf of the Insured, in excess of the applicable Self-Insured Retention stated in the
Declarations, all Loss and Claim Expenses that the Insured is legally obligated to pay as a result of a
Contractor’s Pollution Liability Claim first made against the Insured during the Policy Period or
Optional Extended Reporting Period, and reported to us in writing during the Policy Period, the
Automatic Extended Reporting Period, or the Optional Extended Reporting Period, if applicable, but only
if Bodily Injury or Property Damage results from a Pollution Event at, under, resulting from, or that is
migrating or has migrated from a Disposal Site as a result of Covered Operations, provided that:

(1) neither the Insured nor any of the Insured’s subsidiary companies have ever owned or operated any
part of the Disposal Site;

(2) the Insured has, by due diligence, determined the Disposal Site is licensed and certified by the
respective controlling local, state, and federal agency(ies) or authorities to accept Materials;

(3) at the time the Insured sent Materials to the Disposal Site, such location or site was neither on nor
proposed for addition to the National Priorities List (NPL), or any state or local equivalent designation
or any country’s similar listing; and

(4) the Covered Operations or Completed Operations at a Jobsite or Staging Location took place on
or after the Coverage C.1.c. Non-Owned Disposal Sites Retroactive Date stated in the Declarations
and before the end of the Policy Period.

d. Time Element Pollution Event – Covered Locations
We shall pay on behalf of the Insured, in excess of the applicable Self-Insured Retention stated in the
Declarations, all Loss or Cleanup Costs that the Insured is legally obligated to pay as a result of a Time
Element Claim, provided that the Pollution Event is at, on, under, or migrating or has migrated from a
Covered Location and further provided that the Pollution Event:
(1) is discovered by the Insured and confirmed by you at your sole expense as having first commenced

at a specific time and place during the Policy Period and ends within ten (10) days from when the
Pollution Event first commenced;

(2) is reported to us in writing during the Policy Period, Automatic Extended Reporting Period, or
Optional Extended Reporting Period, if applicable, but not later than thirty (30) days after the
Pollution Event first commenced;

(3) took place on or after the Coverage C.1.d. Time Element Pollution Event – Covered Locations
Retroactive Date stated in the Declarations and before the end of the Policy Period; and

(4) did not occur at, under, or migrate from any Underground Storage Tank System.
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e. Additional Insured
(1) We shall pay on behalf of an Additional Insured, in excess of the applicable Self-Insured Retention

stated in the Declarations, all Loss and Claim Expenses that the Additional Insured is legally
obligated to pay as a result of a Contractor’s Pollution Liability Claim first made against the
Additional Insured during the Policy Period or Optional Extended Reporting Period, if purchased,
and reported to us in writing during the Policy Period, the Automatic Extended Reporting Period, or
the Optional Extended Reporting Period, if applicable, but only if:

(a) the Bodily Injury or Property Damage results from a Pollution Event under Coverages C.1.a.
through d. above;

(b) the Pollution Event took place on or after the applicable Retroactive Date stated in the
Declarations and before the end of the Policy Period; and

(c) only with respect to liability for Loss that results directly from Covered Operations or
Completed Operations that are the subject of a written contract or written agreement with the
Insured and performed for the Additional Insured.

(2) However, regardless of the provisions in Subsection I.C.e.(1) above:

(a) we shall not extend any insurance coverage under this policy to any Additional Insured:

(i) that is not provided to the Insured in Coverages C.1.a. through d.; or

(ii) that is broader than any coverage the Insured is required to provide to the Additional
Insured in the written contract or written agreement; and

(b) we shall not provide Limits of Liability to any Additional Insured that exceed the lower of:

(i) the Limits of Liability available to the Insured in this policy; or

(ii) the Limits of Liability the Insured is required to provide in the written contract or written
agreement.

Continuous Pollution Events 
The following additional provisions apply to Coverages C.1.a. through d. and Subsection I.C.1.e.
Additional Insured above:

(1) Progressive, indivisible Bodily Injury or Property Damage occurring over multiple policy periods,
including any continuation, change, or resumption thereof, caused by the same, related, continuous,
or repeated Pollution Event, will be deemed to be only one Pollution Event and considered first
reported at the earlier of the following times:

(a) The date we first receive written notice of the specific circumstances of the Pollution Event from
any Insured; or

(b) The date we first receive written notice of such Contractor’s Pollution Liability Claim from any
Insured;

(2) If the Pollution Event giving rise to the progressive, indivisible Bodily Injury or Property Damage
was:

(a) before the effective date of the first policy period containing the same coverages under this policy
issued to you by us,

(b) before the Coverage C.1. Contractor’s Pollution Liability Retroactive Date stated in the
Declarations, or

(c) cannot be determined;

but the progressive, indivisible Bodily Injury or Property Damage continues, in fact, to exist during
the first policy period containing the same coverages issued to you by us, the Bodily Injury or
Property Damage will be deemed to have occurred only on the effective date of such first policy
period.
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Notwithstanding the above, this insurance will not apply to any Claims, Loss, or Claims Expenses
covered in whole or in part under any insurance policy, other than a project-specific insurance policy, in
force prior to this policy.

Prior Knowledge
We shall only pay on behalf of:

(1) the Insured in accordance with Coverages C.1.a. through d. and Continuous Pollution Events
above, provided that, prior to the effective date of the first pollution policy issued to you and
continuously renewed by us, no Responsible Insured; or

(2) an Additional Insured in accordance with Subsection I.C.1.e. Additional Insured and Continuous
Pollution Events above, provided that, prior to the effective date of the first pollution policy issued to
you and continuously renewed by us, no principal, partner, director, executive officer, manager of
covered locations, or employees with specific responsibility for environmental incident reporting, legal
affairs, insurance, or risk management for an Additional Insured;

had any knowledge of any Pollution Event arising out of Covered Operations or Completed
Operations at a Jobsite or Staging Location that was known to have occurred or any circumstance that
could reasonably be expected to result in a Contractor’s Pollution Liability Claim.

2. Mitigation Insuring Agreement
We shall indemnify you for Mitigation Costs and Expenses, incurred in excess of the applicable
Self-Insured Retention stated in the Declarations, because of a Mitigation Claim, provided that:

a. the Mitigation Claim arises out of a Pollution Event, or an imminent Pollution Event, resulting from
Covered Operations or Completed Operations at a Jobsite or Staging Location for which a
Contractor’s Pollution Liability Claim could otherwise be made under the Coverage C.1.a.
Contractor’s Operations Insuring Agreement above;

b. the Pollution Event, or imminent Pollution Event, giving rise to the Mitigation Claim was first
discovered by the Insured during the Policy Period and reported to us in writing during the Policy
Period, and

c. prior to the effective date of the first policy issued to you and continuously renewed by us, no
Responsible Insured had any knowledge of any circumstance that could reasonably be expected to
result in such Mitigation Claim.

Mitigation Costs and Expenses may be incurred without prior notice to us within the applicable Self-Insured
Retention amount stated in the Declarations, provided a Mitigation Claim is reported to us in writing during
the Policy Period. We shall indemnify you for Mitigation Costs and Expenses incurred in excess of the
Self-Insured Retention after we have had a reasonable time to review your notice.

If you and we cannot agree on the amount of indemnification for a Mitigation Claim or whether the
Mitigation Claim will be covered under this policy, such dispute will be settled pursuant to Subsection IX.B.
Alternative Dispute Resolution.

Mitigation Emergency Consideration
In an effort to prevent imminent Bodily Injury and Property Damage, if you report your Mitigation Claim to
us within thirty (30) days of incurring Mitigation Costs and Expenses in excess of the Self-Insured Retention
and can demonstrate to us the Mitigation Costs and Expenses were incurred for that purpose, then we
shall indemnify you for those Mitigation Costs and Expenses incurred in excess of the Self-Insured
Retention.

D. Defense
1. We shall have the right and duty to defend with counsel of our choice, and shall pay applicable Claim

Expenses, with respect to any Claim seeking Damages or Loss to which Coverage A.1. Professional
Liability or Coverage C.1. Contractor’s Pollution Liability insurance applies. Claim Expenses will reduce
the applicable Limit of Liability stated in the Declarations and as described in Section V. Limits of Liability
and Self-Insured Retentions.
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F. Limitation of Liability
Solely with respect to Coverage B. Protective Indemnity, the Insured shall not, without our express written
authorization, accept any limitation of liability clause in a contract between the Insured and a Design
Professional. In the event that the Insured accepts any limitation of liability clause in a contract between the
Insured and any Design Professional without our express written authorization, our liability will only attach in
excess of the remaining available limits of all policies insuring that Design Professional but in no event less than
the applicable Self-Insured Retention.

G. Other Insurance
1. Except as specifically provided in Subsection IX.G.2. below, this policy is excess over any other applicable

insurance available to the Insured, including but not limited to project-specific policies or wrap-up policies,
whether such other insurance is stated to be primary, pro-rata, contributory, excess, contingent, self-insured,
or otherwise, unless such other insurance is written specifically excess of this policy by reference in such
other policy to this policy number.

a. When this policy is excess under this Subsection IX.G.1., neither payments by the Insured to satisfy a
Self-Insured Retention or Deductible applicable to any underlying policy nor payments by the underlying
insurer will satisfy the Self-Insured Retention under this policy.

b. When this policy is excess under this Subsection IX.G.1. for a claim arising out of Professional
Services, coverage under Coverage A.2. Rectification will not be available to the Insured.

c. When this policy is specifically written as excess over another insurance policy, Section II.
Supplementary Payments will not be available to the Insured.

d. This policy will apply specifically as excess over any project-specific insurance policy subject to its
limitations, conditions, provisions, and other terms; provided, however, unless specifically endorsed, this
excess coverage will not be broader than the project-specific insurance policy and will not function as
Difference in Conditions coverage.

2. Insurance provided under Coverage C.1. Contractor’s Pollution Liability is primary and non-contributory
unless:

a. an endorsement states that the coverage is excess or contingent upon the absence of other
insurance;

b. any other insurance is available to cover liability for any Loss arising out of the premises or
operations for which the Insured has been added as an additional insured on another policy;

c. other insurance is provided for Transportation under Coverage C.1.b. Transportation or
non-owned disposal sites under Coverage C.1.c. Non-Owned Disposal Sites;

d. the Insured is not required by written contract or written agreement to provide insurance for an
Additional Insured under Subsection I.C.1.e. Additional Insured on a primary basis; or

e. another insurance policy, in force prior to this Policy Period, is available to the Insured for any Loss
or Claim Expenses also covered under the terms and conditions of this policy, even if the other
insurance policy does not provide coverage in whole or in part for the Loss or Claim Expenses.

The insurance provided under Coverage C.2. Mitigation is primary. The coverage under Coverage C.2.
Mitigation will not be available to the Insured on an excess basis.

3. When this policy is excess under Subsection IX.G.1. or Subsection IX.G.2. above and any other insurance
has a duty to defend the Insured in a matter for which the Insured has notified us of a Claim, regardless of
whether that other insurance covers the same Damages, Loss, or Claim Expenses, we shall have no duty
to defend the Claim until the limits of all the other insurance have been exhausted by payment of Claims. If
no other insurer defends and we have a duty to defend the Claim, we shall undertake the defense, but we
shall be entitled to the Insured’s rights against all other insurers. When this insurance is excess over other
insurance, we shall pay only our share of the amount of the Damages, Loss, or Claim Expenses, if any, that
exceeds the sum of:

a. the total amount that all such other insurance would pay for the Damages, Loss, or Claim Expenses in
the absence of this insurance; and
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b. the total of all deductible and self-insured amounts under all the other insurance.

4. When this insurance and other insurance apply to any payment on the same basis, whether primary, excess,
or otherwise, we shall not be liable under this policy for a greater proportion of any payment than set out in
the Limits of Liability or the following contribution provision, whichever is lower:

a. Contribution by equal shares:

Under this approach, each insurer contributes equal amounts until it has paid its applicable limit or all of
the payments have been paid, whichever occurs first; or

b. Contribution by limits:

Under this approach, each insurer’s share is based on the ratio of its applicable limit to the total available
limits.

H. Policy Termination
This policy will terminate at the earliest of the following times:

1. Upon expiration of the Policy Period shown in the Declarations;

2. Cancellation as described below:

a. This policy may be cancelled by you by surrender thereof to us or any of our authorized representatives
or by mailing to us written notice stating when, thereafter, cancellation will be effective;

b. If this policy has been in effect for less than sixty (60) days, this policy may be cancelled by us for any
reason;

c. If this policy has been in effect for sixty (60) days or more or is a renewal of a policy issued by us, this
policy may not be cancelled by us except for one (1) or more of the following reasons:

(1) Nonpayment of premium; or

(2) Fraud or material misrepresentation affecting the policy;

d. Written notice of cancellation will be mailed or delivered by us to you at least:

(1) fifteen (15) days prior to the effective date of cancellation, if this policy is cancelled for nonpayment of
premium; or

(2) ninety (90) days prior to the effective date of cancellation, if this policy is cancelled for any other
reason;

e. Premium:

(1) If this policy is cancelled pursuant to Subsection IX.H.2.a., Subsection IX.H.2.b. or Subsection
IX.H.2.c.(2), we shall refund the unearned premium computed pro rata; or

(2) If we cancel for the reason specified in Subsection IX.H.c.(1), there will be no return premium;

3. Nonrenewal:

If we elect not to renew this policy, we shall send written notice of nonrenewal at least sixty (60) days prior to
expiration, unless you have obtained replacement coverage with another insurance company;

4. Unless not permitted under applicable state law, we shall have the right to terminate upon:

a. your acquisition by, merger into, or consolidation with another entity; or

b. the acquisition of fifty percent (50%) or more of your assets by another entity, such that you are not the
surviving entity.

Any notice of cancellation or nonrenewal will be given as provided in this Subsection IX.H. Policy Termination.

I. Representations
The Responsible Insureds represent, warrant, and acknowledge that the Declarations, agreements,
representations, and warranties in the written application for this policy are true and complete, are the basis of
this policy, and are to be considered as incorporated into and constituting a part of this policy. This policy is
issued in reliance upon the truth and completeness of such representations.
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J. Separation of Insureds
The written application for this policy will be construed as a separate application by each Insured. No statement
in the application or knowledge possessed by any Insured will be imputed to any other Insured for the purpose of
determining if coverage is available. Only the statements in the application made by and knowledge possessed
by any Responsible Insured will be imputed to all Insureds for the purpose of determining if coverage is
available to the Insured.

However, in the event that such written application for this policy contains misrepresentations or omissions made
with the intent to deceive or that materially affect either the acceptance of the risk or the hazard assumed by us
under the policy, then coverage will be void ab initio as to all Insureds.

K. Sole Agent
If there is more than one (1) Named Insured in this policy, the Named Insured that is listed in the Declarations
shall act on behalf of all Insureds for all purposes, including but not limited to the payment or return of premium,
responsibility for payment of any Self-Insured Retention, receipt and acceptance of any endorsement issued to
form a part of this policy, complying with all applicable claims provisions, giving and receiving notice of
cancellation or nonrenewal, and the exercise of the rights provided in the Automatic Extended Reporting Period,
Optional Extended Reporting Period or Subsection IX.L. Subrogation.

L. Subrogation
In the event of any payment under this policy, we shall be subrogated to all the Insureds' rights of recovery
against any person or organization, and the Insureds shall execute and deliver instruments and papers and do
whatever else is necessary to secure such rights.  The Insureds shall do nothing to prejudice such rights.

We shall not exercise any such rights against any person(s), firm(s) or corporation(s) included in the definition of
Insured, against the Insured's clients, or as may be required by a written contract or agreement if, prior to the
Claim, the Insured contractually agreed to or entered into a legally enforceable waiver of subrogation.

For any recovery obtained through subrogation, after expenses incurred in such subrogation are deducted by the
party bearing the expense, reimbursement will be made in the following order:

1. First, to any interest who has paid any amount in excess of the Limits of Liability provided under this policy;

2. Next, to us; and

3. Then to any interests as are entitled to claim the remainder, if any.

M. Policy Territory
Coverage under this policy will extend to Claims, Wrongful Acts, Pollution Events taking place and Damages
or Loss incurred anywhere in the world, where permitted by applicable law. All premiums, Limits of Liability,
Self-Insured Retentions, Damages, Loss, Mitigation Costs and Expenses, Rectification Costs and
Expenses, Protective Claim Attorneys’ Fees and Expenses, and Claim Expenses, and any other amounts
paid under this policy are expressed and payable in the currency of the United States of America. If judgment is
rendered, settlement is denominated, or another element of Damages or Loss under this policy is stated in a
currency other than United States dollars, payment under this policy will be made in United States dollars at the
rate of exchange published in The Wall Street Journal on the date the final judgment is reached, the amount of
the settlement is agreed upon, or the other element of Damages or Loss are due, respectively, or, if not
published on such date, the next date of publication of The Wall Street Journal.
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EXHIBIT G: SRC Subscriber Agency Agreement  

The Parties understand and agree that the SRC Subscriber Agency Agreements may need to be updated prior to each 
of the Solar Gardens achieving Commercial Operation due to changes in the final System design or project location. 
If such changes occur, the Company shall notify the City and provide an updated SRC Subscriber Agency 
Agreements that the Subscriber will sign and return to the Company prior to a System achieving Commercial 
Operation.   
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Colorado

Application

SRC SUBSCRIBER AGENCY AGREEMENT FOR XCEL ENERGY 
SOLAR*REWARDS COMMUNITY SERVICE (COLORADO)
SRC Subscriber Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Retail Customer Account No.: _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Service Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber E-mail Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Telephone No: (Primary) (Alt.) _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Producer (Subscriber Organization) Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Solar Garden ID No: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name and Location of Solar Garden: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber’s Initial Subscription Share (in kilowatts, or “kW”): 
_________________________________  kW

The undersigned SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes _____________________
(“SRC Producer”), and SRC Producer hereby accepts the responsibility, to act 
as SRC Subscriber’s agent for purposes of selling to Public Service Company of 
Colorado (“Public Service”) all of SRC Subscriber’s beneficial interest in and to 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by, and delivered to Public Service from, the Photovoltaic Energy System (“PV 
System”) identified above, including full authority for SRC Producer to enter into 
a long-term contract on behalf of SRC Subscriber for such sale and to administer 
such contract, all pursuant to Public Service’s Solar*Rewards Community 
Program and Rate Schedule SRC of Public Service’s electric tariff on file with the 
Colorado Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) and in effect from time to 
time.

1.  Duties of SRC Producer Generally. SRC Producer shall be responsible for 
issuing and managing the subscriptions of all SRC subscribers in the PV System 
and for selling to Public Service the subscribed and unsubscribed portions of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by the PV System and delivered to Public Service at the production meter 
located at the PV System site. In performing such functions, SRC Producer 
shall be solely responsible for communicating directly to Public Service 
SRC Subscriber’s information concerning its subscription in the PV System, 
including its beneficial interest in the Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated and produced by the PV System. SRC 
Subscriber acknowledges and agrees that Public Service shall exclusively 
rely on such information as regularly and timely communicated from the SRC 
Producer for the purpose of calculating the SRC Credit that will be applied by 
Public Service and reflected on SRC Subscriber’s subsequent electric service 
bills as compensation for Public Service’s receipt of SRC Subscriber’s share of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
and produced by the PV System, in accordance with Rate Schedule SRC of 
Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

2.  Adjustments of Prior Period SRC Bill Credits. To the extent the subscription 
information communicated by SRC Producer to Public Service and used 
by Public Service for purposes of calculating the SRC Credit applied on 
SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill was incorrect, SRC Producer shall be 
responsible for processing all corrections or other adjustments of SRC Credits 
previously applied by Public Service to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills 
and to collect any overpayments and remit any underpayments for all such 
SRC Credits, as necessary, among SRC Subscriber and other SRC subscribers 
owning subscriptions in the PV System. SRC Subscriber acknowledges and 
agrees that any such corrections in amounts previously applied by Public 
Service as an SRC Credit on any of SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills for 
prior periods shall be administered exclusively by SRC Producer, and that Public 
Service shall not be required to increase or reduce any SRC Credit previously 
applied to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill in any prior period to the 
extent such corrections are the result of incorrect subscription information 
for the PV System communicated to Public Service by SRC Producer. In 
connection with SRC Producer’s execution of its responsibilities to process 
any such adjustments to SRC Credits previously applied by Public Service with 
respect to the PV System, SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes Public Service to 
disclose and release to SRC Producer any and all information reflected on SRC 
Subscriber’s bills for retail electric service for all relevant periods, as may be 
necessary for SRC Producer to fully and properly administer such prior period 
adjustments among all SRC subscribers in the PV System.

3.  Limitation of Agency. This Agency Agreement shall only serve to authorize SRC 
Producer to act as SRC Subscriber’s agent with respect to SRC Subscriber’s 
beneficial interest in and to the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits generated by the PV System and delivered to Public Service 
to the extent that SRC Subscriber’s subscription continues from time-to-time 
to qualify as a valid subscription in the PV System in accordance with Section 
40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated thereunder 
by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule SRC of Public 
Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.



SRC Subscriber Agency Agreement For Xcel Energy Solar*Rewards Community Service (Colorado)

Colorado

4. Term of Agency and Termination.

 (a) This Agency Agreement shall become effective upon its execution by both 
SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer and shall continue in effect for so long as a 
valid and existing contract between Public Service and SRC Producer for the 
purchase and sale of such Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits shall continue in effect.

(b) This Agency Agreement may be terminated by either SRC Producer or 
SRC Subscriber upon Public Service’s receipt of notice that SRC Subscriber’s 
subscription in the PV System has been terminated or transferred in its 
entirety, or that SRC Subscriber no longer holds an interest in the beneficial 
use of the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits 
generated by the PV System.

(c) This Agency Agreement shall automatically terminate upon: (i) the effective 
date of the termination of the contract between SRC Producer and Public 
Service for the purchase and sale of Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated by the PV System; or (ii) in the event 
of an effective assignment by SRC Producer of such contract, where Public 
Service has consented to such assignment in writing, the effective date of a 
replacement agency agreement between SRC Subscriber and the new owner 
or subscriber organization of the PV System that has taken assignment of such 
contract from SRC Producer.

5.  Representation and Acknowledgement. By executing this SRC Subscriber 
Agency Agreement, SRC Subscriber represents and warrants that the 
information stated herein is true and correct to the best of SRC Subscriber’s 
knowledge and belief and that SRC Subscriber has signed up for the stated 
subscription share size in the PV System through SRC Producer.

6.  Consent to Disclose Account Information. SRC Subscriber shall provide to 
Public Service a completed and signed “Consent to Disclose Utility Customer 
Data” form granting consent for Public Service to share information regarding 
SRC Subscriber’s past and present electric usage at the Service Address(es) 
identified above in order for SRC Producer independently to verify the extent 
of SRC Subscriber’s eligibility to hold a subscription in the PV System pursuant 
to Section 40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated 
thereunder by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule 
SRC of Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff. The 
Consent to Disclose Utility Customer Data form shall be that form posted from 
time to time on the 

Xcel Energy website or the website of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agency Agreement was duly executed by the 
undersigned authorized representatives of SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer.

SRC SUBSCRIBER  ______________________________  SRC PRODUCER _______________________________________

By: _________________________________________   By: _________________________________________________

Title: ________________________________________  Title: ________________________________________________

Date:  _______________________________________  Date: _______________________________________________
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SRC SUBSCRIBER AGENCY AGREEMENT FOR XCEL ENERGY 
SOLAR*REWARDS COMMUNITY SERVICE (COLORADO)
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connection with SRC Producer’s execution of its responsibilities to process 
any such adjustments to SRC Credits previously applied by Public Service with 
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disclose and release to SRC Producer any and all information reflected on SRC 
Subscriber’s bills for retail electric service for all relevant periods, as may be 
necessary for SRC Producer to fully and properly administer such prior period 
adjustments among all SRC subscribers in the PV System.

3.  Limitation of Agency. This Agency Agreement shall only serve to authorize SRC 
Producer to act as SRC Subscriber’s agent with respect to SRC Subscriber’s 
beneficial interest in and to the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits generated by the PV System and delivered to Public Service 
to the extent that SRC Subscriber’s subscription continues from time-to-time 
to qualify as a valid subscription in the PV System in accordance with Section 
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by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule SRC of Public 
Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.
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Colorado

4. Term of Agency and Termination.

 (a) This Agency Agreement shall become effective upon its execution by both 
SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer and shall continue in effect for so long as a 
valid and existing contract between Public Service and SRC Producer for the 
purchase and sale of such Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits shall continue in effect.

(b) This Agency Agreement may be terminated by either SRC Producer or 
SRC Subscriber upon Public Service’s receipt of notice that SRC Subscriber’s 
subscription in the PV System has been terminated or transferred in its 
entirety, or that SRC Subscriber no longer holds an interest in the beneficial 
use of the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits 
generated by the PV System.

(c) This Agency Agreement shall automatically terminate upon: (i) the effective 
date of the termination of the contract between SRC Producer and Public 
Service for the purchase and sale of Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated by the PV System; or (ii) in the event 
of an effective assignment by SRC Producer of such contract, where Public 
Service has consented to such assignment in writing, the effective date of a 
replacement agency agreement between SRC Subscriber and the new owner 
or subscriber organization of the PV System that has taken assignment of such 
contract from SRC Producer.

5.  Representation and Acknowledgement. By executing this SRC Subscriber 
Agency Agreement, SRC Subscriber represents and warrants that the 
information stated herein is true and correct to the best of SRC Subscriber’s 
knowledge and belief and that SRC Subscriber has signed up for the stated 
subscription share size in the PV System through SRC Producer.

6.  Consent to Disclose Account Information. SRC Subscriber shall provide to 
Public Service a completed and signed “Consent to Disclose Utility Customer 
Data” form granting consent for Public Service to share information regarding 
SRC Subscriber’s past and present electric usage at the Service Address(es) 
identified above in order for SRC Producer independently to verify the extent 
of SRC Subscriber’s eligibility to hold a subscription in the PV System pursuant 
to Section 40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated 
thereunder by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule 
SRC of Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff. The 
Consent to Disclose Utility Customer Data form shall be that form posted from 
time to time on the 

Xcel Energy website or the website of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agency Agreement was duly executed by the 
undersigned authorized representatives of SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer.

SRC SUBSCRIBER  ______________________________  SRC PRODUCER _______________________________________

By: _________________________________________   By: _________________________________________________

Title: ________________________________________  Title: ________________________________________________

Date:  _______________________________________  Date: _______________________________________________
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SRC SUBSCRIBER AGENCY AGREEMENT FOR XCEL ENERGY 
SOLAR*REWARDS COMMUNITY SERVICE (COLORADO)
SRC Subscriber Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Retail Customer Account No.: _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Service Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber E-mail Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Telephone No: (Primary) (Alt.) _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Producer (Subscriber Organization) Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Solar Garden ID No: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name and Location of Solar Garden: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber’s Initial Subscription Share (in kilowatts, or “kW”): 
_________________________________  kW

The undersigned SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes _____________________
(“SRC Producer”), and SRC Producer hereby accepts the responsibility, to act 
as SRC Subscriber’s agent for purposes of selling to Public Service Company of 
Colorado (“Public Service”) all of SRC Subscriber’s beneficial interest in and to 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by, and delivered to Public Service from, the Photovoltaic Energy System (“PV 
System”) identified above, including full authority for SRC Producer to enter into 
a long-term contract on behalf of SRC Subscriber for such sale and to administer 
such contract, all pursuant to Public Service’s Solar*Rewards Community 
Program and Rate Schedule SRC of Public Service’s electric tariff on file with the 
Colorado Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) and in effect from time to 
time.

1.  Duties of SRC Producer Generally. SRC Producer shall be responsible for 
issuing and managing the subscriptions of all SRC subscribers in the PV System 
and for selling to Public Service the subscribed and unsubscribed portions of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by the PV System and delivered to Public Service at the production meter 
located at the PV System site. In performing such functions, SRC Producer 
shall be solely responsible for communicating directly to Public Service 
SRC Subscriber’s information concerning its subscription in the PV System, 
including its beneficial interest in the Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated and produced by the PV System. SRC 
Subscriber acknowledges and agrees that Public Service shall exclusively 
rely on such information as regularly and timely communicated from the SRC 
Producer for the purpose of calculating the SRC Credit that will be applied by 
Public Service and reflected on SRC Subscriber’s subsequent electric service 
bills as compensation for Public Service’s receipt of SRC Subscriber’s share of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
and produced by the PV System, in accordance with Rate Schedule SRC of 
Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

2.  Adjustments of Prior Period SRC Bill Credits. To the extent the subscription 
information communicated by SRC Producer to Public Service and used 
by Public Service for purposes of calculating the SRC Credit applied on 
SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill was incorrect, SRC Producer shall be 
responsible for processing all corrections or other adjustments of SRC Credits 
previously applied by Public Service to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills 
and to collect any overpayments and remit any underpayments for all such 
SRC Credits, as necessary, among SRC Subscriber and other SRC subscribers 
owning subscriptions in the PV System. SRC Subscriber acknowledges and 
agrees that any such corrections in amounts previously applied by Public 
Service as an SRC Credit on any of SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills for 
prior periods shall be administered exclusively by SRC Producer, and that Public 
Service shall not be required to increase or reduce any SRC Credit previously 
applied to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill in any prior period to the 
extent such corrections are the result of incorrect subscription information 
for the PV System communicated to Public Service by SRC Producer. In 
connection with SRC Producer’s execution of its responsibilities to process 
any such adjustments to SRC Credits previously applied by Public Service with 
respect to the PV System, SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes Public Service to 
disclose and release to SRC Producer any and all information reflected on SRC 
Subscriber’s bills for retail electric service for all relevant periods, as may be 
necessary for SRC Producer to fully and properly administer such prior period 
adjustments among all SRC subscribers in the PV System.

3.  Limitation of Agency. This Agency Agreement shall only serve to authorize SRC 
Producer to act as SRC Subscriber’s agent with respect to SRC Subscriber’s 
beneficial interest in and to the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits generated by the PV System and delivered to Public Service 
to the extent that SRC Subscriber’s subscription continues from time-to-time 
to qualify as a valid subscription in the PV System in accordance with Section 
40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated thereunder 
by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule SRC of Public 
Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.
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Colorado

4. Term of Agency and Termination.

 (a) This Agency Agreement shall become effective upon its execution by both 
SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer and shall continue in effect for so long as a 
valid and existing contract between Public Service and SRC Producer for the 
purchase and sale of such Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits shall continue in effect.

(b) This Agency Agreement may be terminated by either SRC Producer or 
SRC Subscriber upon Public Service’s receipt of notice that SRC Subscriber’s 
subscription in the PV System has been terminated or transferred in its 
entirety, or that SRC Subscriber no longer holds an interest in the beneficial 
use of the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits 
generated by the PV System.

(c) This Agency Agreement shall automatically terminate upon: (i) the effective 
date of the termination of the contract between SRC Producer and Public 
Service for the purchase and sale of Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated by the PV System; or (ii) in the event 
of an effective assignment by SRC Producer of such contract, where Public 
Service has consented to such assignment in writing, the effective date of a 
replacement agency agreement between SRC Subscriber and the new owner 
or subscriber organization of the PV System that has taken assignment of such 
contract from SRC Producer.

5.  Representation and Acknowledgement. By executing this SRC Subscriber 
Agency Agreement, SRC Subscriber represents and warrants that the 
information stated herein is true and correct to the best of SRC Subscriber’s 
knowledge and belief and that SRC Subscriber has signed up for the stated 
subscription share size in the PV System through SRC Producer.

6.  Consent to Disclose Account Information. SRC Subscriber shall provide to 
Public Service a completed and signed “Consent to Disclose Utility Customer 
Data” form granting consent for Public Service to share information regarding 
SRC Subscriber’s past and present electric usage at the Service Address(es) 
identified above in order for SRC Producer independently to verify the extent 
of SRC Subscriber’s eligibility to hold a subscription in the PV System pursuant 
to Section 40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated 
thereunder by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule 
SRC of Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff. The 
Consent to Disclose Utility Customer Data form shall be that form posted from 
time to time on the 

Xcel Energy website or the website of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agency Agreement was duly executed by the 
undersigned authorized representatives of SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer.

SRC SUBSCRIBER  ______________________________  SRC PRODUCER _______________________________________

By: _________________________________________   By: _________________________________________________

Title: ________________________________________  Title: ________________________________________________

Date:  _______________________________________  Date: _______________________________________________
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SRC SUBSCRIBER AGENCY AGREEMENT FOR XCEL ENERGY 
SOLAR*REWARDS COMMUNITY SERVICE (COLORADO)
SRC Subscriber Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Retail Customer Account No.: _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Service Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber E-mail Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Telephone No: (Primary) (Alt.) _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Producer (Subscriber Organization) Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Solar Garden ID No: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name and Location of Solar Garden: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber’s Initial Subscription Share (in kilowatts, or “kW”): 
_________________________________  kW

The undersigned SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes _____________________
(“SRC Producer”), and SRC Producer hereby accepts the responsibility, to act 
as SRC Subscriber’s agent for purposes of selling to Public Service Company of 
Colorado (“Public Service”) all of SRC Subscriber’s beneficial interest in and to 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by, and delivered to Public Service from, the Photovoltaic Energy System (“PV 
System”) identified above, including full authority for SRC Producer to enter into 
a long-term contract on behalf of SRC Subscriber for such sale and to administer 
such contract, all pursuant to Public Service’s Solar*Rewards Community 
Program and Rate Schedule SRC of Public Service’s electric tariff on file with the 
Colorado Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) and in effect from time to 
time.

1.  Duties of SRC Producer Generally. SRC Producer shall be responsible for 
issuing and managing the subscriptions of all SRC subscribers in the PV System 
and for selling to Public Service the subscribed and unsubscribed portions of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by the PV System and delivered to Public Service at the production meter 
located at the PV System site. In performing such functions, SRC Producer 
shall be solely responsible for communicating directly to Public Service 
SRC Subscriber’s information concerning its subscription in the PV System, 
including its beneficial interest in the Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated and produced by the PV System. SRC 
Subscriber acknowledges and agrees that Public Service shall exclusively 
rely on such information as regularly and timely communicated from the SRC 
Producer for the purpose of calculating the SRC Credit that will be applied by 
Public Service and reflected on SRC Subscriber’s subsequent electric service 
bills as compensation for Public Service’s receipt of SRC Subscriber’s share of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
and produced by the PV System, in accordance with Rate Schedule SRC of 
Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

2.  Adjustments of Prior Period SRC Bill Credits. To the extent the subscription 
information communicated by SRC Producer to Public Service and used 
by Public Service for purposes of calculating the SRC Credit applied on 
SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill was incorrect, SRC Producer shall be 
responsible for processing all corrections or other adjustments of SRC Credits 
previously applied by Public Service to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills 
and to collect any overpayments and remit any underpayments for all such 
SRC Credits, as necessary, among SRC Subscriber and other SRC subscribers 
owning subscriptions in the PV System. SRC Subscriber acknowledges and 
agrees that any such corrections in amounts previously applied by Public 
Service as an SRC Credit on any of SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills for 
prior periods shall be administered exclusively by SRC Producer, and that Public 
Service shall not be required to increase or reduce any SRC Credit previously 
applied to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill in any prior period to the 
extent such corrections are the result of incorrect subscription information 
for the PV System communicated to Public Service by SRC Producer. In 
connection with SRC Producer’s execution of its responsibilities to process 
any such adjustments to SRC Credits previously applied by Public Service with 
respect to the PV System, SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes Public Service to 
disclose and release to SRC Producer any and all information reflected on SRC 
Subscriber’s bills for retail electric service for all relevant periods, as may be 
necessary for SRC Producer to fully and properly administer such prior period 
adjustments among all SRC subscribers in the PV System.

3.  Limitation of Agency. This Agency Agreement shall only serve to authorize SRC 
Producer to act as SRC Subscriber’s agent with respect to SRC Subscriber’s 
beneficial interest in and to the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits generated by the PV System and delivered to Public Service 
to the extent that SRC Subscriber’s subscription continues from time-to-time 
to qualify as a valid subscription in the PV System in accordance with Section 
40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated thereunder 
by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule SRC of Public 
Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.
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Colorado

4. Term of Agency and Termination.

 (a) This Agency Agreement shall become effective upon its execution by both 
SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer and shall continue in effect for so long as a 
valid and existing contract between Public Service and SRC Producer for the 
purchase and sale of such Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits shall continue in effect.

(b) This Agency Agreement may be terminated by either SRC Producer or 
SRC Subscriber upon Public Service’s receipt of notice that SRC Subscriber’s 
subscription in the PV System has been terminated or transferred in its 
entirety, or that SRC Subscriber no longer holds an interest in the beneficial 
use of the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits 
generated by the PV System.

(c) This Agency Agreement shall automatically terminate upon: (i) the effective 
date of the termination of the contract between SRC Producer and Public 
Service for the purchase and sale of Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated by the PV System; or (ii) in the event 
of an effective assignment by SRC Producer of such contract, where Public 
Service has consented to such assignment in writing, the effective date of a 
replacement agency agreement between SRC Subscriber and the new owner 
or subscriber organization of the PV System that has taken assignment of such 
contract from SRC Producer.

5.  Representation and Acknowledgement. By executing this SRC Subscriber 
Agency Agreement, SRC Subscriber represents and warrants that the 
information stated herein is true and correct to the best of SRC Subscriber’s 
knowledge and belief and that SRC Subscriber has signed up for the stated 
subscription share size in the PV System through SRC Producer.

6.  Consent to Disclose Account Information. SRC Subscriber shall provide to 
Public Service a completed and signed “Consent to Disclose Utility Customer 
Data” form granting consent for Public Service to share information regarding 
SRC Subscriber’s past and present electric usage at the Service Address(es) 
identified above in order for SRC Producer independently to verify the extent 
of SRC Subscriber’s eligibility to hold a subscription in the PV System pursuant 
to Section 40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated 
thereunder by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule 
SRC of Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff. The 
Consent to Disclose Utility Customer Data form shall be that form posted from 
time to time on the 

Xcel Energy website or the website of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agency Agreement was duly executed by the 
undersigned authorized representatives of SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer.

SRC SUBSCRIBER  ______________________________  SRC PRODUCER _______________________________________

By: _________________________________________   By: _________________________________________________

Title: ________________________________________  Title: ________________________________________________

Date:  _______________________________________  Date: _______________________________________________
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SRC SUBSCRIBER AGENCY AGREEMENT FOR XCEL ENERGY 
SOLAR*REWARDS COMMUNITY SERVICE (COLORADO)
SRC Subscriber Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Retail Customer Account No.: _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Service Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber E-mail Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Telephone No: (Primary) (Alt.) _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Producer (Subscriber Organization) Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Solar Garden ID No: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name and Location of Solar Garden: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber’s Initial Subscription Share (in kilowatts, or “kW”): 
_________________________________  kW

The undersigned SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes _____________________
(“SRC Producer”), and SRC Producer hereby accepts the responsibility, to act 
as SRC Subscriber’s agent for purposes of selling to Public Service Company of 
Colorado (“Public Service”) all of SRC Subscriber’s beneficial interest in and to 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by, and delivered to Public Service from, the Photovoltaic Energy System (“PV 
System”) identified above, including full authority for SRC Producer to enter into 
a long-term contract on behalf of SRC Subscriber for such sale and to administer 
such contract, all pursuant to Public Service’s Solar*Rewards Community 
Program and Rate Schedule SRC of Public Service’s electric tariff on file with the 
Colorado Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) and in effect from time to 
time.

1.  Duties of SRC Producer Generally. SRC Producer shall be responsible for 
issuing and managing the subscriptions of all SRC subscribers in the PV System 
and for selling to Public Service the subscribed and unsubscribed portions of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by the PV System and delivered to Public Service at the production meter 
located at the PV System site. In performing such functions, SRC Producer 
shall be solely responsible for communicating directly to Public Service 
SRC Subscriber’s information concerning its subscription in the PV System, 
including its beneficial interest in the Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated and produced by the PV System. SRC 
Subscriber acknowledges and agrees that Public Service shall exclusively 
rely on such information as regularly and timely communicated from the SRC 
Producer for the purpose of calculating the SRC Credit that will be applied by 
Public Service and reflected on SRC Subscriber’s subsequent electric service 
bills as compensation for Public Service’s receipt of SRC Subscriber’s share of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
and produced by the PV System, in accordance with Rate Schedule SRC of 
Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

2.  Adjustments of Prior Period SRC Bill Credits. To the extent the subscription 
information communicated by SRC Producer to Public Service and used 
by Public Service for purposes of calculating the SRC Credit applied on 
SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill was incorrect, SRC Producer shall be 
responsible for processing all corrections or other adjustments of SRC Credits 
previously applied by Public Service to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills 
and to collect any overpayments and remit any underpayments for all such 
SRC Credits, as necessary, among SRC Subscriber and other SRC subscribers 
owning subscriptions in the PV System. SRC Subscriber acknowledges and 
agrees that any such corrections in amounts previously applied by Public 
Service as an SRC Credit on any of SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills for 
prior periods shall be administered exclusively by SRC Producer, and that Public 
Service shall not be required to increase or reduce any SRC Credit previously 
applied to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill in any prior period to the 
extent such corrections are the result of incorrect subscription information 
for the PV System communicated to Public Service by SRC Producer. In 
connection with SRC Producer’s execution of its responsibilities to process 
any such adjustments to SRC Credits previously applied by Public Service with 
respect to the PV System, SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes Public Service to 
disclose and release to SRC Producer any and all information reflected on SRC 
Subscriber’s bills for retail electric service for all relevant periods, as may be 
necessary for SRC Producer to fully and properly administer such prior period 
adjustments among all SRC subscribers in the PV System.

3.  Limitation of Agency. This Agency Agreement shall only serve to authorize SRC 
Producer to act as SRC Subscriber’s agent with respect to SRC Subscriber’s 
beneficial interest in and to the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits generated by the PV System and delivered to Public Service 
to the extent that SRC Subscriber’s subscription continues from time-to-time 
to qualify as a valid subscription in the PV System in accordance with Section 
40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated thereunder 
by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule SRC of Public 
Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.
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Colorado

4. Term of Agency and Termination.

 (a) This Agency Agreement shall become effective upon its execution by both 
SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer and shall continue in effect for so long as a 
valid and existing contract between Public Service and SRC Producer for the 
purchase and sale of such Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits shall continue in effect.

(b) This Agency Agreement may be terminated by either SRC Producer or 
SRC Subscriber upon Public Service’s receipt of notice that SRC Subscriber’s 
subscription in the PV System has been terminated or transferred in its 
entirety, or that SRC Subscriber no longer holds an interest in the beneficial 
use of the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits 
generated by the PV System.

(c) This Agency Agreement shall automatically terminate upon: (i) the effective 
date of the termination of the contract between SRC Producer and Public 
Service for the purchase and sale of Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated by the PV System; or (ii) in the event 
of an effective assignment by SRC Producer of such contract, where Public 
Service has consented to such assignment in writing, the effective date of a 
replacement agency agreement between SRC Subscriber and the new owner 
or subscriber organization of the PV System that has taken assignment of such 
contract from SRC Producer.

5.  Representation and Acknowledgement. By executing this SRC Subscriber 
Agency Agreement, SRC Subscriber represents and warrants that the 
information stated herein is true and correct to the best of SRC Subscriber’s 
knowledge and belief and that SRC Subscriber has signed up for the stated 
subscription share size in the PV System through SRC Producer.

6.  Consent to Disclose Account Information. SRC Subscriber shall provide to 
Public Service a completed and signed “Consent to Disclose Utility Customer 
Data” form granting consent for Public Service to share information regarding 
SRC Subscriber’s past and present electric usage at the Service Address(es) 
identified above in order for SRC Producer independently to verify the extent 
of SRC Subscriber’s eligibility to hold a subscription in the PV System pursuant 
to Section 40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated 
thereunder by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule 
SRC of Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff. The 
Consent to Disclose Utility Customer Data form shall be that form posted from 
time to time on the 

Xcel Energy website or the website of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agency Agreement was duly executed by the 
undersigned authorized representatives of SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer.

SRC SUBSCRIBER  ______________________________  SRC PRODUCER _______________________________________

By: _________________________________________   By: _________________________________________________

Title: ________________________________________  Title: ________________________________________________

Date:  _______________________________________  Date: _______________________________________________
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SRC SUBSCRIBER AGENCY AGREEMENT FOR XCEL ENERGY 
SOLAR*REWARDS COMMUNITY SERVICE (COLORADO)
SRC Subscriber Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Retail Customer Account No.: _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Service Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber E-mail Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Telephone No: (Primary) (Alt.) _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Producer (Subscriber Organization) Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Solar Garden ID No: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name and Location of Solar Garden: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber’s Initial Subscription Share (in kilowatts, or “kW”): 
_________________________________  kW

The undersigned SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes _____________________
(“SRC Producer”), and SRC Producer hereby accepts the responsibility, to act 
as SRC Subscriber’s agent for purposes of selling to Public Service Company of 
Colorado (“Public Service”) all of SRC Subscriber’s beneficial interest in and to 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by, and delivered to Public Service from, the Photovoltaic Energy System (“PV 
System”) identified above, including full authority for SRC Producer to enter into 
a long-term contract on behalf of SRC Subscriber for such sale and to administer 
such contract, all pursuant to Public Service’s Solar*Rewards Community 
Program and Rate Schedule SRC of Public Service’s electric tariff on file with the 
Colorado Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) and in effect from time to 
time.

1.  Duties of SRC Producer Generally. SRC Producer shall be responsible for 
issuing and managing the subscriptions of all SRC subscribers in the PV System 
and for selling to Public Service the subscribed and unsubscribed portions of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by the PV System and delivered to Public Service at the production meter 
located at the PV System site. In performing such functions, SRC Producer 
shall be solely responsible for communicating directly to Public Service 
SRC Subscriber’s information concerning its subscription in the PV System, 
including its beneficial interest in the Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated and produced by the PV System. SRC 
Subscriber acknowledges and agrees that Public Service shall exclusively 
rely on such information as regularly and timely communicated from the SRC 
Producer for the purpose of calculating the SRC Credit that will be applied by 
Public Service and reflected on SRC Subscriber’s subsequent electric service 
bills as compensation for Public Service’s receipt of SRC Subscriber’s share of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
and produced by the PV System, in accordance with Rate Schedule SRC of 
Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

2.  Adjustments of Prior Period SRC Bill Credits. To the extent the subscription 
information communicated by SRC Producer to Public Service and used 
by Public Service for purposes of calculating the SRC Credit applied on 
SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill was incorrect, SRC Producer shall be 
responsible for processing all corrections or other adjustments of SRC Credits 
previously applied by Public Service to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills 
and to collect any overpayments and remit any underpayments for all such 
SRC Credits, as necessary, among SRC Subscriber and other SRC subscribers 
owning subscriptions in the PV System. SRC Subscriber acknowledges and 
agrees that any such corrections in amounts previously applied by Public 
Service as an SRC Credit on any of SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills for 
prior periods shall be administered exclusively by SRC Producer, and that Public 
Service shall not be required to increase or reduce any SRC Credit previously 
applied to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill in any prior period to the 
extent such corrections are the result of incorrect subscription information 
for the PV System communicated to Public Service by SRC Producer. In 
connection with SRC Producer’s execution of its responsibilities to process 
any such adjustments to SRC Credits previously applied by Public Service with 
respect to the PV System, SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes Public Service to 
disclose and release to SRC Producer any and all information reflected on SRC 
Subscriber’s bills for retail electric service for all relevant periods, as may be 
necessary for SRC Producer to fully and properly administer such prior period 
adjustments among all SRC subscribers in the PV System.

3.  Limitation of Agency. This Agency Agreement shall only serve to authorize SRC 
Producer to act as SRC Subscriber’s agent with respect to SRC Subscriber’s 
beneficial interest in and to the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits generated by the PV System and delivered to Public Service 
to the extent that SRC Subscriber’s subscription continues from time-to-time 
to qualify as a valid subscription in the PV System in accordance with Section 
40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated thereunder 
by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule SRC of Public 
Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.
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Colorado

4. Term of Agency and Termination.

 (a) This Agency Agreement shall become effective upon its execution by both 
SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer and shall continue in effect for so long as a 
valid and existing contract between Public Service and SRC Producer for the 
purchase and sale of such Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits shall continue in effect.

(b) This Agency Agreement may be terminated by either SRC Producer or 
SRC Subscriber upon Public Service’s receipt of notice that SRC Subscriber’s 
subscription in the PV System has been terminated or transferred in its 
entirety, or that SRC Subscriber no longer holds an interest in the beneficial 
use of the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits 
generated by the PV System.

(c) This Agency Agreement shall automatically terminate upon: (i) the effective 
date of the termination of the contract between SRC Producer and Public 
Service for the purchase and sale of Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated by the PV System; or (ii) in the event 
of an effective assignment by SRC Producer of such contract, where Public 
Service has consented to such assignment in writing, the effective date of a 
replacement agency agreement between SRC Subscriber and the new owner 
or subscriber organization of the PV System that has taken assignment of such 
contract from SRC Producer.

5.  Representation and Acknowledgement. By executing this SRC Subscriber 
Agency Agreement, SRC Subscriber represents and warrants that the 
information stated herein is true and correct to the best of SRC Subscriber’s 
knowledge and belief and that SRC Subscriber has signed up for the stated 
subscription share size in the PV System through SRC Producer.

6.  Consent to Disclose Account Information. SRC Subscriber shall provide to 
Public Service a completed and signed “Consent to Disclose Utility Customer 
Data” form granting consent for Public Service to share information regarding 
SRC Subscriber’s past and present electric usage at the Service Address(es) 
identified above in order for SRC Producer independently to verify the extent 
of SRC Subscriber’s eligibility to hold a subscription in the PV System pursuant 
to Section 40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated 
thereunder by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule 
SRC of Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff. The 
Consent to Disclose Utility Customer Data form shall be that form posted from 
time to time on the 

Xcel Energy website or the website of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agency Agreement was duly executed by the 
undersigned authorized representatives of SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer.

SRC SUBSCRIBER  ______________________________  SRC PRODUCER _______________________________________

By: _________________________________________   By: _________________________________________________

Title: ________________________________________  Title: ________________________________________________

Date:  _______________________________________  Date: _______________________________________________
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SRC SUBSCRIBER AGENCY AGREEMENT FOR XCEL ENERGY 
SOLAR*REWARDS COMMUNITY SERVICE (COLORADO)
SRC Subscriber Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Retail Customer Account No.: _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Service Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber E-mail Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Telephone No: (Primary) (Alt.) _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Producer (Subscriber Organization) Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Solar Garden ID No: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name and Location of Solar Garden: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber’s Initial Subscription Share (in kilowatts, or “kW”): 
_________________________________  kW

The undersigned SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes _____________________
(“SRC Producer”), and SRC Producer hereby accepts the responsibility, to act 
as SRC Subscriber’s agent for purposes of selling to Public Service Company of 
Colorado (“Public Service”) all of SRC Subscriber’s beneficial interest in and to 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by, and delivered to Public Service from, the Photovoltaic Energy System (“PV 
System”) identified above, including full authority for SRC Producer to enter into 
a long-term contract on behalf of SRC Subscriber for such sale and to administer 
such contract, all pursuant to Public Service’s Solar*Rewards Community 
Program and Rate Schedule SRC of Public Service’s electric tariff on file with the 
Colorado Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) and in effect from time to 
time.

1.  Duties of SRC Producer Generally. SRC Producer shall be responsible for 
issuing and managing the subscriptions of all SRC subscribers in the PV System 
and for selling to Public Service the subscribed and unsubscribed portions of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by the PV System and delivered to Public Service at the production meter 
located at the PV System site. In performing such functions, SRC Producer 
shall be solely responsible for communicating directly to Public Service 
SRC Subscriber’s information concerning its subscription in the PV System, 
including its beneficial interest in the Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated and produced by the PV System. SRC 
Subscriber acknowledges and agrees that Public Service shall exclusively 
rely on such information as regularly and timely communicated from the SRC 
Producer for the purpose of calculating the SRC Credit that will be applied by 
Public Service and reflected on SRC Subscriber’s subsequent electric service 
bills as compensation for Public Service’s receipt of SRC Subscriber’s share of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
and produced by the PV System, in accordance with Rate Schedule SRC of 
Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

2.  Adjustments of Prior Period SRC Bill Credits. To the extent the subscription 
information communicated by SRC Producer to Public Service and used 
by Public Service for purposes of calculating the SRC Credit applied on 
SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill was incorrect, SRC Producer shall be 
responsible for processing all corrections or other adjustments of SRC Credits 
previously applied by Public Service to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills 
and to collect any overpayments and remit any underpayments for all such 
SRC Credits, as necessary, among SRC Subscriber and other SRC subscribers 
owning subscriptions in the PV System. SRC Subscriber acknowledges and 
agrees that any such corrections in amounts previously applied by Public 
Service as an SRC Credit on any of SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills for 
prior periods shall be administered exclusively by SRC Producer, and that Public 
Service shall not be required to increase or reduce any SRC Credit previously 
applied to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill in any prior period to the 
extent such corrections are the result of incorrect subscription information 
for the PV System communicated to Public Service by SRC Producer. In 
connection with SRC Producer’s execution of its responsibilities to process 
any such adjustments to SRC Credits previously applied by Public Service with 
respect to the PV System, SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes Public Service to 
disclose and release to SRC Producer any and all information reflected on SRC 
Subscriber’s bills for retail electric service for all relevant periods, as may be 
necessary for SRC Producer to fully and properly administer such prior period 
adjustments among all SRC subscribers in the PV System.

3.  Limitation of Agency. This Agency Agreement shall only serve to authorize SRC 
Producer to act as SRC Subscriber’s agent with respect to SRC Subscriber’s 
beneficial interest in and to the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits generated by the PV System and delivered to Public Service 
to the extent that SRC Subscriber’s subscription continues from time-to-time 
to qualify as a valid subscription in the PV System in accordance with Section 
40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated thereunder 
by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule SRC of Public 
Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.
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Colorado

4. Term of Agency and Termination.

 (a) This Agency Agreement shall become effective upon its execution by both 
SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer and shall continue in effect for so long as a 
valid and existing contract between Public Service and SRC Producer for the 
purchase and sale of such Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits shall continue in effect.

(b) This Agency Agreement may be terminated by either SRC Producer or 
SRC Subscriber upon Public Service’s receipt of notice that SRC Subscriber’s 
subscription in the PV System has been terminated or transferred in its 
entirety, or that SRC Subscriber no longer holds an interest in the beneficial 
use of the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits 
generated by the PV System.

(c) This Agency Agreement shall automatically terminate upon: (i) the effective 
date of the termination of the contract between SRC Producer and Public 
Service for the purchase and sale of Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated by the PV System; or (ii) in the event 
of an effective assignment by SRC Producer of such contract, where Public 
Service has consented to such assignment in writing, the effective date of a 
replacement agency agreement between SRC Subscriber and the new owner 
or subscriber organization of the PV System that has taken assignment of such 
contract from SRC Producer.

5.  Representation and Acknowledgement. By executing this SRC Subscriber 
Agency Agreement, SRC Subscriber represents and warrants that the 
information stated herein is true and correct to the best of SRC Subscriber’s 
knowledge and belief and that SRC Subscriber has signed up for the stated 
subscription share size in the PV System through SRC Producer.

6.  Consent to Disclose Account Information. SRC Subscriber shall provide to 
Public Service a completed and signed “Consent to Disclose Utility Customer 
Data” form granting consent for Public Service to share information regarding 
SRC Subscriber’s past and present electric usage at the Service Address(es) 
identified above in order for SRC Producer independently to verify the extent 
of SRC Subscriber’s eligibility to hold a subscription in the PV System pursuant 
to Section 40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated 
thereunder by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule 
SRC of Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff. The 
Consent to Disclose Utility Customer Data form shall be that form posted from 
time to time on the 

Xcel Energy website or the website of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agency Agreement was duly executed by the 
undersigned authorized representatives of SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer.

SRC SUBSCRIBER  ______________________________  SRC PRODUCER _______________________________________

By: _________________________________________   By: _________________________________________________

Title: ________________________________________  Title: ________________________________________________

Date:  _______________________________________  Date: _______________________________________________
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SRC SUBSCRIBER AGENCY AGREEMENT FOR XCEL ENERGY 
SOLAR*REWARDS COMMUNITY SERVICE (COLORADO)
SRC Subscriber Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Retail Customer Account No.: _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Service Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber E-mail Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Telephone No: (Primary) (Alt.) _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Producer (Subscriber Organization) Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Solar Garden ID No: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name and Location of Solar Garden: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber’s Initial Subscription Share (in kilowatts, or “kW”): 
_________________________________  kW

The undersigned SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes _____________________
(“SRC Producer”), and SRC Producer hereby accepts the responsibility, to act 
as SRC Subscriber’s agent for purposes of selling to Public Service Company of 
Colorado (“Public Service”) all of SRC Subscriber’s beneficial interest in and to 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by, and delivered to Public Service from, the Photovoltaic Energy System (“PV 
System”) identified above, including full authority for SRC Producer to enter into 
a long-term contract on behalf of SRC Subscriber for such sale and to administer 
such contract, all pursuant to Public Service’s Solar*Rewards Community 
Program and Rate Schedule SRC of Public Service’s electric tariff on file with the 
Colorado Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) and in effect from time to 
time.

1.  Duties of SRC Producer Generally. SRC Producer shall be responsible for 
issuing and managing the subscriptions of all SRC subscribers in the PV System 
and for selling to Public Service the subscribed and unsubscribed portions of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by the PV System and delivered to Public Service at the production meter 
located at the PV System site. In performing such functions, SRC Producer 
shall be solely responsible for communicating directly to Public Service 
SRC Subscriber’s information concerning its subscription in the PV System, 
including its beneficial interest in the Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated and produced by the PV System. SRC 
Subscriber acknowledges and agrees that Public Service shall exclusively 
rely on such information as regularly and timely communicated from the SRC 
Producer for the purpose of calculating the SRC Credit that will be applied by 
Public Service and reflected on SRC Subscriber’s subsequent electric service 
bills as compensation for Public Service’s receipt of SRC Subscriber’s share of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
and produced by the PV System, in accordance with Rate Schedule SRC of 
Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

2.  Adjustments of Prior Period SRC Bill Credits. To the extent the subscription 
information communicated by SRC Producer to Public Service and used 
by Public Service for purposes of calculating the SRC Credit applied on 
SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill was incorrect, SRC Producer shall be 
responsible for processing all corrections or other adjustments of SRC Credits 
previously applied by Public Service to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills 
and to collect any overpayments and remit any underpayments for all such 
SRC Credits, as necessary, among SRC Subscriber and other SRC subscribers 
owning subscriptions in the PV System. SRC Subscriber acknowledges and 
agrees that any such corrections in amounts previously applied by Public 
Service as an SRC Credit on any of SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills for 
prior periods shall be administered exclusively by SRC Producer, and that Public 
Service shall not be required to increase or reduce any SRC Credit previously 
applied to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill in any prior period to the 
extent such corrections are the result of incorrect subscription information 
for the PV System communicated to Public Service by SRC Producer. In 
connection with SRC Producer’s execution of its responsibilities to process 
any such adjustments to SRC Credits previously applied by Public Service with 
respect to the PV System, SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes Public Service to 
disclose and release to SRC Producer any and all information reflected on SRC 
Subscriber’s bills for retail electric service for all relevant periods, as may be 
necessary for SRC Producer to fully and properly administer such prior period 
adjustments among all SRC subscribers in the PV System.

3.  Limitation of Agency. This Agency Agreement shall only serve to authorize SRC 
Producer to act as SRC Subscriber’s agent with respect to SRC Subscriber’s 
beneficial interest in and to the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits generated by the PV System and delivered to Public Service 
to the extent that SRC Subscriber’s subscription continues from time-to-time 
to qualify as a valid subscription in the PV System in accordance with Section 
40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated thereunder 
by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule SRC of Public 
Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.
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Colorado

4. Term of Agency and Termination.

 (a) This Agency Agreement shall become effective upon its execution by both 
SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer and shall continue in effect for so long as a 
valid and existing contract between Public Service and SRC Producer for the 
purchase and sale of such Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits shall continue in effect.

(b) This Agency Agreement may be terminated by either SRC Producer or 
SRC Subscriber upon Public Service’s receipt of notice that SRC Subscriber’s 
subscription in the PV System has been terminated or transferred in its 
entirety, or that SRC Subscriber no longer holds an interest in the beneficial 
use of the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits 
generated by the PV System.

(c) This Agency Agreement shall automatically terminate upon: (i) the effective 
date of the termination of the contract between SRC Producer and Public 
Service for the purchase and sale of Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated by the PV System; or (ii) in the event 
of an effective assignment by SRC Producer of such contract, where Public 
Service has consented to such assignment in writing, the effective date of a 
replacement agency agreement between SRC Subscriber and the new owner 
or subscriber organization of the PV System that has taken assignment of such 
contract from SRC Producer.

5.  Representation and Acknowledgement. By executing this SRC Subscriber 
Agency Agreement, SRC Subscriber represents and warrants that the 
information stated herein is true and correct to the best of SRC Subscriber’s 
knowledge and belief and that SRC Subscriber has signed up for the stated 
subscription share size in the PV System through SRC Producer.

6.  Consent to Disclose Account Information. SRC Subscriber shall provide to 
Public Service a completed and signed “Consent to Disclose Utility Customer 
Data” form granting consent for Public Service to share information regarding 
SRC Subscriber’s past and present electric usage at the Service Address(es) 
identified above in order for SRC Producer independently to verify the extent 
of SRC Subscriber’s eligibility to hold a subscription in the PV System pursuant 
to Section 40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated 
thereunder by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule 
SRC of Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff. The 
Consent to Disclose Utility Customer Data form shall be that form posted from 
time to time on the 

Xcel Energy website or the website of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agency Agreement was duly executed by the 
undersigned authorized representatives of SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer.

SRC SUBSCRIBER  ______________________________  SRC PRODUCER _______________________________________

By: _________________________________________   By: _________________________________________________

Title: ________________________________________  Title: ________________________________________________

Date:  _______________________________________  Date: _______________________________________________
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SRC SUBSCRIBER AGENCY AGREEMENT FOR XCEL ENERGY 
SOLAR*REWARDS COMMUNITY SERVICE (COLORADO)
SRC Subscriber Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Retail Customer Account No.: _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Service Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber E-mail Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber Telephone No: (Primary) (Alt.) _______________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Producer (Subscriber Organization) Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Solar Garden ID No: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name and Location of Solar Garden: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SRC Subscriber’s Initial Subscription Share (in kilowatts, or “kW”): 
_________________________________  kW

The undersigned SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes _____________________
(“SRC Producer”), and SRC Producer hereby accepts the responsibility, to act 
as SRC Subscriber’s agent for purposes of selling to Public Service Company of 
Colorado (“Public Service”) all of SRC Subscriber’s beneficial interest in and to 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by, and delivered to Public Service from, the Photovoltaic Energy System (“PV 
System”) identified above, including full authority for SRC Producer to enter into 
a long-term contract on behalf of SRC Subscriber for such sale and to administer 
such contract, all pursuant to Public Service’s Solar*Rewards Community 
Program and Rate Schedule SRC of Public Service’s electric tariff on file with the 
Colorado Public Utilities Commission (“Commission”) and in effect from time to 
time.

1.  Duties of SRC Producer Generally. SRC Producer shall be responsible for 
issuing and managing the subscriptions of all SRC subscribers in the PV System 
and for selling to Public Service the subscribed and unsubscribed portions of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
by the PV System and delivered to Public Service at the production meter 
located at the PV System site. In performing such functions, SRC Producer 
shall be solely responsible for communicating directly to Public Service 
SRC Subscriber’s information concerning its subscription in the PV System, 
including its beneficial interest in the Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated and produced by the PV System. SRC 
Subscriber acknowledges and agrees that Public Service shall exclusively 
rely on such information as regularly and timely communicated from the SRC 
Producer for the purpose of calculating the SRC Credit that will be applied by 
Public Service and reflected on SRC Subscriber’s subsequent electric service 
bills as compensation for Public Service’s receipt of SRC Subscriber’s share of 
the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits generated 
and produced by the PV System, in accordance with Rate Schedule SRC of 
Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.

2.  Adjustments of Prior Period SRC Bill Credits. To the extent the subscription 
information communicated by SRC Producer to Public Service and used 
by Public Service for purposes of calculating the SRC Credit applied on 
SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill was incorrect, SRC Producer shall be 
responsible for processing all corrections or other adjustments of SRC Credits 
previously applied by Public Service to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills 
and to collect any overpayments and remit any underpayments for all such 
SRC Credits, as necessary, among SRC Subscriber and other SRC subscribers 
owning subscriptions in the PV System. SRC Subscriber acknowledges and 
agrees that any such corrections in amounts previously applied by Public 
Service as an SRC Credit on any of SRC Subscriber’s electric service bills for 
prior periods shall be administered exclusively by SRC Producer, and that Public 
Service shall not be required to increase or reduce any SRC Credit previously 
applied to SRC Subscriber’s electric service bill in any prior period to the 
extent such corrections are the result of incorrect subscription information 
for the PV System communicated to Public Service by SRC Producer. In 
connection with SRC Producer’s execution of its responsibilities to process 
any such adjustments to SRC Credits previously applied by Public Service with 
respect to the PV System, SRC Subscriber hereby authorizes Public Service to 
disclose and release to SRC Producer any and all information reflected on SRC 
Subscriber’s bills for retail electric service for all relevant periods, as may be 
necessary for SRC Producer to fully and properly administer such prior period 
adjustments among all SRC subscribers in the PV System.

3.  Limitation of Agency. This Agency Agreement shall only serve to authorize SRC 
Producer to act as SRC Subscriber’s agent with respect to SRC Subscriber’s 
beneficial interest in and to the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits generated by the PV System and delivered to Public Service 
to the extent that SRC Subscriber’s subscription continues from time-to-time 
to qualify as a valid subscription in the PV System in accordance with Section 
40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated thereunder 
by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule SRC of Public 
Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff.
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Colorado

4. Term of Agency and Termination.

 (a) This Agency Agreement shall become effective upon its execution by both 
SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer and shall continue in effect for so long as a 
valid and existing contract between Public Service and SRC Producer for the 
purchase and sale of such Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable 
Energy Credits shall continue in effect.

(b) This Agency Agreement may be terminated by either SRC Producer or 
SRC Subscriber upon Public Service’s receipt of notice that SRC Subscriber’s 
subscription in the PV System has been terminated or transferred in its 
entirety, or that SRC Subscriber no longer holds an interest in the beneficial 
use of the Photovoltaic Energy and associated Renewable Energy Credits 
generated by the PV System.

(c) This Agency Agreement shall automatically terminate upon: (i) the effective 
date of the termination of the contract between SRC Producer and Public 
Service for the purchase and sale of Photovoltaic Energy and associated 
Renewable Energy Credits generated by the PV System; or (ii) in the event 
of an effective assignment by SRC Producer of such contract, where Public 
Service has consented to such assignment in writing, the effective date of a 
replacement agency agreement between SRC Subscriber and the new owner 
or subscriber organization of the PV System that has taken assignment of such 
contract from SRC Producer.

5.  Representation and Acknowledgement. By executing this SRC Subscriber 
Agency Agreement, SRC Subscriber represents and warrants that the 
information stated herein is true and correct to the best of SRC Subscriber’s 
knowledge and belief and that SRC Subscriber has signed up for the stated 
subscription share size in the PV System through SRC Producer.

6.  Consent to Disclose Account Information. SRC Subscriber shall provide to 
Public Service a completed and signed “Consent to Disclose Utility Customer 
Data” form granting consent for Public Service to share information regarding 
SRC Subscriber’s past and present electric usage at the Service Address(es) 
identified above in order for SRC Producer independently to verify the extent 
of SRC Subscriber’s eligibility to hold a subscription in the PV System pursuant 
to Section 40-20-127, C.R.S., the effective rules and regulations promulgated 
thereunder by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission, and Rate Schedule 
SRC of Public Service’s Colorado Public Utilities Commission electric tariff. The 
Consent to Disclose Utility Customer Data form shall be that form posted from 
time to time on the 

Xcel Energy website or the website of the Colorado Public Utilities Commission.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agency Agreement was duly executed by the 
undersigned authorized representatives of SRC Subscriber and SRC Producer.

SRC SUBSCRIBER  ______________________________  SRC PRODUCER _______________________________________

By: _________________________________________   By: _________________________________________________

Title: ________________________________________  Title: ________________________________________________

Date:  _______________________________________  Date: _______________________________________________
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